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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

LETTER FROM THE

CHAIRMAN
The main indicators performed as forecast and 2014
ended with the first signs of economic recovery, although
still within the negative cycle in terms of macroeconomic
highlights. In this context, remaining faithful to our
commitment to shareholders, advertisers, suppliers and
audiences, Mediaset España again closed a virtuous circle
in which the level of rigour in business management once
more placed us at the head of European audiovisual
industry companies; leadership was maintained in media
channel results on television, in cinemas, in the Internet and
in social media, plus a maximum share of the advertising
market and the number one position in terms of stock
market capitalisation among listed media companies.
Our financial performance confirmed that we are Spain’s
top media business, adjusted EBITDA having totalled
€163.9 million, 87.9% up on 2013, a net income margin
of 17.6%, total net revenue of €932.1, which is 12.7%
higher than the 2013 figure, and advertising market
leadership at 44.2% of advertising investment made in the
company’s media.
As a listed company, exactly 10 years have gone by
since we were admitted to the stock exchange in the
best media industry IPO in our country’s history. And
the positive headlines continue, since we are still at the
head of stock market capitalisation in comparison with
Spanish media companies and among the leaders in
Europe, behind the giants ITV, ProSieben and Mediaset
Italy, having risen one spot with respect to 2013. With
24.5% growth and 542.3 million shares traded (36.4% up
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on the previous year), the company ended the year at a
value of €1,450 million, entailing a rise of 24.5% on 2013
and an increase of €1,636 million in the capitalisation gap
over our immediate competitor.
As regards the television viewers variable, which guides
advertisers in their investment decisions, Mediaset España
was the leading audiovisual group with its highest-ever
share at 30.7%. Telecinco was the most watched channel
for the third consecutive year, hitting its highest share
in the past four years; Cuatro also ended the year at
its highest figure for the same period; and the theme
channels continued to grow, Factoría de Ficción being
the most viewed niche channel in 2014 and the others
(Divinity, Energy and Boing) having led the field in
their respective target audiences. With respect to our
presence in the Internet and social media, we could say
that we are in the best possible position to reach multiscreen consumers, since the interactive and cross-channel
nature of our television content place us in an unbeatable
position, as the audiovisual group with the highest Internet
traffic at a monthly average of 10 million unique users and
54.1 million social media comments in 2014.
The obligation to invest 5% of our revenue in film
production bore its best fruit in 2014, once again fulfilling
the popular maxim to “make virtue of necessity”, which
in an extraordinary manner led us to achieve record
results. We played a role in creating Spain’s greatest
movie phenomenon of all time, the biggest box office hit
in the history of Spanish cinema, “Ocho apellidos vascos”;
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Alejandro Echevarría
Chairman

together with other movies that stood out in 2014, our
productions accounted for 60% of Spanish cinema’s total
box office takings at €127 million, 12 million moviegoers
having enjoyed the films produced by our subsidiary
Telecinco Cinema.
In addition to reaffirming our transparency objectives in
Corporate Governance, the company’s commitment to
corporate social responsibility was once again clear in
our constant task of making social awareness messages
accessible. Through “12 meses”, the initiative that best
reflects our mission to act as a loudspeaker by way of
our media windows, in 2014 we drew attention to organ
donation, specifically bone marrow, gender equality, food
conditions for minors at risk of social exclusion and the
fight against child labour.

a daily basis in each project and in each process, feeling
pride in providing our consumers with the most attractive
audiovisual content offering, our advertisers with the
most effective communication platform for their
messages, and our shareholders with an interest in a
company that increases in value and endorses their
trust in us year after year. I view of this, I can only add a
collective “THANK YOU”.

In short, the virtuous circle formed by our results
mentioned at the start of this letter mirrors another
equally well-built circle that is drawn by all the employees
who make Mediaset España possible: it combines reason
in management with passion and the will to succeed on
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LETTER FROM

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Paolo Vasile
Chief Executive Officer

Following a year that brought the worst results in
memory, the recovery commenced in 2014, although
major uncertainties remained, especially in the political
arena, where there were attacks, particularly from
institutions, as well as agitation and hostility towards the
media, above all the freest media without ties to any
political party, old or new. Nonetheless, Mediaset España
again demonstrated its capacity to bewitch viewers,
inform citizens and reward shareholders.

Mediaset España also tripled its revenue growth
percentage (12.7%) in relation to costs, which rose by
only 4.1%, a low figure considering that the company
broadcast major sports events in 2014, the football and
basketball world cups.

Indeed, Mediaset España had one its most brilliant years
in 2014, driving the audiovisual industry’s growth thanks
to magnificent viewing figures and advertising revenue,
combined with tight cost control, allowing us to post
outstanding operating margins.

Finally, net profit amounted to €59.5 million.This excellent
result would have been even better, reaching €112.1
million, were it not for the accounting impact of the DTS
divestment and the tax credit adjustment.

In 2014 Mediaset España was once more the leading
audiovisual company, achieving its highest-ever total
day audience at 30.7% and a 32.9% commercial target
share. During prime time, Mediaset España obtained the
highest share since 2008 at 29.6% and was the most
watched group (31.2% share) during daytime TV.
Mediaset España was also the audiovisual group with the
most Internet traffic, achieving a monthly average of 10
million unique users, close to 117 million videos served
according to Comscore.
Mediaset España was also the leader in social media
attention, accumulating over 54.1 million comments, 56%
of the total social media impact on television.
From an economic perspective, the company ended
2014 with adjusted EBITDA growth of 87.9%, amounting
to €163.9 million and a net income margin of 17.6%. EBIT
increased by 106.3%, well above twice the 2013 figure
(€70.2 million) to reach €144.8 million, entailing a 15.5%
net income margin.
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The company’s balance sheet also remained debt-free,
ending the year with a net financial position of €265.7
million. Free cash flow generation totalled €144.7 million.

All these data make Mediaset España the most profitable
Spanish audiovisual company and one of the leading
European media companies, thanks once again to the
strength of our business model and to our excellent
human team.

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2014
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GROUP ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The media group Mediaset España consists of companies
engaged in businesses related to the audiovisual sector,
the core activities being television content production
and broadcasting, and the exploitation of advertising
space on its TV channels.
Mediaset España Comunicación, S.A. (“Mediaset España”
or “the Company”), incorporated in Madrid on 10 March
1989, heads the corporate group named Grupo Mediaset
España Comunicación, S.A. (“the Mediaset Group” or “the
Group”).

Mediaset España, the parent company
Mediaset España’s corporate purpose is the indirect
management of public television services; at 31 December
2014 it commercially operates the TV channels Telecinco,
Cuatro, Factoría de Ficción, Boing, Divinity and Energy,
having obtained the licences necessary to provide
audiovisual communication services.
The company has its registered office at Carretera
de Fuencarral a Alcobendas 4, 28049, Madrid; it was
admitted to the stock exchange on 24 June 2004 and
is currently listed on the Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao and
Valencia exchanges, having joined the IBEX35 index on 3
January 2005.
The Group’s business is centred on the exploitation of
advertising space on the TV channels for which it holds
concessions and the performance of analogous and
complementary activities such as audiovisual production,
advertising promotion and news agency activities.
As the Group’s parent company, Mediaset España is
required to draw up the Group’s consolidated annul
accounts, as well as its own annual accounts. The Group’s
consolidated companies are as follows:

Fully-consolidated
companies

Country

2013

2014

Publiespaña, S.A.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Publimedia Gestión, S.A.U. (1)

Spain

100%

100%

Grupo Editorial Tele 5, S.A.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Telecinco Cinema, S.A.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Mediacinco Cartera, S.L.

Spain

75%

75%

Conecta 5 Telecinco, S.A.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Premiere Megaplex, S.A.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Integración Transmedia,
S.A.U. (1)

Spain

100%

100%

Sogecable Media, S.L.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Sogecable Editorial, S.A.U.

Spain

100%

100%

Equity-consolidated
companies

Country

2013

2014

Pegaso Televisión, Inc

USA

44%

44%

Bigbang Media, S.L.

Spain

30%

30%

Producciones Mandarina, S.L.

Spain

30%

30%

La Fábrica de la Tele, S.L.

Spain

30%

30%

DTS, Distribuidora de
Televisión Digital, S.A. (4)

Spain

22%

-

Furia de Titanes II, A.I.E. (3)

Spain

34%

34%

Editora Digital de Medios S.L.

Spain

50%

50%

60 DB Entertainment. S.L.

Spain

30%

30%

Megamedia Televisión, S.L. (2)

Spain

30%

30%

Supersport Televisión, S.L.

Spain

30%

30%

Netsonic, S.L. (1)

Spain

38.04%

38.04%

(1) The interest in these companies is held through Publiespaña, S.A.U.
(2) The interest in this company is held through Conecta 5 Telecinco, S.A.U.
(3) The interest in this EIG is held through Publiespaña, S.A.U.
(4) Sold to Telefónica de Contenidos, S.A.U. on 4 July 2014
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COMPANIES INCLUDED

MEDIASET
ESPAÑA
COMUNICACIÓN

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

75%

100%

TELECINCO
CINEMA

GRUPO
EDITORIAL

SOGECABLE
MEDIA

SOGECABLE
EDITORIAL

PREMIERE
MEGAPLEX

CONECTA
5

MEDIACINCO
CARTERA

PUBLIESPAÑA

34%

30%

A.I.E.
(FURIA
TITANES II)

100%

MEGAMEDIA
TV

PUBLIMEDIA

100%
INTEGRACIÓN
TRANSMEDIA

38%
NETSONIC

3%
(*) APROK
IMAGEN

30%

50%

60DB

ED. DIGITAL
DE MEDIOS

30%
PROD.
MANDARINA

43,7%
PEGASO TV

30%

30%

30%

BIG BANG
MEDIA

LA FÁBRICA
DE LA TELE

SUPERSPORT
TV

(*) Went into liquidation
CONSOLIDATED LINE BY LINE
CONSOLIDATED EQUITY METHOD
CONSOLIDATED AT COST
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Changes in the consolidation scope in the year ended 31 December 2014
On 4 July 2014, Mediaset España entered into an agreement to sell 22% of the share capital of “Distribuidora de
Televisión Digital, S.A.” (DTS) to the company Telefónica de Contenidos S.A.U., the full acquisition price having been
collected. The company was equity-consolidated.

SUBSIDIARIES
Subsidiaries are companies that Mediaset España has the capacity to effectively control. This capacity takes the form of
direct or indirect ownership of more than 50% of the subsidiary’s voting rights.

Direct interest through Mediaset España

Publiespaña, S.A.U.
Publiespaña, S.A.U. was formed on 3 November 1988. The company has the following objects: creation and
execution of advertising projects and tasks related to the contracting, provision of related intermediary services
and dissemination of advertising messages in all possible manners, through any media; activities related to marketing,
merchandising, telesales and other commercial activities; organization and production of cultural, sports, music or
other events, including the acquisition and exploitation of all kinds of related rights; and provision of advisory, analysis
and management services through any procedure related to the above-mentioned activities.
The activities detailed may be carried out by the company indirectly, in full or in part, through interests in other
companies with analogous objects.

Grupo Editorial Tele 5, S.A.U.
The company Grupo Editorial Tele 5, S.A.U. was formed in Madrid on 10 July 1991; its objects include the following
activities related to the exploitation of a television channel: acquisition and exploitation of rights to both phonograms
and audiovisual recordings; artist representation; show promotion; and edition, production, distribution and marketing
of publications and graphic materials.
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Telecinco Cinema S.A.U.
Digitel 5, S.A.U. was incorporated in Madrid on 23 September 1996; in November 2007 a change of name to
Telecinco Cinema, S.A.U. was entered in the Mercantile Register.
Its objects consist mainly of television broadcasting services using digital technology; research, development and
marketing of new telecommunication technologies; activities necessary for all kinds of television broadcasting;
intermediary services in audiovisual rights markets; and organisation, production and broadcasting of shows and
events of all kinds, among other activities.

Mediacinco Cartera, S.L.
The company Mediacinco Cartera, S.L. was formed on 13 April 2007; its objects encompass investment and the
provision of accounting, financial, tax, civil law, commercial law, labour and administrative management and advisory
services to its direct or indirect investees. The company is currently dormant.

Conecta 5 Telecinco, S.A.U.
Europortal, S.A. was incorporated on 6 September 1999; on 5 November 2007 its name was changed to Conecta
5 Telecinco, S.A.U. It is engaged in exploiting audiovisual content in the Internet.

Premiere Megaplex, S.A.U.
Premiere Megaplex, S.A. is engaged in gambling and betting operator activities. These include the organisation,
marketing and exploitation of gambling, betting, sweepstakes, contests and any other activities in which sums of
money or economically appraisable objects are risked on uncertain future results, and which allow transfers between
participants, irrespective of whether the players’ skill is predominant in them or they are exclusively or essentially
games of chance, betting or gambling, including the advertising, promotion and sponsorship of such activities. These
activities are all organised in accordance with Gaming Law 13/2011 (27 May).

Sogecable Media, S.L.U.
Sogecable Media, S.L.U. was formed on 10 October 2005 to market advertising space on audiovisual media for
CUATRO, Prisa TV’s theme channels in DIGITAL+ and REVISTA DIGITAL+. The company is currently dormant.

Sogecable Editorial, S.A.U.
The company Sogecable Editorial, S.A.U. is engaged mainly in the following activities related to the exploitation of
a TV channel: acquisition and exploitation of rights to both phonograms and audiovisual recordings; artist
representation; show promotion; and edition, production, distribution and marketing of publications and
graphic materials.
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Publiespaña S.A.U.’s direct investees

Publimedia Gestión, S.A.U.
Publimedia Gestión, S.A.U. was incorporated in Madrid on 23 November 1999 and operates throughout Spain
from its Madrid office.
The company has the following objects: creation, acquisition, production, co-production, edition, filming or
recording, reproduction, broadcasting, screening, distribution, marketing and exploitation by any means of
audiovisual, written or computerised works or recordings, as well as related rights; creation and execution of
advertising projects and tasks related to the contracting, provision of intermediary services and dissemination of
advertising messages in all possible manners, through any media; creation, acquisition, marketing and exploitation by
any means, directly or indirectly, of brands, patents and any other type of industrial property or image rights, as well
as any objects, models or methods able to serve as a medium for the exploitation of such rights; activities related
directly or indirectly to marketing, merchandising and other commercial activities; organisation and production of
cultural, sports, music or other events, and acquisition and exploitation by any means of all kinds of related rights;
and provision of advisory, analysis and management services, through any procedure, in connection with the abovementioned activities.

Integración Transmedia, S.A.U.
The company Integración Transmedia, S.A.U. is engaged in the creation and execution of advertising projects
and tasks related to the contracting, provision of related intermediary services and dissemination of advertising
messages in all possible manners, through any media; activities related directly or indirectly to marketing,
merchandising, telesales and other commercial activities; organization and production of cultural, sports, music
or other events, including the acquisition and exploitation of all kinds of related rights; and provision of advisory,
analysis and management services through any procedure related to the above-mentioned activities.
All the subsidiaries listed above are registered at Carretera de Fuencarral a Alcobendas 4, Madrid.

Associates
Set out below are details of Mediaset España’s associates, in which it has the capacity to exercise significant influence
(which is assumed when an interest of at least 20% is held) though not control.
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Mediaset España’s direct investees

Pegaso Televisión Inc.
This is a US company registered at 1401 Brickell Avenue – Ste 500, Miami, Florida. Through this company, Mediaset
España channels its investment in Caribevisión Network, a Spanish-language TV channel that broadcasts on the east
coast of the United States and in Puerto Rico.

Bigbang Media, S.L
It is domiciled in Madrid at calle Almagro 3 and is engaged mainly in the production and distribution of audiovisual
programmes and products of all kinds and using all technologies.

DTS, Distribuidora de Televisión Digital, S.A.
The company has its registered office at Avda de los Artesanos 6,Tres Cantos, Madrid and is engaged in the indirect
management of satellite pay TV public television services. It was sold to Telefónica de Contenidos, S.A.U. on 4 July
2014.

Producciones Mandarina, S.L.
The company is registered at calle María Tubau 3, Madrid and is engaged in audiovisual content creation, development,
production and exploitation.

La Fábrica de la Tele, S.L.
This company is registered at calle Frómista 5, Madrid and is engaged in audiovisual content creation, development,
production and exploitation.

Editora Digital de Medios,S.L.
It is domiciled at calle Condesa de Venadito 1, Madrid; its objects encompass the creation, development and
exploitation of a digital daily newspaper specialised in media information, particularly audiovisual media.

60 dB Entertainment. S.L.
The company has its registered office at calle Avenida Diagonal 558, Madrid and is engaged in the creation and
development of audiovisual content in any format, whether entertainment, fiction, advertising or similar, and the
production and commercial exploitation of events in any form and by way of any media.

Supersport Televisión, S.L.
It is domiciled at calle María Tubau 5-4ª Planta, Madrid; its object consists of the production of news programmes,
particularly sports news.
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Companies owned indirectly through Publiespaña S.A.U.
Netsonic, S.L.
This company has its registered address at calle Gran Vía de las Corts Catalanes 630, 4ª Planta, Barcelona; it is
engaged in the creation of an online video advertising network to unify media group audiences in Latin American
countries, including both international groups (having audiences in Latin America) and Latin American groups.

Companies owned indirectly through Telecinco Cinema S.A.U.
Furia de Titanes II, A.I.E.
The Economic Interest Grouping Furia de Titanes II is domiciled at calle Teobaldo Power 2-3ºD, Santa Cruz de
Tenerife and is engaged in the presentation, for its own account or for the account of third parties, of telecommunication services in any form and through any media, and the participation by any means in the creation, production,
distribution and exploitation of audiovisual, fiction, animation and documentary works.

Companies owned indirectly through Conecta 5 Telecinco S.A.U.
Megamedia Televisión, S.L.
It is domiciled at calle María Tubau 5-4ª Planta, Madrid; the company’s object consists of the creation, development,
production and exploitation of multimedia audiovisual content.

Note: None of the above companies is listed on a stock exchange.

The parent company has issued the pertinent notifications to investees, as indicated in the Spanish Companies
Act 2010, and there are no commitments which may give rise to contingencies with respect to those companies.
Note: The business names of the companies are as follows: Mediaset España Comunicación S.A. (“Mediaset España”); Grupo Editorial
Tele5, S.A.U (“Grupo Editorial”); Sogecable Media S.L.U. (“Sogecable Media”); Telecinco Cinema, S.A.U. (“Telecinco Cinema”); Mediacinco
Cartera S.L. (“Mediacinco Cartera”); Conecta 5 Telecinco, S.A.U. (“Conecta 5”); Publiespaña, S.A.U. (“Publiespaña”); Publimedia Gestión
S.A.U. (“Publimedia Gestión”).
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ORGANISATIONAL CHART OF MEDIASET ESPAÑA

NEWS DIVISION

J. Pedro Valentín
A.D. Sports
(J.A. Rodríguez)

NEWS DIVISION
TELECINCO

P. Piqueras

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
CONTENT

M. Villanueva

D. International Channel
(X.M. Barreira)
A.D. Multiplatform
(A. Bueno)

ANTENNA DIVISION

CONTENT PRODUCTION
DIVISION

P. Marco

L. Baltanás

A. D. Marketing
( J. López Cuenllas)
A.D. Channel Cuatro
(Raul L. Palomar)
A.D. Adjunto Antena
(J. A. Alarcón)
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D. Programme Production
(B. Toscano)
A.D. Production (O. Flórez)

MOVIE & RIGHTS
ACQUISITION
DIVISION

G. Barrois
G. M. Telecinco Cinema
(A. Augustin)

A.D. Programme production
(M. Blanco)

A.D. Projects Development
(J. Tuca)

D. Fiction programmes (T. Sevilla)

G. M. Telecinco Cinema
(M. Sánchez-Ballesteros)

A.D. Channels FDF, Boing
(S. Sans)

A.D. Miniseries (M.J. Sánchez-Biezma)
A.D. New Projects (E. Sánchez)

A.D. Product selection
(A. L. Armendáriz)

A.D. Entertainment Production
(O. Forniés)

A.D. Antenna Operations
(M. Caldés)

A.D. Document Management
(J.A. Rodríguez)
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Corporate areas providing services to Business
TV & Business Advertising

CHAIRMAN

A. Echevarría

CORPORATE GENERAL
MANAGEMENT

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

M. Rodríguez
Legal Counsel
A.D. Internal Audit (A. Santamaría)
A.D. Institutional Relations (M. del Río)

P. Vasile

COMMUNICATION & EXTERNAL
RELATIONS DIVISION

M. Drago

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS

M. Musolino

A.D. Corporate Development
(J. A. Moreno)
A. D. Investor Relations
(L. A. Giammatteo)
D. Games
(J. Madrid)

TECHNOLOGIES
DIVISION

H. R. & SERVICES
DIVISION

ECONOMIC FINANCE DIVISION

E. Fernández

L. Expósito

J. Uría

A. D. Industrial relations &
Compensations
(F. Piñera)

D. Management control
(F. J. Ascorve)

A. D. Studies & Infrastructures
(M. García Sagospe)
A. D. Publications, Graphics &
Ad. Services
(J.L. Díaz Dávila)
A.D. IT Development and Systems
(J. Martín)

A. D. Procurement & Gen. Services
(M. Montiel)

A. D. Admin. Mediaset Group
(F. Sanz)
A. D. Admin. Publiespaña Group
(A. Suárez)
 . D. Consolidation, Reporting &
A
Investees (T. Reyes)
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ADVERTISING
MANAGEMENT

Editorial Committee
Fiction Committee

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
MANAGEMENT

HUMAN
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

C
 ontent Committee

RISK
MANAGEMENT

Advertising Committee

W
 orkers’ Committee
E quality Committee

Risk Committee
 cquisitions
A
Committee

B
 oard of Directors
E xecutive Committee
A
 udit and Compliance
Committee
A
 ppointments and
Remuneration Committee
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM
Mediaset España’s corporate governance system is the framework which governs and
guarantees the company’s proper management, orientated towards generating value
for shareholders. The system is built around policies, regulations and procedures that
assure the highest standards of transparency and good practice in the Corporate
Governance area.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
The company’s governing bodies are the General
Shareholders’ Meeting, the Board of Directors and the
Board committees.
The General Meeting is governed by applicable legislation,
the company’s By-laws and the General Meeting Regulations approved by Mediaset España. As the company’s
sovereign body, the General Meeting represents all the
shareholders and adopts majority decision on the matters falling within its competence, the right to attend being
assured through ownership of one share in the company.
In accordance with corporate governance recommendations, detailed proposals of resolutions to be adopted
by the General Meeting are published together with the
announcement of the Meeting. All matters that are substantially independent from each other are addressed
as separate agenda items so that the shareholders may
express their specific voting preferences.
The Board of Directors is the company’s maximum
decision-taking body, barring matters reserved for the
General Meeting. The Board thus holds all the authority
necessary to manage the company’s affairs. However,
the Board’s policy is to delegate the company’s ordinary
management to Board committees and the management
team in order to focus on Mediaset España’s general
strategy and its general supervisory role.
In 2014, the Board’s size and composition changed with
respect to the previous two years. Two external nominee
directors resigned, one nominee director was not
re-elected and a new executive director was appointed.
After these changes, the Board had 13 members, in line
with the good governance recommendation limiting their
number to fifteen (15).

As indicated, the change in composition was due to
the resignation of Mr. Manuel Polanco Moreno and Mr.
Juan Luis Cebrián Echarri, who were external nominee
directors, the non-renewal of Mr. Pier Silvio Berlusconi,
who was a nominee director, the change of status of the
director Mr. Tringali from executive director to external
nominee director, the appointment of a new executive
director and the change of the Chairman’s director
category from independent to “Other external directors”,
after having held office for a period exceeding 12 years.
As a result, the Board had the following composition in
2014: 31% Independent, 38% Nominee, 23% Executive
and 8% Other external directors.
Women’s representation on the Board of Directors
remained stable at 6·66% of the total number of
directors. In order to ensure that the process for selecting
the members of the Board of Directors is completely
objective and that, if the opportunity arises, it proves
possible to have a higher number of women on the Board,
the Appointments and Remuneration Committee has
drawn up, following the relevant analysis, a list of women
that meet the requirements to be appointed members of
the company’s Board of Directors.
The committees which assist the Board in its tasks are
the Executive Committee, the Audit and Compliance
Committee and the Appointments and Remuneration
Committee, all of which are chaired by independent
directors.
The Audit and Compliance Committee and the
Appointments and Remuneration Committee are
governed by the Board Regulations and by their own
specific rules.
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The Board Regulations develop and supplement
legislation and the by-laws applicable to the Board of
Directors and are based on the recommendations of
the “Unified Code of Good Governance”. The matters
addressed in the Board Regulations include the restriction
of the mandate of independent directors to 12 years; the
maximum age at which directors must make their office

available to the Board, which is 80 years of age; and the
directors’ obligation to report to the Board any criminal
proceedings in which they are involved as suspects and
developments during the proceedings, and to inform
the Appointments and Remuneration Committee of
their other professional occupations, including other
board offices.

COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mr. Alejandro Echevarría Busquet
Chairman
Mr. Fedele Confaloneri
Vice-Chairman

Mr. Paolo Vasile
Chief Executive Officer
Mr. Giuseppe Tringali
Vice-Chairman

Mr. Mario Rodríguez Valderas
Secretary

Mr. Massimo Musolino
Board director

Mr. Angel Durández Adeva
Board director

Mr. Alfredo Messina
Board director

Mr. Francisco De Borja Prado Eulate
Board director

Mr. Giuliano Adreani
Board director

Ms. Helena Revoredo Delvecchio
Board director

Mr. Marco Giordani
Board director

Mr. José Ramón Álvarez-Rendueles
Board director

8%

DIRECTOR’S CATEGORY
Other external
Nominee directors

31%

Independent directors
Executive directors

38%
23%

The professional backgrounds of the members of the Board of Directors can be found at:
http://www.mediaset.es/inversores/es/consejo-de-administracion.html
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BOARD COMMITTEES
Executive Committee
Mr. Alejandro Echevarría Busquet
Chairman
Mr. Paolo Vasile
Member

Mr. Giuliano Adreani
Member
Mr. Francisco de Borja Prado Eulate
Member

Mr. Fedele Confalonieri
Member

Mr. José Ramón Álvarez-Rendueles
Member

17%

33%

17%

33%

Audit and Compliance Committee

Mr. Alfredo Messina
Member

Mr. Angel Durández Adeva
Chairman
Mr. Fedele Confalonieri
Member

Mr. José Ramón Álvarez-Rendueles
Member

Mr. Giuliano Adreani
Member

Mr. Marco Giordani
Member

33%
67%

Appointments and Remuneration Committee
Mr. José Ramón Álvarez-Rendueles
Chairman
Mr. Francisco de Borja Prado Eulate
Mr. Fedele Confalonieri
Member
Member
Mr. Giuliano Adreani
Member

50%

50%

BOARD’S CATEGORY
Other external

Independent directors

Nominee directors

Executive directors
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OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE

Share capital:
Date of last change

Share capital

Number of shares

Number of voting rights

29/12/2010

203,430,713

406,861,426

406,861,426

Most significant changes to shareholder structure during the year:
Name or business name of shareholder

Date of operation

Description of operation

Promotora de Informaciones SA

02/09/2014

Fallen below 5% of share capital

Lazard Asset Management LLC

10/06/2014

Fallen below 3% of share capital

Invesco Limited

17/11/2014

Fallen below 3% of share capital

Direct and indirect owners of significant shareholdings, excluding Board members:
No. of direct
voting rights

No. of indirect
voting rights

Mediaset, SpA

169,058,846

0

Promotora de Informaciones, S.A.

14,891,677

0

Mr. Silvio Berlusconi

0

169,058,846

Lazard Asset Management LLC

0

12,247763

Name

% Total

3.01 %
41.55 %
41.55 %
3.66 %

Members of the Board of Directors holding voting shares:

Director’s name or business name

Mr. Alejandro Echevarría Busquet

47,023

0.01

Mr. Paolo Vasile

8,426

0.00

Mr. Massimo Musolino

15,361

0.00

Mr. Mario Rodríguez Valderas

10,303

Mr. José Ramón Alvarez-Rendueles

17,640

Mr. Angel Durández Adeva

4,237

Mr. Francisco de Borja Prado Eulate
% total voting rights held by the Board

24

% voting rights (indirect)

Number of
direct voting
rights

719

Direct
shareholder

Alvarvil, SA

% total voting
rights

Number of
voting rights

654

0.00
0.00

Bopreu, SL

7,412

0.00
0.01
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MANAGEMENT
As a result of the changes to the Board’s composition
during 2014, a proposal will be submitted to the General
Meeting to be held in April 2015 to reduce the number
of Board directors. Additionally, following the legislative
changes approved at the end of 2014, the shareholders
will be asked to approve a number of amendments to
the by-laws and regulations in order to adapt Mediaset
España’s governance rules accordingly.
Mediaset España publishes its Annual Corporate
Governance Report based on the CNMV’s standard
model, in which it reports on the shareholder and
administration structure (Board of Directors and
Board Committees), related-party transactions, risk
control systems, the General Meeting, follow-up of
recommendations concerning corporate governance and
other information of interest.
It also issues the Annual Directors’ Remuneration Report
in accordance with CNMV requirements, which contains
a detailed breakdown of the remuneration paid to the
directors, including an itemised description of all amounts
received during the year, showing earnings, per diems,
any additional remuneration received, contributions to
defined-contribution pension plans and other items The
report contains information on the remuneration system
that will determine directors’ earnings in the following
year and the structure and amounts paid to senior
executives of Mediaset España and the main Group
companies. Mediaset España began publishing detailed,
itemised information on directors’ remuneration several
years ahead of the CNMV’s recommendation.
This information is made available to shareholders as
from the General Meeting announcement date and may
be accessed on the website or by asking to receive a
free printed copy by mail. In the interests of enhancing
the transparency of information published by the
company, both the Corporate Governance Report and
the Directors’ Remuneration Report are verified by an
independent. Mediaset España thus remains a pioneer
among the Ibex 35 companies by submitting these reports
to external verification.

In its efforts to increase shareholder participation in the
Company’s decisions and to make published information
more transparent, the Directors’ Remuneration Report is
subject to a binding vote during the General Meeting, as
a specific item on the agenda. The shareholders therefore
have the opportunity to take part in decisions on a highly
relevant matter which in most listed companies remains
outside their decision-taking scope. In 2014 the company
chose to submit the Remuneration Report to a binding
vote, as with the other agenda items, and it was approved
by 75.08% of share capital.
The company’s directors’ remuneration policy is regulated
by Articles 37 and 56 of the by-laws and Article 28 of
the Board Regulations. Among other aspects, the remuneration policy stipulates that Board members, acting in
that capacity, are entitled to receive remuneration comprising a fixed annual sum and board meeting attendance
expenses.
The General Meeting has the authority to determine the
maximum amount that the company may pay during a
financial year to the Board members as a whole in respect
of annual remuneration and per diems. For 2014, the
maximum was set at €2,500,000. The Board of Directors
is responsible for determining the exact amount to be
paid to each director within that limit. The amount paid in
2014 totalled €1,480,000, well below the limit set by the
General Meeting.
The directors’ remuneration policy is determined on the
basis of the following criteria:
• Directors receive remuneration in accordance with the
responsibilities entrusted to them and the dedication
required;
• Remuneration incentivises their work so as to retain
the most valuable professionals;
• It is in line with market remuneration paid by companies having a similar size and activity.
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In the case of the independent directors, this policy also
seeks to ensure that the amount of their remuneration
provides an incentive for them to dedicate their time to
and remain at the company, without compromising their
independence.
The specific features of the remuneration system for
executive directors provide the right to receive a variable
sum based on the fulfilment of certain performance
indicators approved at the start of each year by the
Board of Directors, subject to a favourable report from
the Appointments and Remuneration Committee. These
indicators are linked to the director’s and the company’s
performance.
Since 2010, no stock options and welfare allowances
have been granted to executive directors as part of their
remuneration plans.
The Board of Directors stipulated three objectives for
executive directors holding the position of Managing
Directors in 2014, assigning each objective a specific
weighting in percentage terms:

Advertising revenue
G
 roup’s consolidated
EBIT
25%

Free cash flow
50%

25%

In the case of the Chief Executive Officer, variable
remuneration is equal to 70% of fixed remuneration
and may account for up to 40% of total remuneration,
based on 100% fulfilment of related objectives. The Board
of Directors considers that the ratio of fixed to variable
remuneration for the company’s CEO is adequate, since
the maximum amount that may be obtained is 40% of
total remuneration, including all items, a ratio that complies
fully with the proportionality, retention and incentivisation
objectives.
The Executive Director performing senior management
functions, Ms. Mario Rodríguez, is entitled to variable
remuneration equal to 56% of her fixed remuneration.
Thirty-six percent depends on the fulfilment of individual
objectives, 36% on company objectives, which must be
reached in order to receive the bonus, and the remaining
28% on her annual performance evaluation.
The Executive Director Mr. Massimo Musolino is entitled
to variable remuneration at 51% of his fixed remuneration.
36% depends on the fulfilment of individual objectives,
36% on company objectives, which must be reached in
order to receive the bonus, and the 28% on her annual
performance evaluation.
The Chairman of the Board of Directors, who does
not have executive functions, receives supplementary
remuneration comprising fixed and variable sums; the
variable amount is tied to the company’s fulfilment of
budget objectives and to the special level of dedication
required in this office, the amount being in line with
previous years.
No other contributions were made to definedcontribution pension plans or other long-term savings
systems for the directors during 2014.
As regards agreements on indemnities or golden
parachutes for cases in which the directors resign or are
unfairly dismissed, or their contract is terminated on specific
grounds, clauses that must be approved by the Board of
Directors, in 2014 there were 11 beneficiaries, including a
Division Director, a Senior Manager, an Executive Director,
a Division Director, two Areas Managers, a Director, a
Sub-director and three other people.
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The terms of each agreement are explained in detail in
the Annual Corporate Governance Report, section C,
which may be accessed in the following link (maquetar e
incluir el enlace al CGAR)
Another area in which Mediaset España stands out
due to the application of the CNMV’s governance
recommendations concerns Board member dedication.
Since 2013, the necessary measures have been in place to
guarantee that the Board directors devote the necessary
time and effort to effectively perform their functions.
Certain rules are applied relating to the number of Boards
on which Mediaset España’s directors may sit.
The limits are set based on the type and characteristics
of each of the Board member categories. The rules for
executive directors and nominee directors are more
restrictive and the number of Boards of directors on
which they may sit is lower than for other director
categories, there also being limits on the number of
Boards they may belong to within the Mediaset Group
companies. As regards rules applicable to independent
directors, their membership of other Boards is linked to
their own director category, distinguishing whether they
are nominee, executive or independent directors, with
limits varying on this basis.
Executive directors may form part of a maximum of 10
Group company Boards of Directors; nominee directors
may sit on a maximum of 10 Boards of companies
forming part of the consolidated group parented by a
company that is a shareholder of Mediaset España; and
independent directors may not be nominee directors or
executive directors on a Board of a company engaged in
activities that are the same as or similar or complementary
to Mediaset España’s corporate objects. In all cases,
the directors’ involvement in non-Group companies is
restricted.

As regards the Board members’ right and duty of
information, during the second half of the year the Secretary
sends the directors a calendar and a list of matters to be
addressed during Board and Board committee meetings
in the following year. As from that moment, the directors
may initiate the procedure provided by Articles 16 and
29 of the Board Regulations.The Secretary also sends the
agenda by email to the directors together with a duly
prepared summary of relevant information.
In 2014 the internal control procedures were reviewed
and improved to enhance transparency and tighten control over the activities performed within Mediaset España
and its Group in connection with the responsible governance processes detailed below, which are explained in
more detail in the Corporate Responsibility Report:
(i) A Continuous Management Alerts System has been
implemented, based on 41 key process indicators
(KPIs) for the Group’s main revenue, cost and IT
processes. These KPIs are updated daily using data
recorded in the main applications used for the
processes monitored.
(ii) In order to comply with Italian Law 262/2005 on Savings
Protection, with respect to the Mediaset España
Group’s consolidated balance sheet, processes having
an impact on financial reporting are now identified
and documented; control activities are carried out
to assess processes and a six-monthly evaluation is
performed by testing control activities to evaluate
the overall process. In 2014 the scope was reviewed,
resulting in the addition of eight new processes and
the extension of four existing processes.
(iii) All the Mediaset España Group’s current procedures
were reviewed and updated. This review was
performed together with all the areas involved.

The terms of each agreement are explained in detail in the Annual Corporate Governance Report, section C, which may
be accessed in the following link click here.
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(iv) In order to ensure maximum transparency, an analysis
was conducted of entertainment expenses and the
use of credit cards by Group directors and employees.

(v) Finally, work continued in 2014 on the implementation
of the crime prevention and detection model, including
a review of action protocols and the allocation of
financial resources through a specific budget item.
Disciplinary measures are being implemented for the
failure to follow the procedures.

For more information on corporate governance issues, please visit the Annual Corporate Governance Report and the
investor portal of the Company’s web site, which can be accessed through this link:
http://www.mediaset.es/inversores/es/
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RISK MANAGEMENT
Given the nature of its activity, the market in which it operates and the players with which
it does business, the Mediaset Group is subject to the influence of various inherent risks.
To mitigate these risks and ensure that the Company achieves its strategic objectives,
the Group’s governing bodies have implemented mechanisms to identify, evaluate and
reduce potential risks, and have established specific control procedures in this respect.
The Risk Management System introduced in 2007, based
on the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (COSO II), which have been regularly updated since then, provides the company with a set of rules,
procedures and an organisational structure focused on
the management of a healthy, properly run company in
line with pre-set objectives.
The Risk Management System combines qualitative and
quantitative measures to ensure integrated, balanced risk
management the aim of which is the identification, control
and management of any significant risk which might affect
achievement of the Company’s objectives. It also makes
it possible to assess the impact of each identified risk
which might affect Group companies, the likelihood of
the risk occurring and the degree of control existing over
each risk.

include evaluating, controlling and tracking the business
risks that are identified and managed for each Group
company. To this end, it draws up its Annual Audit
Plan based on the evaluation of existing risks and the
suggestions received from the Audit and Compliance
Committee and Corporate Business Management. This
plan is presented to the Chief Executive Officer for
discussion and approval and, subsequently, to the Audit
Committee for explanation and approval. Corporate
Business Management is responsible for coordinating the
implementation of the control system and risk monitoring
with each Management Unit in which risks are identified.
The Risk Committee, formed by the Group’s general
managers, is the body through which the executive risk
management functions are carried out in the Company’s
day-to-day operation, laying down the framework for
Integrated Risk Management.

The board of directors, as the highest governing body of
Mediaset España, has the task of identifying the main risks of
the Group and implementing and carrying out supervision
of the information and internal control systems in place,
for the purpose of adopting the measures required to
reasonably ensure an effective internal control system and
the development of improvements to said system.

In this connection, it prepares the Group Risk Map, a
document which reflects in graphic form the agents
and events that generate risks which could negatively or
positively impact the achievement of the objectives set
by the organisation and, therefore, enables efforts and
resources to be concentrated on the management of
risks which the organisation regards as priority.

Mediaset España’s Audit and Compliance Committee
supports the Board of Directors and has the functions
of ascertaining, checking and supervising the suitability
and completeness of the process for the preparation
of financial information, internal control and the risk
management systems, as well as ensuring compliance with
the Risk Policy, among other responsibilities.

This Map sets out the most relevant risks on a strategic,
corporate governance, business, credit, market, regulatory,
tax and reputational level, as well as on an environmental
level if appropriate, that could affect the business and
analyses each of them for the purposes of evaluating
them in terms of their probability and potential impact
on the Group’s financial statements and the achievement
of strategic objectives, classifying them as “within accepted
risk” or “in excess of accepted risk”.

Internal Audit Management, in turn, is responsible for
driving and supporting risk management and providing
the Board of Directors with assurance that the internal
control system is being properly supervised. Its duties

This document is presented to the Audit and Compliance
Committee for approval and is continuously monitored
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by the Internal Audit Department. It is updated on a
yearly basis. During the monitoring and review process,
expectations that the main managers in key business
areas, investors, regulators, customers and suppliers
may have with regard to the company are taken into
account, as well as legislative developments and best
practice recommendations that might be applicable in the
management of the business.
Each risk identified is assigned a specific employee
responsible for its monitoring and management.
Procedures, processes and policies are implemented and
IT tools are developed that allow the identified risks to
be mitigated.

Through the Internal Audit Management Unit these risks
are analysed, supervised and evaluated, and the action
plans required to mitigate them are coordinated. This
Management Unit is also responsible for coordinating the
implementation of the risk monitoring system with each
Management Unit that “owns” each risk.
The Group has implemented a Financial Reporting
Internal Control System (FRICS) which ensures the
reliability of the financial information reported by
the Group companies on an individual basis and the
consolidated financial information, as well as compliance
with the relevant legislation and the correction of any
weaknesses observed.

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Code of Ethics.
Integrated Risk Management System.
Corporate Security Policy.
Internal Rules of Conduct.
Procedure for Procurement
of Goods and Services.
Procedure for Purchasing Rights.
Procedures and Duties of the
Committee for Acquisitions and Sales.
Procedure for Signing of Contracts.
Procedure for Travel and Travelling Expenses.

Procedure for the Making and
Acceptance of Gifts.
Procedure for Management
of powers of attorney.
Procedure for Allowances.
Procedure for Asset Management.
Procedure governing the Sale
of Audio-visual rights.
Procedure for Customer Management.
Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing Prevention Manual.
Mediaset España Complaints Channel.
Premiere Megaplex Complaints Channel.

OTHER MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES:
Procedure for control of furnishings
and sundry materials.
Procedure for operational control
of advertising campaigns.
Procedure for processing of
advertising orders.
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Procedure for the use of mobile devices.
Procedure for the control of personal
data stored in non-automated files.
Procedure for ordering work materials.
Procedure for returning assets.
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Every year, all personnel involved in the preparation and
supervision of financial information and the evaluation of
the FRICS receive training on accounting standards, risk
control and risk management, auditing and tax updates.
The Management Units covered by these training plans
are The Finance Division and Internal Audit Management.
During 2014, these employees received a total of 1,561
hours’ training, of which 681 hours related to accounting,
tax and financial legislation, and 880 hours to the
Prevention of Fraud and Money Laundering.
The Group has also designed a Crime Prevention
and Detention Model, which is based mainly on the
implementation of the Code of Ethics, the definition of
Internal Rules of Conduct, the creation of a Complaints
Channel and the setting up of Compliance Management.
During 2014, Internal Audit Management carried out
27 reviews on different areas of the company, including
Content Production Management, Film Rights Acquisition
Management, Advertising Sales Management, Human
Resource and Vocational Risk Prevention Management,
Procurement and General Services Management, and
Online Gaming Management.
These audits resulted in a total of 66 recommendations
with the corresponding action plans. Internal Audit
Management is responsible for monitoring and, on
numerous occasions, supporting the area affected by the
implementation of the recommended improvements.
During the year the Group Risk Map has also been
updated and monitored.
The Mediaset Group has a Code of Ethics which
establishes the fundamental values and principles which
govern the Company, to which all employees, managers
and Board members are subject. The Code is therefore
applicable to all kinds of professional relations and governs,
among other areas, contractual, commercial and business
relations between Mediaset España and its suppliers and
customers. All natural or legal persons who have any type
of relation with Mediaset España in the course of their
professional or business activities as external auditors,
consultants, advisers, suppliers, advertisers, media centres,
external producers, bodies, institutions, etc. are also
required to comply with the Code of Ethics.
The main principles laid down in the Code include the
following:

• Integrity, responsibility and transparency in financial
information.
• Right to equality and non-discrimination.
• Right to health and safety at work and protection of
the environment.
• Compliance with prevailing legislation and regulations.
The company’s Code of Ethics was approved by the Board
of Directors in December 2011 and has been revised
annually, and updated as appropriate. It is available on the
company’s intranet and both employees and directors
have confirmed that they are aware of its content and the
fact that they are subject to its provisions.
When the Code of Ethics was implemented the
company established a communications plan for all Group
personnel. There is also a procedure led by Human
Resource Management whereby newly hired employees
are informed of the existence of the Code of Ethics and
the fact that compliance with it is mandatory. They are
required to confirm their acceptance of the Code.
Control over compliance with the Code of Ethics pertains
to Internal Audit and Human Resource Management.
Compliance Management, which is dependent on the Audit
and Compliance Committee, comprising the Corporate
General Manager of Mediaset España, the Management
and Operations General Manager and the Internal Audit
Director, is responsible for ensuring compliance with the
Internal Code of Conduct. Its functions include notifying
any infringement of said Code to Human Resource
Management, which takes the requisite disciplinary action,
if appropriate.
In order to ensure the effective implementation of the
Code of Ethics and the various procedures that develop
and implement it, the company complements and
reinforces its preventive framework with a number of
control processes that identify areas for improvement
and detect potential breaches, with a view to taking the
requisite corrective measures.
Internal Audit Management carries out control procedures over the application of the pertinent procedures
and codes. Any possible case of irregularity, fraud or corruption, and any infringement of the Code of Ethics, may
be submitted to this area, who must pass the case on to
the Audit and Compliance Committee.
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MAIN RISKS IDENTIFIED AND
MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS:

Regulatory risk
The numerous regulatory changes to
which the organisation is subject on a tax
and labour level, and also with respect to
changes specific to the audio-visual sector,
constitute a risk that threatens the stability
of the business and the achievement of
strategic objectives.
The Group has set up a working team in
which all regulatory changes are analysed
in detail by senior management, so that any
unexpected decision can be coped with
immediately and its impact on the company
can be minimised.
In turn, given the continuous monitoring
by the regulator of the content broadcast
by the channels, the Group has developed
processes and implemented appropriate
precautionary measures at the editorial
control level to ensure that restrictions on
broadcasting of content during protected
times are complied with and that these are
property catalogued, with viewers being
advised beforehand. However, it should
be noted that the evaluation criteria for
broadcasting content are entirely subjective
and therefore it is difficult to eliminate this
risk entirely.

Risk of development of
the Spanish economy
The television business is directly related to
economic growth and therefore this is an
external factor that has a direct impact on the
business.
Since the beginning of the crisis, the Group
has taken measures aimed at controlling both
business and structural costs. These measures
will be maintained for some time, given the
current economic climate.

Reputational risk
As a media company, Mediaset España is
exposed to situations that may threaten its
corporate image, and the image of the channels
it broadcasts and their programmes.
To mitigate these risks, the Group has improved
interdepartmental communication and activation of alerts in the event of the occurrence of
specific cases. It has also strengthened coordination with the programme producers to
improve reaction times.

Financial risk
The recent appreciation of the dollar against the euro has impacted the TV business, since broadcasting
rights are purchased in markets that operate in this currency.
The company has arranged hedging and exchange insurance contracts to mitigate any potential
negative impacts.

More information on risks and risk management can be found in section E.5 of the Annual Corporate
Governance Report or by clicking here.
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The Code of Ethics includes the following sections: legal
and regulatory compliance; conflict of interest; confidentiality and confidential information; privileged information; integrity, responsibility and transparency of financial
information; equality and non-discrimination, health and
safety at work and protection of the environment; drugs
and alcohol, intellectual property, material resources for
the carrying on of work activity, money laundering and
financing of terrorism, freedom of expression and of the
press, trade relations and links with competitors; external
communication, e-mail, internet and telephone; privacy
and data protection; fraudulent practices and misleading undertakings; duty of communication and complaints
channel; presents, payment of illegal commissions, gifts
and illegal profits; and handling of breaches of the Code
of Ethics.

on the other. This issue is thus regulated by establishing
clear performance rules and criteria intended to avoid
situations that create uncertainty about the interests lying
behind the actions of the professionals forming part of
the company, with the ultimate aim of ensuring integrity in
content creation and dissemination.

The Group has a procedure to be followed by any
employee, executive, director or interest group of Mediaset Spain that might have reasonable grounds for suspecting that practices contrary to the principles and values of
the Code of Ethics or ethical practices and good faith in
business have taken place. The notification is channelled
through Internal Audit Management, which will adequately
ensure the correct and complete protection of privacy
and the confidentiality of the information disclosed and
the identity of the persons involved. Said management will
act as a filter with respect to the accuracy and credibility
of each procedure, evaluating the adequacy of its submission to the Audit and Compliance Committee, which will
carry out the final evaluation of the case. No complaints
were received through this channel in 2014.

Moreover, various mechanisms are in place to detect
and resolve potential conflicts of interest between the
company and its directors in order to avoid behaviour
that might cause harm to the company or its shareholders.
In this respect, under the Regulations of the Board of
Directors any related-party business transactions between
the Mediaset España Group and its Board members must
be authorised by the Board. The existence of a personal
interest also extends to cover situations where the matter
affects any person related to the director concerned
(family members for natural persons and partners or
directors, among others, in the case of legal entities).
If a director is in a conflict of interest situation, he/she
must notify the company immediately and refrain from
attending and participating in discussions concerning
matters in which he/she has a personal interest.

During 2014, a system of management and fraud alerts
was implemented in order to prevent unlawful practices or
detect evidence of suspicious operations. In this respect, 41
key process indicators have been defined during an initial
stage concerning the Group’s main revenue, expense and
IT system processes. These key indicators are monitored
daily based on automated control mechanisms covering
the information recorded in the main applications that
support the monitored processes.
Both the Code of Ethics and the Group Internal Code
of Conduct apply to conflicts of interest, which refers to
any situation of conflict, direct or indirect, between the
interests of Mediaset or the companies forming part of
Mediaset España, on the one hand, and the private interests of the person subject to compliance with the Code,

In addition, the Company has implemented several
procedures to mitigate the risk of conflicts of interest:
control procedures that promote transparency and
good working practices, such as the Procedures of the
Acquisitions and Sales Committee, the Procedures for
procurements of goods and services, the Procedures for
signing contracts and the Procedures for the management
of powers of attorney. These procedures are available to
all staff on the Group’s intranet.

As part of its annual plan of activities, during 2014 the
Internal Audit Department carried out an analysis of risk
related to corruption in the lines of business with the
greatest relevance in the Group, entailing an analysis of
93% of the business units. These included Conventional
and Unconventional Advertising, Other Income, Production, Programming and Broadcasting, Cinema Co-production, Procurement and Technology. The analysis did not
reveal any corruption-related risks.
In order to ensure maximum transparency, the company
has carried out an analysis of representation expenses and
the use of credit cards by Group directors and employees.
No anomalies in their use during the year were detected.
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As in previous years, the company has informed employees
of the policies and procedures in place to reduce the
risk of corrupt practices taking place and has provided
specific anti-corruption training to the workforce. In
this connection, the company has continued to offer
training in the areas of prevention of money laundering
and terrorism financing, aimed primarily at persons
whose activities are related to online gaming, such as the
commercial area, internal control bodies, the financial area
and gaming employees. 3.45% of the workforce received
880 hours of training on these subjects.
As evidence of its commitment towards compliance with
the regulations governing its business activity, Mediaset
España has concluded the following self-regulation
agreements:
• Code of Self-Regulation of Television Content and
Children;
• Code of Conduct on Commercial Advertising of
Gambling Activities;
• Advertising Code of Conduct of the Association for
the Self-Regulation of Commercial Advertising (Autocontrol) and other specific advertising codes issued by
that Association.
In the normal course of business, Mediaset Spain manages
the participation of under-age artists in its programmes
in strict compliance with the criteria and procedures
established for this purpose by the Department of
Employment of the Madrid Regional Government.
In this regard, special mention should be made of the
emphasis placed by the Company on complying with
the Law on the Prevention of Occupational Risks which,
among other matters, addresses the protection of minors
in the work place. Due to the participation of children
in some of its programmes, Mediaset Spain carries out a
constant review of its activities and the sets on which they
work, in order to ensure full security and full respect for
their rights.
Among other issues, the company verifies the suitability of
the access and waiting areas for minors, or the creation
of properly adapted rest areas. Similarly, the measures and
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actions to be taken in an emergency are notified, and the
presence of the minors’ legal guardians during the relevant
sessions is guaranteed. Working hours can never exceed 8
hours and additionally the scheduling of recording involving children is coordinated with their learning timetable, to
allow them to attend class on a regular basis.
The company has drawn up a manual where all necessary
information is brought together concerning minors’ rights,
to ensure the proper conduct of children’s activities on
television and ensure that their rights to education and
the enjoyment of their free time are not infringed. This
manual is available on the intranet and is given to all
production companies which hire children in order for
them to implement the measures it sets out.
The Company has also implemented measures to
minimise the risk of its employees committing any offenses
involving aggressive behaviour in the fulfilment of their
obligations or services. In this respect, it is guaranteed that
security personnel subcontracted by Mediaset España
have received training in the human rights area and hold
the official qualification of Security Guard which includes
a training module on human rights. Mediaset España only
works with security companies that have been authorised
by the Ministry of the Interior and all security guards have
a Personal Identity Card.
Risk management also involves management of the supply
chain, considering the risks related to suppliers from the
viewpoint that they might have in the business. In this
respect, the procedures in place include:
• Prior to the procurement of services or goods, an
analysis of suppliers’ solvency, tax residence certificates
in the case of non-residents and contractors’ certificates
in the case of residents.
• The contractual relationship takes into account matters
related to Personal Data Protection and the arrangement of third-party liability insurance and casualty
insurance, among others.
• Those suppliers that provide their services inside the
Group’s facilities must in turn comply with requirements
related to the Prevention of Occupational Risks.
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• For their part, suppliers specifically related the gaming
areas must have additional money laundering training.
Any purchase of goods and services in the company is
regulated by the procurement and contracting procedures.
Procurement and General Services Management is
responsible for supervision and management in this area.
Control procedures stipulate, inter alia, that any purchase
in excess of €20,000 must be approved by the Acquisi-

tions Committee, which is made up of the Chief Executive
Officer, the Management and Operations General Manager, the Content General Manager and the Commercial
General Manager, with Internal Audit Management acting
as secretary and with the support of the company’s Legal
Counsel and Control Management.
The Group has also defined limits beyond which it
is mandatory that a contract be concluded, for the
acquisition of either goods or services.

SPECIFIC GUIDES FOR THE SECTOR
European regulation on broadcasting
quotas (Directive 89/552/EEC).

Code of Ethics for electronic commerce
and interactive advertising (Trust online).

Guarantee of awarding of spaces.

Principles of the United
Nations Global Compact.

Agreement on Procedure for the
Marketing and Management of Advertising
Space on General Television.
Best Practice Agreement for Advertising.
Audio-visual Communication Act.
Cinema Act.
Copyright Act.
Code of Self-Regulation of Television
Content and Children.
Advertising Code of Conduct

Deontological Code of Best Trade
Practice for the promotion of children’s
dietary products (October 2012).
Code of Conduct on Commercial
Advertising of Gambling
Activities (June 2012).
List of authorised declarations of health
properties of foods other than those
concerning the reduction of the risk of
illness and the development and health
of children (in force Dec/2012).

Code of Self-Regulation of food
advertising aimed at children, prevention
of obesity and health (PAOS Code).
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DATA PROTECTION
As part of responsible business management, Mediaset España pays special attention to
strict compliance with the Organic Law on Data Protection, the Data Protection Unit
having been created for this purpose.
The Unit’s main objective is to regulate the treatment of
personal data and personal data files, irrespective of the
medium on which they are processed, related citizen’s
rights and its obligations as the company that creates or
processes them.

the Internet, commercial areas and the Advertising and
Betting area. Meetings were held with these areas to
address specific aspects such as privacy and compliance
with the Law on Information Society Services and
Electronic Commerce.

The company has a clear data protection framework in
place, developed by the Data Protection Unit together
with Internal Audit management. It regulates access
to and treatment of personal documents by all the
Group companies’ departments, areas and management
units. Defined security measures must be applied when
processing files containing personal data to guarantee
confidentiality.

Training courses were provided for the employees affected, on compliance issues and on professional certification
in Information Security.

The company has also implemented nine procedures to
manage any initiative involving the use of personal data,
including user identification and authentication, remote
access, application access and use of personal data files.

The AEPD awarded the communication award “Data
Protection 2014” to Informativos Telecinco in recognition
of its work to promote awareness of and research into
the fundamental data protection right. The jury awarded

The Data Protection Unit closely monitors all details
relating to the company’s departments or business units
that require special advice and tighter surveillance, given
the nature of the activity performed, such as units that
work with social media.
Essential guidelines and considerations are applied when
contracting data-processing companies or information
society service providers.
In 2014 the company worked to enhance the privacy and
security of data relating to its employees, collaborators,
registered users and viewers in general, reviewing and
updating procedures in place and adding new measures.
In particular, aspects relating to service contracting in
the cloud and employees’ use of mobility technology
were standardised. Thanks to an efficient internal control
system, no penalty proceedings were initiated in 2014 in
relation to personal data privacy and protection.
As regards related awareness-building and training,
Mediaset España has conducted activities both with the
areas directly affected due to their responsibilities and
with other departments, including the ones involved with
36

The company has continued to attend conferences
organised by the Spanish Data Protection Agency
(AEPD) and other entities to exchange information on
new developments in legislation and the security sector.
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a second prize within the communication award to Marisa
Arrellano for her report entitled “El negocio de nuestros
datos en la Red, el petróleo del siglo XXI”, broadcast by
Informativos Telecinco.
The company also attended the 2014 technical conference organised by the Information System Audit and
Control Association (ISACA); the XV International ISMS
Forum; and the Spanish Secumática Information Security
Congress, among other events related to Information
Security.
As regards relations with citizens, Mediaset España has
defined and implemented an action protocol to guarantee
that ARCO rights may be exercised. It details the areas
affected by these rights, channels through which the
Mediaset Group’s users may exercise them, the request
response procedure, special cases in which the right may
be exercised and subsequent user notification of request
acceptance.
In 2014, 132 ARCO (access, rectification, cancellation and
objection) right requests were accepted, the users having
been answered in due time and form by the departments
involved. Studio audiences for TV programmes produced
at Mediaset España’s facilities were also provided with
written information and asked to give their consent in
connection with image rights and personal data.
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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
The supply chain is critical to responsible and sustainable business management. Mediaset
España promotes responsible practices within its area of influence by transmitting
environmental, social and ethical standards along its supply chain.

Since 2010, contracts with Mediaset España suppliers have
contained a clause stipulating their commitment to engage
in sustainable activities, undertaking to respect employees’
labour and union membership rights, refrain from using
child labour, reject all kinds of forced labour, prohibit any
type of discrimination, comply with occupational hazard
prevention legislation, assure employee safety during
working hours and prohibit any conduct that entails
corruption, blackmail or extortion.
The contractors also declare that they will respect
environmental regulations and promote the efficient
use of limited resources such as energy, water and raw
materials in the course of their activities.

Types of suppliers of goods and services:
Technology

43%

Production services

15%

Professional services

11%

Travel

6%

Works and maintenance

5%

Programme audiences

5%

Suppliers of products and services in general, providers of
broadcast rights and content distributors are all required
to declare their commitment to ethical and responsible
management.

Cleaning

4%

Security

3%

In turn, the company includes supplier-related risk in its
risk management model.

Dining areas

2%

Transport

2%

Other supplies

2%

Receptionists, auxiliary staff

2%

Suppliers of products and services are mostly Spanish
companies, foreign suppliers accounting for 6%, as in
previous years. In order to be classed as Spanish, the
supplier must have a Spanish tax code and the invoice
must be settled in Spain.
As in prior years, the largest expenses for the year
relate to the contracting of technology, production and
professional services, which together account for 69% of
products and services contracted.
Technology services comprise purchases of technical materials such as mixing boards, video servers, graphics software, post-production equipment and software, including

technical services consisting basically of commissioning,
training and incident resolution, among others. Production services relate basically to set design and illumination.
Professional services consist mainly of software maintenance and development.

There is further information on these matters in the “Risk Management Systems” section.
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In 2014, 71.50% of content broadcasting rights suppliers
were Spanish and 28.50% were foreign, of which 69.13%
were European, 24.92% were from the USA, 1.75%

from Canada, 3.85% from Latin America and 0.35%
from Australia.

RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT OF OUR PRODUCTION COMPANIES
Mediaset España transfers the commitment to responsible and ethical management to its content suppliers.The activities
of some of the main production companies that worked with the company in 2014 are described below.

Zanskar Producciones has collaborated in
producing the programme “Desafío Extremo” since
2009. As a new development in 2014, in addition
to the new season of Desafío Extremo, the Planeta
Calleja brand was launched, inviting celebrities to live
the experience and adventure of their lives, outside
their usual context, guided by Jesús Calleja.
The programme’s aim is primarily to reflect the
culture, lifestyle and traditions of Spain and other
countries. Special attention is paid to all aspects
related to integration with local people and nature
so as to eliminate and minimise any adverse impact.
When organising each expedition, the production
company contacts local public entities and companies
to obtain the administrative permits required in each
case, as well as advice on how to carry out the filming.
Prior work is performed to confirm that the area and
the activities to be performed during shooting meet
all relevant safety requirements. In each specific case,
the necessary environmental, legal, health and safety,
and any other relevant measures are taken.

were taken to minimise environmental impacts
by collecting all waste generated, sleeping in local
mountain shelters and using local transport.
In the programme filmed in Svalbard, the closest
town to the North Pole, the team visited deserted
areas where, in addition to the permits necessary to
film, environmental precautions taken included waste
management, no direct interaction with local fauna,
respect for glacier safety distances and observance of
protection protocols in case of a polar bear attacks,
which never occurred. The team was accompanied
by a Spanish guide specialised in the area, together
with the local guides responsible for organising the
expedition.
Other mountain climbing programmes, including
ascents to the peaks of La Renclusa in the Pyrenees
and the Matterhorn in the Swiss Alps, were planned
and guided by authorised local specialists, with prior
training sessions and adequate materials, observing
the maximum period of time permitted at the
summit, as stipulated by the guides.

During the programme Planeta Calleja in Nepal,
where the team visited the Kingdom of Mustang, in
the middle of the Himalayas, all possible measures
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La Fábrica de la Tele has collaborated with
Mediaset España since 2007.
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ions. It includes reports from hotspots, interviews on
the ground and a debate table formed by experts
and journalists.

In “La Otra Red”, a current affairs programme that
reviews and highlights the week’s main issues, the
production team seeks to ensure an unbiased approach and diverse content in both stories and opin-

When selecting subject matter and collaborators, the
focus is on avoiding bias and reflecting political and
social trends in a balanced manner.

Magnolia TV produces the programme “Supervivientes: Perdidos en Honduras”, a survival challenge
set in the magnificent Cayos Cochinos, a shoreline
that is protected and administered by the Honduran
Coral Reef Foundation.

Production also complies with biological diversity
regulations to preserve species co-habiting in the
natural areas in which the programme is filmed,
always in association with the Honduran Foundation’s
preservation institution.

The Spanish Embassy in Honduras and a number
of local bodies gave support to the production
team to ensure that the adventure was conducted
in the safest possible conditions and respecting the
protected environment. As in previous challenges, the
programme was governed by the Cayos Cochinos
Foundation’s regulations, which describe in detail
what is and is not permitted. The regulations are
ratified by Honduran laws and address, among other
aspects, coral reef protection, observance of the
closed season for fishing for lobster and various fish
varieties, contestants’ use of gel and biodegradable
products, the use of treated timber as a construction
material and the fumigation of manaca leaves before
they are taken to Cayos.

The survival reality show Supervivientes has a duration of three months in natural areas that are not
inhabited by any native population; during this period,
contestants are taught to respect species and nature
so that the natural habitat is not threatened, damaged
or destroyed.
It has been possible to hold the challenge in protected natural areas since 2006 thanks to the trust
placed in the company by the host country’s public
institutions and its environmental commitment and
observance of environmental laws.
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CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Content Management Model
Content Accessibility

CONTENT MANAGEMENT MODEL
Pluralism and diversity of information sources, freedom of expression and journalistic
independence, unbiased news stories, application of ethical standards, viewer participation
and accessible content are fundamental values that guide content broadcasting by
Mediaset España, without forgetting the entertainment function of the Group’s channels.
The principles governing journalism are reflected in
Mediaset España’s Code of Ethics, which states that
journalists must carry out their work in strict compliance
with the principles of veracity, objectiveness and
independence of the information transmitted. While
performing their work, they must observe the principles
of freedom of expression and information, professional
secrecy and non-discrimination, guaranteeing editorial
independence by means of internal mechanisms to
provide protection from any government, technical or
other type of interference with content generation.
Mediaset España is fully committed to rectifying any
information that does not abide by the principle of
veracity and does so whenever necessary.
Pluralism and diversity of information sources and active
participation from all sectors of society are highly valued
by Mediaset España and are integrated into news coverage
and discussion programmes, seeking to strike a balance
of trends and opinions so as to offer quality audiovisual
services suited to all audiences.
Innovation in content creation is essential to maintain
Mediaset España’s leading position in the audiovisual
industry. The New Projects Area spares no effort to
keep abreast of all new developments in Spain and
internationally, in constant contact with production and
distribution companies, taking part in trade fairs, examining
new trends and studying new products so as to decide
whether to include them in the Group’s programming.

New projects are generally taken on board during
meetings attended by the content production team and,
where possible, the Production Area Director and even
Mediaset España’s General Manager for Content. Details
of the type of materials offered by external producers
are highly relevant during these meetings. A decision is
usually taken on proposals made during the same meeting,
either rejecting them because they are not interesting or
asking producers to work on them. In the latter case, it
is common practice to request the full development of
project content and even a pilot programme or a video
demo of the proposal to assess its TV potential.
If the content production team receives a project directly,
a report is submitted to the Production Area Director
and also, in most cases, to the head of content production
for the channel deemed most suitable. The team analyses
the proposal and decides whether or not it is interesting
for the company.
Once the project is approved, the Antenna Division
participates in the content development phase to optimise
the product. Content is analysed for inclusion in the
programme schedule, taking into account age classification
or target audience, among other considerations, in order
to develop programming strategies and determine the
best screening dates, content marketing strategy, launch
campaigns, best TV promotion formats and other activities
relating to the programme’s positioning for optimal
performance.
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In order to align content creation with the company’s
values and Code of Ethics, Mediaset España has defined
and implemented a pyramidal control system in which
content generated is assessed and monitored.
The Editorial Committee defines editorial strategy
together with the content management area. These
guidelines, ranging from the programme’s objective
to the time slot in which it is to be broadcast and the
language to be used, are transmitted to the production
companies and the Executive Producers are responsible
for monitoring implementation.
Live programming is assessed and monitored daily in
meetings attended by the channel’s Managers and
programme producers. All aspects of the programme
are addressed, from the content to be broadcast or
complaints received to the images and captions to be
used.
The remaining programmes are also monitored by
Mediaset España, commencing with the notification to
producers of programme content guidelines. Subsequently,
once the programmes have been created and submitted
by the producers, Mediaset España views them to assess
compliance with the guidelines, the Code of Ethics,
respect for human rights, rights of children and the right
to privacy, among other issues. Once this assessment
has been made, findings are conveyed to the production
companies for them to adapt the content accordingly
before submitting the programme to Mediaset España
again for further analysis and assessment.
In the case of programmes featuring children, in addition
to the controls referred to above the programme is sent
for approval to the Child Protection Authority before it
is broadcast.
During work meetings, the Executive Producers review
scripts and outlines, and view programmes prior to their
screening, in the case of pre-recorded content.
In addition to these regular procedures, quarterly meetings of the Self-Regulation Committee attended by the
heads of the Antenna Division, Content Production Division and Institutional Relations Area are held to analyse
complaints or claims received and transmit findings to the
production companies in order for the relevant content
to be corrected and improved.
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In order to bring content quality into line with viewers’
expectations, Mediaset España holds regular meetings
to analyse programming and audience figures, and
commissions market research surveys on television
content from independent companies. These surveys
combine qualitative analysis, social media studies and other
types of analysis employed in the audiovisual industry.
Surveys on viewer-group attention and interest levels,
together with studies on familiarity with the network’s
theme channels or channel positioning in terms of remote
control usage also form part of the analyses carried out
to bring the television offering into line with audience
expectations.
In order to enhance content dissemination, Mediaset
España also makes the programme schedule available
to viewers through its websites, thereby increasing
opportunities to access content.
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MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET CONTENT
Mediaset España is aware of the importance of the new
social channels in the broadcasting of audiovisual content.
Particular attention is therefore paid to social media
and web platforms, promoting and enhancing users’
experience while they access content generated.
The company encourages content access through
websites and mobile apps, allowing users to enjoy content
when and where they wish, improving the offering of
content and services to meet the expectations of a wide
variety of users and extending opportunities to access
more personalised services.
Significant participation in and close monitoring of social
media are combined with innovation, creating new
methods for audience interaction, including the use of
Mediaset’s apps, so as to improve relations with users
and maintain leadership in this area. For example, the “Big
Brother” audience can take important decisions on the
programme using a specific app, which is also the case of
“The Voice” and “Supervivientes”.

the type of claim, the team evaluates responses received
in coordination with the relevant content production
company.
To support this work and help obtain the information
required to respond to the audience’s demands, the
company receives daily automated alerts containing
relevant details of comments made in social media relating
to channel content, performing all content moderation
work internally.
Mediaset España also ensures that all content available
in its websites observes corporate values applicable to
content creation. These values are freedom of expression and editorial independence, unbiased information,
content quality, pluralism and diversity. Since the majority
of content posted in Mediaset España’s websites derives
from its television networks, it reflects the same edito-

In addition, a set of tools is employed by the company
to interact with platform users. This enables opinions to
be received and allows users to participate in content
creation. This two-way communication is not limited to
Mediaset España’s own platforms, where user-generated
content is enabled, i.e. website space in which to upload
user-created content, and encompasses other external
platforms such as social media sites. Numerous initiatives
are also launched by the news websites (Telecinco and
Cuatro), where people are encouraged to take part
in activities such as political, social, economic or sports
opinion surveys.
In order to include and consider the views and concerns of
users and viewers, Mediaset España has a team of people
who evaluate all comments received and responses to
surveys and voting opportunities made available on its
media. This team, which reports to Multi-Platform Area
management, responds to audience demands expressed
in social media (particularly Facebook and Twitter), opinion
boxes at the foot of news items, videos and photographs,
and the customer care e-mail inbox or other means of
communication employed. In some cases, depending on
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rial independence, quality and pluralism as the content
broadcast on television. In any event, the people responsible for the web platforms ensure that any subsequent
edition by the site’s editorial team does not distort the
original content.
In 2014, actions continued to enhance compliance with
content creation values. With respect to quality, the
mechanisms used to improve performance included
constant attention to users’ opinions both in the company’s
own websites and in social media sites, adaptation of
schedules and distribution of team functions based on TV
programming changes, as well as the review of content
created in the web area.

The effectiveness of these mechanisms is guaranteed
as from their application to all content, including usergenerated content.
Advertising content posted in the company’s websites is
controlled and supervised by Publimedia. The management system that guarantees responsible advertising is
described in the “Advertising Management” section.

There is further information on these matters in the “Advertising Management” section.
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CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Content Management Model
Content Accessibility

CONTENT ACCESSIBILITY
Year after year, Mediaset España has maintained its
commitment and efforts to make content accessible
to people with sight and hearing disorders. Numerous
series, films and programmes have been broadcast on
its channels containing subtitles, sign language or audio
descriptions.
In 2014, Mediaset España screened 37,811 hours of subtitled programmes. Boing and Energy were the channels
that broadcast the most hours of subtitled content.

Sign-language-translated content totalled 1,254 hours
in the cartoon, documentary, docu-reality and zapping
categories.
Telecinco Cinema made further progress in the social and
cultural integration of people with sight or hearing disorders, as part of the Accessible Cinema project, providing
colour subtitling and an audio description system to
ensure the best possible movie watching conditions. This
was the case of its award-winning, acclaimed films “El
Niño”, “Carmina y Amén” and “Ocho Apellidos Vascos”.

All the channels screened programmes containing audio
descriptions, totalling over 2,266 hours of documentary,
cartoon, series, docu-realities and zapping content.
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Number of programmes broadcast in 2014 with subtitles, by content type and channel

SPECIAL
PROGRAMMES

Total

ANIMATION

4

1

0

0

0

FILM

172

287

112

191

40

GAME SHOWS

9

5

0

2

NEWS

1

1

0

MAGAZINES

9

8

REALITY SHOWS

9

SERIES

65

70

155

73

1,030

4

1

6

27

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

1

1

0

20

0

0

1

1

1

0

12

25

27

44

39

14

29

3

181

TALK SHOW

9

0

0

1

3

1

0

14

DOCUMENTARIES

0

12

0

24

2

12

0

50

DOCU-REALITY

2

35

0

70

17

95

0

219

GALA SHOWS

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

MUSICALS

4

3

0

3

1

0

2

13

COMEDY

0

2

4

0

3

0

2

11

SPECIAL
PROGRAMMES

5

5

2

1

0

0

0

13

SPORTS
EVENTS

14

20

0

0

0

9

0
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ZAPPING

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

5

REPORTS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SPORT

2

10

0

0

0

3

0

15

Subtitled programme issued by each Group channel
TOTAL HOURS IN 2014

6,056 h.

5,362 h.

5,588 h.

6,450 h.

6,072 h.

1,937 h.

6,346 h.
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TOTAL:

37,811
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ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Responsible broadcasting and management of advertising are essential factors in business
sustainability at Mediaset España. The company has therefore implemented specific
management and control measures designed to ensure that these aims are achieved.
The Group carries out its advertising business through
Publiespaña. Its management focuses on strict compliance
with current legislation, the monitoring of action guidelines
defined by the Association for the Self-Regulation of
Advertising (“Autocontrol”), of which it is a member, and
the application of solid internal control mechanisms.
The action guidelines defined by Autocontrol regulate
television content for children, the advertising of food
aimed at children, the prevention of obesity and health,
environmental messages in advertising, advertising of toys
to children, promotion of medicines, electronic mail and
interactive advertising, alcoholic drinks, premium rate
services and many other areas.
The company has established internal procedures for
defining the type of advertising content to broadcast,
with a view to ensuring compliance with both current
legislation and Autocontrol’s codes. In this respect, the
company designs a quarterly commercial policy which
is reviewed and revised on a weekly basis by the three
general managers that oversee its implementation,
basically on the basis of broadcast inventory capacity,
customer needs, trends in the advertising market, the
legal framework and recommended good practices.
For its part, the company’s Management Committee,
composed of the CEO and General Managers, meets on
a weekly basis to coordinate all initiatives and possible
synergies between the commercial and editorial areas,
among other matters.

Autocontrol is a non-profit association made
up of the main advertisers, advertising agencies,
media groups and professional associations
related to the advertising industry in Spain.
This Association is responsible for managing the
Spanish television advertising self-regulation
system. This authority was granted to it under
the agreement concluded with the TV operators
and the Spanish Advertisers Association (AEA),
and under an agreement with the government
audio-visual authority (SETSI).
On a European level, Autocontrol belongs to
the European Advertising Standards Alliance
(EASA), a supranational body encompassing all
European advertising self-regulation bodies.

In addition, to ensure responsible working practices, the
company voluntarily submits its advertising to Autocontrol’s monitoring process. Content control by Autocontrol
can take place before the broadcast of advertising content
or after, in view of any potential controversy or claims filed.

For more information on regulated matters see http://www.autocontrol.es/que_codigos.shtml
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Prior to broadcasting, when Publiespaña detects that an
advertisement commissioned by a customer may violate
applicable legislation, in particular the provisions of Law
7/2010 (General Law on Audio-visual Communication)
or the self-regulation codes on television content and
children or the self-regulation code on food advertising
aimed at minors, obesity prevention and health that
Mediaset Spain adheres to, it requests a prior report
(Copy Advice) on the legal and ethical suitability of the
advertising content from Autocontrol’s Technical Office.
Autocontrol’s opinion is accepted by Mediaset Spain
and if it recommends that the advertising should not be
broadcast, this is passed to the client for the modification
of the advertising campaign.
To ensure compliance with the applicable regulations,
Publiespaña is constantly adapting itself to legal novelties
affecting its activity. During 2014 a number of regulatory
changes have come into force, including the following:
• Entry into force of the new Code of Good Practice in
Farmaindustria.
• List of authorised declarations of health properties of
foods other than those concerning the reduction of
the risk of illness and the development and health of
children, which amends EU Regulation 432/2012.
• Amendment of the Royal Decree which approved the
Enabling Regulations of Law 7/2010 (General Law on
Audio-visual Communication) in relation to television
advertising, which regulates, inter alia, the reservation
of broadcasting time in its programming for European
works in any of Spain’s official languages, and product
placement.
• Approval of the General Telecommunications Bill which
affects two current Laws: Law 34/2002 on Information
Society Services and Electronic Commerce and Law
13/2011 on the Regulation of Gaming.
• Approval of Law 3/2014 which amended the revised
General Consumer and User Protection Act. The
amendments include the regulation of advertising
applicable to devices capable of emitting nicotine.
• Amendments to Law 13/2011 on Gaming Regulation.
• Amendment to Law 34/2002 on Information Society
Services and Electronic Commerce.
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• Preparation of an Advertising Code concerning
Electronic Cigarettes drawn up between Autocontrol
and a number of TV operators including Publiespaña,
and the Electronic Cigarette Manufacturing Industry,
which is pending approval by the National Institute for
Consumption.
• Collaboration Agreement on the advertising of medicines for human use addressed to the public, signed by
Autocontrol, the Ministry of Health, Social Services and
Equality, and the Health Self-care Association.
In 2014, Publiespaña addressed 863 queries to the
Autocontrol Technical Office in relation to advertising
campaigns prior to broadcast (Copy Advice). The result
of these queries was as follows: in 674 cases there was
no appreciation of any drawback in the advertisement
content; in 129 cases it was recommended that changes
should be made to the content; and in the remaining
60 cases, Autocontrol advised against broadcasting the
advertisement.
Publiespaña also filed 170 queries with the Technical
Office before spots were produced.These concerned the
same sectors as the copy advice requests.
It should also be mentioned that during 2014 Autocontrol’s
Advertising Jury did not receive any claim against the
advertising broadcast by the Mediaset Group’s channels.
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TEAM MANAGEMENT

Mediaset España operates in a profoundly changing and competitive environment, and
its main advantage lies in the talent and dedication of its staff. HR Management therefore
focuses on capturing the talent needed at a given time, developing it and creating the
conditions to achieve their commitment towards the company’s objectives.
Through its Collective Agreements, the Mediaset Group
ensures a working environment which is friendly and
beneficial for the workforce and which ensures stability
for the business. Thanks to the conclusion of the Collective Agreements, the company succeeds in channelling all efforts towards the achievement of the common
objective of creating value

prevailing Workers’ Statute or the industry Collective
Agreements, or any other applicable legislation. As
these notice periods are laid down by law or in
Collective Agreements, they are guaranteed through
the implementation of the legislation or agreement
concerned.

Mediaset España guarantees that its Collective Agreements comply with and apply the relevant legal requirements and frameworks within the sectors applicable to
the various Group companies, depending on the business
they carry out.
The Human Resource Division, in coordination with the
directors of the various areas of the Group companies, is
responsible for ensuring compliance with the legislation
applicable to each of the companies.
The Mixed Committee for the Interpretation of the
Collective Agreement has also been set up to resolve
labour conflicts derived from the interpretation and
implementation of the Collective Agreement.
The Collective Agreements covering each Group company cover both fixed and temporary employees hired
directly by Mediaset España. Workers hired through temporary employment agencies are covered by the Collective Agreement covering this area and the provisions that
are legally applicable to them under the Agreement covering the company that employs them.
The company complies with the minimum prior notice
periods and the relevant procedures in the event of
organisational changes stipulated by law or by collective
agreement for each employment area, either in the
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Specifically, in Mediaset España’s Collective Agreement certain specific
provisions are laid down with regard to the notice periods affecting
its workforce, these being:
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Notice by employee of voluntary redundancy.

Minimum 15 days.

Request by employee for voluntary leave
of absence and notification of subsequent
re-admittance.

Minimum 45 days.

Setting of holiday schedule by agreement
between the Workers’ Committee and
Company management.

During the first four months of the year.

Trial periods for new employees.

The duration of trial periods depends on salary levels: 6
months for qualified skilled staff, 3 months for others and
15 days for unskilled staff.

Notification to Workers’ Committee of
procedure for internal recruitment procedure
for covering newly created work posts.

Minimum two working days before date of internal
announcement.

Term for presenting candidates to
internal posts.

Minimum 5 days.

Application of penalties, serious and very
serious infractions.

Compulsory prior notification of disciplinary proceedings
to the interested party and to employees’ representatives.

Shift planning.

At least one month’s advance notice, with interested
parties being notified at least 2 weeks in advance.

Timetable per project (mainly affecting
employees assigned to sets, studios,
production and acting services).

Timetable changes should usually be reported to the
employee at least 12 hours prior to the commencement
of the working day.

Proposed summer timetable to be notified by
department managers.

By 10 June.

Paid time off 25 hours.

Following prior notice to the employee’s immediate
superior and supporting evidence for time involved.

Period of prior notice for the termination
of the Collective Agreement.

2 months before it or any of its extensions ends.
Otherwise, it will be understood to be tacitly renewed.
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Equal opportunity
The various companies that make up the Group have
specific measures in place to ensure the commitment
assumed by the Group with respect to equal opportunities and non-discrimination. In this respect, the Code of
Ethics, Equality Plans, Collective Agreements and measures to eliminate and prevent harassment in the work
environment make up the robust framework for action
that supports and reinforces the effective implementation
of the commitment in this area.
The Code of Ethics of Mediaset España, the fulfilment
of which is mandatory for all employees, Managers and
Board members, guarantees the principle of equality
of opportunity and non-discrimination in all situations,
especially in all matters concerning access to employment,
working conditions, training and professional development
and promotion.
For their part, the equality plans in force in the various
Group companies are defined with the main objective of
ensuring respect for equal treatment and opportunities
between men and women in all work areas, and preventing any discriminatory situation in the work place.
The plans contain self-evaluation and monitoring measures which guarantee that both company management
and the Equality Committee, if necessary, will ensure their
proper application and fulfilment, and will analyse the
degree of achievement of the objectives set in each case.
All the Group’s Equality Plans include an Equality Agent
with a specific function to support and provide guidance
on the measures set out in the plans, as well as follow-up
work and information the degree of implementation of
the Equality Plan.
Mediaset España’s Collective Agreement expressly
includes an explicit commitment in the field of equal
opportunities for all its employees on the basis of gender
or any other factor capable of generating discrimination,
providing for the formation of an Equality Committee
which is responsible for ensuring the implementation and
monitoring of the Equality Plans.
With regard to remuneration, Mediaset España guarantees equal treatment for all employees on the basis of
their employment category. In this respect, the Collec-

tive Agreements applicable to Group companies officially
contain the salary tables for each professional category
and develop the applicable remuneration regime, irrespective of gender, indicating salary complements and
terms and conditions. Therefore, there is an equal allocation of base salary between men and women while
salary supplements are assigned to the corresponding
employee categories under Collective Agreement provisions, regardless of gender or any other personal features.
Some persons exceptionally have a supplement assigned
to them called an “ad-personam” supplement which is due
to their personal circumstances or to the position of trust
of the post they hold, this supplement being negotiated
without regard to the gender of the person in question.
In order to communicate equality and non-discrimination
plans and procedures to all the workforce, the company
uses its internal communication channels, principally
information circulars, the corporate intranet and the
Employee Portal, where there is a specific “Equality”
section and the contents of all Equality Plans and
procedures for the handling of psychosocial risks and
situations of harassment in the workplace are published
in full, available for consultation by all staff.

Performance evaluation
The Performance Evaluation System allows the systematic, detailed analysis of activities and responsibilities
undertaken during the year, while defining future actions
for developing the work teams.
The process is carried out through a specific tool located
on the Employee Portal, which enables the evaluation
process to be completed more quickly and increases
the reliability of historical data. In addition, the results are
completely transparent.
Performance evaluations take place in December and
January, including an improvements and observations
section. Mid-year a follow-up meeting takes place
with each employee, in order to evaluate the correct
implementation of the system by superiors. The results
of the assessments are taken into account in decisions on
the professional development of employees and on the
identification of training needs.
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Occupational risk prevention
At Mediaset España, Health and Safety at Work is
regulated and guaranteed through the Occupational
Risk Prevention Plan. The Plan, prepared by the Mediaset
Group Joint Prevention Service (“Servicio de Prevención
Mancomunado” or SPM) is approved by the Human
Resources and Services Management and presented to
Risk Officers.
The Prevention Plan ensures compliance by the company
with the provisions of the Vocational Risk Prevention Law
and the requirements laid down in the OHSAS 18.001
vocational risk prevention standard, as well as fulfilling
the requirements of Spain’s increasingly strict legislation
and encouraging good health and safety practices among
employees.
Based on the objectives set in the Prevention Plan, each
year the SPM prepares an annual Preventive Activity Plan
which lays down the programmes and activities to be
carried out during the year in order to achieve the Plan
objectives.This plan is delivered to the Risk Officers at the
start of the year and is revised on a quarterly basis by the
Health and Safety Committee.
In addition, the SPM conducts activities not initially
envisaged in the Annual Preventive Activity Plan but
which, due to regulatory changes, changes in the activities
or other reasons arising from the nature of the business,
prove to be necessary.
The company also has a Procedures Manual that
addresses various aspects of Health and Safety at Work,
from business activity coordination to the acquisition and
purchase of products, the effective incorporation of new
regulatory requirements related to the evaluation of the
hazards of exposure to optical radiation, and other issues.
The Health and Safety Committee is the body responsible
for holding regular consultations on the company’s
vocational risk prevention performance. Its competencies
include its involvement in the preparation, application and
evaluation of risk prevention plans and programmes in
the Company, and the promotion of initiatives concerning
methods and procedures for the effective prevention of
risks, proposing improvements in conditions or corrections
to existing weaknesses to Company management.
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This committee is made up of the Risk Officers
(employee representatives elected to this role) and
representatives of the company. All Mediaset España’s
personnel are represented on this committee. The other
Group companies do not have a committee of this kind
as there are no legal workers’ representatives. However,
the adequate protection of health and safety at work of
all employees of the Group’s companies is guaranteed
through the SPM, which is responsible for carrying out
prevention tasks in this area.
The Committee holds ordinary meetings at least
quarterly. Extraordinary meetings may also be called at
the request of any representative or when required by
a serious contingency such as a serious accident at work
or situations involving imminent risk for employees that
could require work to be temporarily suspended.
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STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS
Mediaset España includes the participation of its main stakeholders in its management,
these being all persons or organisations that make its business activity possible or are
affected by it. A number of channels for communicating and interacting with the Company have been implemented to this end.
By organising roadshows the Company is informed of
shareholders’ concerns; through audience measurements
it gauges the suitability of the content it offers; through
forums and blogs on the web site and through the link
rc@telecinco.es , it dialogues with its viewers, and through the
media agencies it channels its interaction with advertisers.
The Company is in continuous contact with suppliers
through regular meetings and direct contact with
procurement managers. Suppliers also have an email
address where then can discuss any concerns or needs
that might arise. All information relevant to the workforce
is notified through the Employee Portal and the corporate
intranet, as well as though the Committees that are
informed of their concerns and requirements.

The Company’s active involvement in major media
associations such as the “Unión de Televisiones Comerciales
Asociadas” (Associated Commercial Television Union or
UTECA) and the Association of Commercial Television in
Europe (ACT) enables it to act in defence of, and represent,
the common interests of commercial television operators
on a local, European and international level. It also maintains
regular contact with the competent administrations in the
audio-visual sector.
The stakeholders identified by Mediaset España and the
communication channels established for each of them are
explained below:

STAKEHOLDERS AND COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS

EMPLOYEES

Corporate intranet: Medianet
Employee portal
Notice boards
Health and Safety Committees
Workers’ Committees and Trade Union representatives
HR Department
Regular meetings with shareholders and investors; presentation of quarterly results
Shareholder’s Office:
http://www.mediaset.es/inversores/es/Contacta_0_1339275491.html

SHAREHOLDERS

Investor Relations Area
Ctra. de Fuencarral a Alcobendas, No. 4
28049 - MADRID
E-mail: inversores@telecinco.es
Telephone number:
Shareholders: 91 358 87 17
Investors: 91 396 67 83
(Continue)
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(Continuation)

ADVERTISERS

Publiespaña General Commercial Management
Telephone number: 91 395 90 00
www.publiesS.P.s
Association for Self-Regulation of Commercial Communications (AUTOCONTROL)

COMPETITION

Union of Associated Commercial Television Operators (UTECA)
European Commercial Television Association (ACT)
Cross-party Commission for the Monitoring of the Self-Regulation Code

GOVERNMENT

Advisory Committee for Telecommunications and the Information Society (CATSI)
National Securities Market Commission (CNMV)
National Markets and Competition Commission (CNMC)
Secretary of State for Telecommunications and the Information Society (Ministry of Industry,
Tourism and Energy).
Directorate General for Gaming Administration (Ministry of Economy and Public
Administration)
Ministry of Culture
Spanish Protection Data Agency (AEPD)

SOCIAL
ORGANISATIONS

General Corporate Management
E-mail: rc@telecinco.es

SUPPLIERS

Procurement and General Services Area
www.publiesS.P.s
restricted access web site for suppliers
E-mail: comprasyservicios@telecinco.es

AUDIENCE

www.telecinco.es
blogs, digital events, forums and opinion surveys

LABOUR MARKET

Employee Portal
www.rrhhempleo.telecinco.es/

ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

Corporate Responsibility Report
http://www.mediaset.es/inversores/es/responsabilidad-corporativa.html
General Corporate Management
E-mail: rc@telecinco.es
To exercise ARCO rights
E-mail: arco@mediaset.es
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INVOLVEMENT IN PUBLIC
POLICY DEVELOPMENT

The Institutional Relations Department promotes actions aimed at explaining and
representing the legitimate interests and views of Mediaset España before the public
authorities in general and particularly before parliaments and governments at the
national and European levels.
Activities are focused on assuring that Mediaset España’s
legitimate interests are represented before the National
Market and Competition Commission, the Directorate
General for the Regulation of Gambling, the President’s
Office and the Ministries (Ministry of Culture, Ministry of
Industry and Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness),
the Institute of Film and the Audiovisual Arts, the Spanish
Parliament and Senate, and the European Commission,
among other public entities.

• Application of the General Audiovisual Communication
Law and related enabling regulations, focusing
particularly on enhancing protection for children and
the correct application of provisions applicable to
television advertising;

Membership of leading media industry associations
such as the Union of Associated Commercial Televisions
(UTECA) and the Association of Commercial Television
in Europe (ACT) allows the company to defend and
represent the common interests of commercial television
organisations in Spain, the EU and the rest of the world.

• Follow-up of compliance with and monitoring of the
commitments assumed with the National Market and
Competition Commission during the acquisition of
CUATRO and DIGITAL+;

Mediaset España is also an active member of the Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA),
ensuring its international involvement in the development
of standards, methodologies and certification for auditing
and control in information systems.
Aware of its capacity to influence society and institutions,
Mediaset España is fully committed to actions designed to
assure strict compliance with legislation and has internal
procedures in place to guarantee that all appropriate
measures are adopted in accordance with prevailing
regulations.
Mediaset España’s main objectives in its institutional
relations during 2014 are described below:

• Review of the Digital Dividend Release Framework
Action Plan 2012-2104 in order to add regulatory
stability and legal certainty to the existing DTT model;

• Application of gambling regulations and responsible
implementation of the new online gambling services.
Mediaset España was involved as a member of the
Advisory Council for Responsible Gambling, formed
by the Directorate General for the Regulation of
Gambling, and of the Mixed Committee monitoring the
Code of Conduct on the Commercial Communication
of Gambling Activities;
• Defence of a transparent, rational public television
system with a genuine public-service focus in its
content, subject to effective control mechanisms and
strict compliance with applicable legislation, particularly
in connection with advertising;
• Defence of a transparent, fair system for the management of intellectual property, demanding greater
transparency and control over entities that collectively
manage intellectual property rights and the application
of fair tariffs, provided by these entities, based on the
actual use of the rights they represent.
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Mediaset España also participated during the year in a
number of audiovisual industry competition proceedings
before the National Market and Competition Commission, while monitoring fulfilment of the commitments
acquired during the merger of Telecinco and Cuatro.
In this context, Mediaset España has comprehensive
internal control and reporting mechanisms to guarantee
effective compliance with these commitments.
As an expression of its commitment to strict observance of legislation in its activities, Mediaset España has
concluded the following self-regulation agreements:
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• Self-Regulation Code on Television Content and
Children;
• Code of Conduct on the Commercial Communication
of Gambling Activities;
• Self-Control of Advertising (“Association for the SelfRegulation of Commercial Communication”) and
other specific advertising codes.
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INVOLVEMENT IN CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY INITIATIVES
UN Global Compact

FTSE4GoodIbex

Mediaset España maintains its support to the United
National Global Compact. Since 2007 the company keeps
its commitment to the international initiative proposed
by the United Nations to obtain a voluntary commitment
to corporate social responsibility by implementing Ten
Principles based on human, labour and environmental
rights and to combat corruption.

Since 2008 Mediaset España takes part in the FTSE4Good
Ibex, which is updated twice a year. This index reflects
levels of environmental, human rights and labour policy
management, as well as compliance with certain standards
relating to supply chain working conditions, rejection of
corruption, etc.

The company has developed its progress report in which
it informs about the actions taken in order to implement
the Ten Principles among the stakeholders.

For more information on the Global Compact, visit
the website: web: www.pactomundial.org

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)
As in previous years, Mediaset España participated in
CDP’s consultation process, reporting its greenhouse gas
emissions and information related to climate change.
Carbon Disclosure Project is an independent, non-profit
organisation that keeps the world’s main database of
primary and business information on climate change. It
is a United Nations initiative launched in 2000 to provide
solutions to climate change by disclosing information
relevant to business decisions, policies and investment
decisions. CDP analyses data relevant to climate change
from 3,000 of the world’s largest listed companies,
representing over 655 institutional investors, with assets
valued at USD 78 billion.

Mediaset España also remains in the List of Companies
eligible for socially responsible investment, prepared by
Triodos Bank.
Mediaset España has been included in the Kempen SNS
Smaller Europe SRI Index, the first European Index formed
by companies that stand out for their commitment to
business ethics, social development and environmental
policy.

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a non-profit
organization that promotes economic, environmental and
social sustainability to all kind of organizations. It provides
all companies and organizations with a comprehensive
sustainability reporting framework that is widely used
around the world. The framework provides reporting
guidelines to develop sustainability reports, principles and
indicators that companies could use in order to measure
and communicate their economic, environmental and
social performance and has improved its definition with
different sector supplement complementary to the main
framework.
Mediaset España has taken part in its international multistakeholder media working group. The group worked on
the development of a media sector supplement, adapting
GRI general principles to the needs of the media sector.
Since 2012, Mediaset España has followed not only the
general GRI guide but also the media supplement in the
development of its Corporate Responsibility Report.
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Participation in the Spanish Issuers
Association
Regarding Corporate Governance improvement, Mediaset
España has joined in 2012 the Spanish Issuers Association,
which has the purpose of:
• Promoting measures which strengthen legal certainty
in all matters concerning the issuing of traded securities.
• Participating in the development of a better legal
framework both at national and European level.
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• Contributing to the development of high standards of
corporate governance.
• Promoting communication between companies and
their shareholders.
• Maintaining a relationship of dialogue and co-operation
with the public authorities and in particular with the
National Securities Market Commission (CNMV).

BUSSINES
MODEL

BUSINESS MODEL

INDUSTRY OUTLOOK
For a number of years we have been hearing that we are
in an increasingly digital environment and that this is the
immediate future that we have to face (we will have to
face, we used to hear).
It is true that, setting aside the evolution of digital media,
basically the Internet, in other countries, open TV in Spain,
specifically open hertzian television (as opposed to cable
or satellite TV), is still enjoying enviable health.
In 2013, television consumption hit record levels in
terms of the number of viewers and consumption per
viewer, a situation that was clearly driven by the effect of
the economic crisis and fall in consumption. The figures
posted in 2014 did not reach the previous year’s historical
highs, but remained high, among the highest in our part of
the world, which is doubtless an indication of the strength
of open TV in Spain.
The same conclusion may be drawn in relation to
advertising. According to Infoadex, open TV advertising
grew during 2014 by 10.9%, meaning that most advertising
investment in overall terms was absorbed by open
television. This is a new example of the solidity of open
television from the viewpoint of advertisers.
Obviously, this should not stop us from paying attention
to expectations placed in the Internet, including social
media.
The challenges that the Internet still represents for open
TV are the same as for practically all sectors: finding a
way to make profitable investments in the Internet, to
maximise revenues. As regards television, the major
challenges are to maximise both advertising revenue in
the Internet and revenue from the sale (or exploitation)
of content and any other related products.

Another major challenge faced by open television, also in
terms of the Internet, is to find effective tools to measure
the audience, which is understood to be a certain content’s “following” in diverse broadcasting windows, including the social media, where television, or television content, is becoming an element that brings people together,
the subject matter of chats or conversations and a second
way to leverage television content that requires a specific
approach combining advertising and commercial aspects.
The digital world is increasingly centred on meeting
individual demands and therefore the business model
must also be oriented towards extracting the maximum
individual return from each user. It will thus be necessary
to both obtain and cross-reference a massive volume of
data and extract personalised findings from them.

Mario Rodríguez Valderas
Corporate General Manager
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STRATEGY AND BUSINESS MODEL
In recent years, the audiovisual industry has undergone constant changes. Technological
evolution, telecoms’ interest in identifying value-added services, a multi-offering of
audiovisual content and market regulations force companies to define and closely
monitor a clear, flexible strategic plan.
In view of these external factors, Mediaset España must
endeavour to optimise business, financial and compliance
operations every year.

end of 2013, maximise channel profitability, minimise the
impact of the shutdown of channels 7 and 9, and optimise
revenue generated by sports events broadcasts.

In 2014, the Mediaset Group sought to increase its
leading position in the industry, achieving a 44.2% share
of the advertising market as compared with 43.7% at the

As the Spanish economy is expected to evolve favourably,
Mediaset España’s strategy for the period 2014-2015 will
be centred on the following aspects:

1. OPTIMISING THE GROUP’S PROFITABILITY
Once again, Mediaset España managed to maximise
financial ratios in 2014. The Group’s sales rose 12.7% in
relation to 2013 to reach €932 million.

969.4

829.9

824.1

44.6%

45.4%

Audience share

-28.0

Market share

FY12
Costs

30.7%

265.7

93.5

73.7

FY11

44.2%

43.7%
29.0%

28.1%

26.3%
26.5

FY10pf *

779.3

748.6

43.5%

24.7%

The company’s operational flexibility affords the Group a
considerable capacity to contain costs while improving its
viewer and advertising market shares.

FY13

FY14

Net financial position

€ Million
* Pro-forma figures of the Telecinco Group and Sogecuatro Group prepared under IFRS
Source: Kantar Media (24h total individuals) and Infoadex
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As a result, in 2014 the Group posted EBITDA of 17.6%
and EBIT of 15.5%. A substantial improvement was
achieved with respect to 2013:
EBITDA Margin FY*

EBIT Margin FY*

163.9

265.7

144.8

87.2

FY13

The Group’s financial position is enviable. At 31
December 2014, it amounted to €265.7 million, 184%
up on 2013. This allows the company to commit to a
return for shareholders and to be ready for organic
investment opportunities when they arise in the
market.

70.2

FY14

FY13

* EBITDA/Net revenue

73.7

26.5

FY14

* EBIT/Net revenue

-28.0

FY10

Mediaset España aims to continue to enhance its
profitability ratios to ensure that shareholder value is
maximised.

FY11

FY12

93.5

FY13

FY14

€ Million

2. MAINTAINING AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP
The Mediaset Group’s overriding objective is to be the
audience leader in the audiovisual market.

Cuatro’s share rose to 6.7%, 0.7% up on 2013, and
6.1% during prime time, 0.5% above the previousyear figure. Factoría de Ficción was the theme channel
leader, achieving a historic 3.5% share.

In 2014, Mediaset maintained its audience leadership in
terms of both television viewers and Internet users:

By regional market, Telecinco was the most-watched
channel in nine out of 14 television zones: Andalusia
(13.9%), Madrid (14.6%), Canary Islands (17%), Euskadi
(16.8%), Galicia (15.4%), Asturias (19.9%), Balearic
Islands (13.9%), Murcia (15.2%) and “Other regions”
(15.4%).

• Television: Mediaset España was the audience
leader with a 30.7% share, 1.7% above the 2013 figure,
and a 32.9% commercial target share. With respect to
its channels, Telecinco (14.5%) was the most viewed,
having grown by 1% on the previous year, and was
also the prime time favourite at 15.2% (+1.7 on 2013).
24h Total individuals
6.7

3.5

2.1

1.7

1.5

Divinity
+0.4

boing
0.0

Energy
+0.3

30.7*

14.5

Vs* 2013

Telecinco
+1.0

Cuatro
+0.7

FDF
+0.6

Source: Kantar Media
* Includes audience of 0.6% from the two channels shut down on 6 May 2014 (LaSiete and Nueve)
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Telecinco broadcast the two most-watched TV
programmes in 2014: the Brazil Football World Cup
match between Spain and Chile (67.6% and 13,229,000)
and extra time in the Brazil World Cup final (GermanyArgentina, 67.6% and 12,691,000). It also accounted
for 18 of the 20 most-viewed commercial television
broadcasts, including a number of Brazil World Cup
matches, the movie “The Impossible”, the series “El
Príncipe” and the reality singing show “The Voice Kids”.
Informativos Telecinco was a reference for news in
2014, as the leading news programme in Spain for
the second year running, with an average of 1,996,000
viewers and a 14.5% share during the afternoonevening slot Monday through Sunday.

• Internet: The company’s websites were the Internet
leaders in the television group sector with a monthly
average 10 million users and nearly 628 million videos
viewed from January to December. As regards channel
sites, Telecinco.es was the leader with an average of 8.8
million monthly unique users and over 1.1 million videos
served to November, while Cuatro.com averaged 3.9
million monthly unique users and a cumulative total
of close to 116,000 videos viewed in 2014. Divinity.es
posted an average of 1.4 million monthly unique users,
while Mitele.es exceeded 2.6 million unique users and
a total of 385,596 million videos served. Mediaset’s
websites accumulated over 216 million unique users
during the year, according to Omniture.

Cuatro ended 2014 with a 6.7% share (+0.7%) and
was once again the commercial target leader (8.1%).
The channel grew by 0.7% on 2013, its best annual
figure for the last four years. In commercial target
terms, Cuatro grew by 0.8% on the previous year and
was once more ahead of its direct competitor (8.1% vs.
8%). An 8% share was reached in young viewers aged
between 13 and 24, the highest figure in this target
audience since 2011.

According to Comscore, monthly average video
viewers totalled 3.5 million to November in Mediaset
España’s websites, with a monthly average of over 117
million videos served.

REALITIES

Unique users (mill.)
34
25.5
17

216.8

8.5

+57%

January

SPANISH FICTION

August

December

Videos viewed (mill.)

COMEDY

70
52.5
35
17.5

628
+67%

January

August

December

App downloads (mill.)
SPORTS
INTERNATIONAL
SERIES AND MOVIES

8
6
4
2

January

7.7
+143%
April

August

December

Social media fans (mill.)
25
18.75
12.5
6.25

January

25.3
+40%

April

August

December
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• Social media: Mediaset España, which has 491
official general-content and corporate accounts in six
social media, with over 25.5 million followers in total,
generated 56% of television-related comments in
social media, where its content received the most user
participation and comments, according to Global In
Media. Mediaset España ended 2014, once more, as the
group of channels with the highest user participation
in social media. In six media (Facebook, Twitter, Tuenti,
Google+, Instagram and Pinterest), the company
managed 491 official general-content and corporate
accounts totalling over 25.5 million followers. Some
of them (Telecinco, “The Voice”, “La que se avecina”,
“Sopa de Gansos”, “Big Brother” and “Women y Men y
Viceversa”) had over one million followers each.

Main Mediaset event 2014

Brazil
World Cup

Big Brother

10,993,936

6,477,993

The Voice Kids

Supervivientes

2,107,071

1,858,524

Basketball
World Cup

Moto GP

611,317

696,014

3. MAINTAINING LEADERSHIP IN THE ADVERTISING MARKET
The Mediaset Group maintained its leading position in the
advertising market thanks to Publiespaña’s commercial
strategy. It is more than 2% ahead of the closest competitor.
The objective in 2015 will be to continue to lead the TV
advertising market. With this in mind, Mediaset España will
continue to select high-potential format and pay attention
to the content that already plays a major role in channel
programming.

TV Market Share FY14

41.5%
-1.1%

44.2%
+0.5%
6.8%
7.5%
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KEY SUCCESS ELEMENTS
TALENT
For the sustainable development of its business plan, Mediaset Spain needs a team of people who possess the
skills and attitudes necessary to perform the assigned roles, who understand and commit to the values and
expected behaviour that should guide their actions.
In this respect, it is essential for the company to have the talent capable of developing content that will attract
audiences and take full advantage of the sale of advertising space. Similarly, it is essential to have people who
have the expertise needed to handle the technologies used in content production, broadcast, and marketing.
The Company’s talent management strategy is focused on:

ALIGNING TALENT WITH BUSINESS
STRATEGY
The company’s training policy aims to cover the
needs identified or demanded by personnel,
implementing specific training actions tailored to
work posts, as well as programmes for updating
and perfecting managers’ skills along with other
skills programmes linked to business needs.

STRENGTHEN PERSONNEL’S
COMMITMENT
By developing and implementing measures to
promote an appropriate organisational climate,
such as the existing Equality Plans, Welfare
Benefits, Interest Communications Policy and
the Career Opportunity and Performance
Management Policy for internal personnel,
among others.
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IDENTIFY FUTURE TALENT NEEDS
Through its intern and trainee policy, training
agreements with specialised centres or
through the selection of the best students on
the University Audio-Visual Content Creation
and Management Masters and other talent
recruitment programmes, Mediaset España
has supplemented the capacities of its current
team while ensuring future access to the best
specialists and professionals.

CRITICAL TALENT RETENTION:
Through the development and training policy,
together with an adequate system of recognition
and remuneration, the company ensures the
retention over time of the employees with the
talent and skills required for the sustainable
success of the business.
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MULTICHANNEL AND MULTIPLATFORM OFFERING
One of the main factors underlying the business success of
Mediaset España is the great variety of products in offers
the market through a broad range of media which enable
viewers to enjoy a unique experience in line with their
own tastes and preferences. In this way, anyone can find
a medium for watching a programme or other content
which suits their own preferences.
As part of its multichannel offering, Mediaset España distinguishes between two major groups: the principal channels
and the new generation channels.

NEW GENERATION CHANNELS
The four new generation channels seek to reach audiences
looking for specific content. Mediaset España places a
variety of programmes at their disposal to meet their tastes
and preferences. They are differentiated channels whose
profile is based on viewers’ gender or age, or the specific
content their broadcast.
In addition, Mediaset España’s services extend far beyond
the TV screen, not only via each channel’s web site but also
through mobile apps and its presence on social networks.

PRINCIPAL CHANNELS

The two principal channels, Telecinco and Cuatro are the
company´s emblem. Telecinco, as a general channel with a
variety of programmes for different audiences, and Cuatro,
as a channel aimed at younger viewers with innovative
content, are the organisation’s cornerstones. Content on
offer includes entertainment, films, fiction, news and sports
events.

THEME CHANNEL

WOMEN’S CHANNEL

CHILDREN’S CHANNEL

MEN’S CHANNEL

FLEXIBILITY OF THE MODEL
Mediaset España offers a wide range of programmes
thanks to its unique operational model. The company
has always been characterised by the flexibility of
its approach and the speed with which it deals with
change when programmes need to be replaced or
rebroadcast. This flexibility is achieved mainly due to
the following:

•

The Group’s strong financial capacity which
enables it, when opportunities are identified, to
buy premium content and formats for its viewers.

•

Having its own facilities, which generates
production synergies for both in-house and thirdparty productions.

•

Human resources made available for each
programme, allowing continuous monitoring
of each production and a perfect coordination
with the programming area when planning each
channel’s programme grid.
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PERFORMANCE
KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

OPERATING
REVENUE

NET PROFIT1
(thousand euro)

(thousand euro)

INVESTMENT IN
THIRD PARTY
PRODUCTION
(million euro)

(KPIs)

2012
48.80

INVESTMENT
IN FICTION
PRODUCTION

2013
70.2

2012
50.14

2014
144.8

2013
4.16

2014
59.49

INVESTMENT IN
CO-PRODUCTION

TECHNICAL
INVESTMENT

(million euro)

(million euro)

2012
127.6

2013
125.4

2014
122.7

ADVERTISING
EFFICIENCY
RATIO 2

(million euro)

2012
52.2

2013
45.2

2014
57.7

AVERAGE SCREEN
RATINGS

2012
3.2

2013
8.5

2014
14.8

2012
8.9

NET ADVERTISING
INCOME

2013
6.6

2014
8.2

BROADCASTING
HOURS 3

(million euro)

2012
28.1%

2013
29%

2013
30.7%

2012
807

2013
768

2014
858

2012
61,489

1. Attributable to the Parent’s shareholders.
2. Advertising Efficiency Ratio prepared by “INFOADEX” for all Group channels.
3. It includes all broadcasting hours from all Mediaset España channels.
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2013
70,080

2014
58,560

2012
160

2013
151

2014
144

EMPLOYEE NUMBERS
(AVERAGE FOR
THE YEAR)

2012
1,360

2013
1,308

2014
1,274
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PERFORMANCE
Audiovisual Business

Shareholder Value

Advertising Business

Environmental Performance

Workforce

Financial-economic value and tax situation

THE AUDIOVISUAL BUSINESS
For another year, viewers and users of the Internet and social media opted for the
company offered by Mediaset España every day through the television set, the Internet,
second screens and social media, where its content was once more the most viewed,
attracting the highest viewer participation and viral sharing on Spanish television, in
addition to being the preferred content of advertisers as support for their campaigns.

The company ended 2014, a key year in the transition
towards advertising market recovery, with record figures
in all these parameters, hitting all-time high viewing
numbers on its channels (despite having been forced to
close two of them), the highest number of unique users
and page views since its websites were created, and the
highest content-related social participation since the
social media were born.
Mediaset España’s film industry activities, including
production of Spain’s biggest box-office hit through
Telecinco Cinema; management of advertising slots by

Publiespaña, the new market leader; and consolidation
as a benchmark news organisation through Atlas, Spain’s
leading audiovisual news agency, also contributed to these
exceptional results, which once again positioned Mediaset
España among Europe’s outstanding media companies.
In view of its lack of debt, solid financial position, profit
margins and stock market performance, Mediaset España
is also the Spanish audiovisual company that is best
prepared for the definitive economic recovery forecast
for 2015.
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MEDIASET ESPAÑA LEADS TV VIEWING
FIGURES, HITTING AN ALL-TIME HIGH

In 2014, Mediaset España’s television channels were
again the preferred choice for a majority of news and
entertainment viewers, with a 30.7% share, this being
its best-ever figure and 1.7% up on 2013 (29%). In
commercial targets, it grew to 32.9%, nearly 2% above
the previous year.
Mediaset España was once more the prime time leader
with a 29.6% share, the highest figure since 2008 and
2.3% up on 2013. In daytime television, it was the mostwatched audiovisual group, with a 31.2% share, and the
only one to post daytime growth, at 1.4% on 2013.
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Furthermore, commercial television’s top 20 mostviewed broadcasts were all Mediaset España content:
18 on Telecinco and two on Cuatro. As regards theme
channels, FDF and Boing led the list of the 20 mostviewed DTT broadcasts: eight on the Factoría de Ficción
channel and three on the children’s channel.
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TELECINCO, THE MOST-VIEWED CHANNEL IN 2014 FOR THE THIRD
CONSECUTIVE YEAR, ACHIEVING THE BEST FIGURES IN THE LAST FOUR YEARS
Telecinco has done it again. For the third consecutive year,
Telecinco was the clear winner in open TV with a 14.5%
share, 1% up on 2013 and 0.9% above its immediate competitor (13.6%). Viewers again entrusted their television
leisure time to Telecinco’s recognised entertainment, news,
fiction and sports offering, as the most-watched channel
for 10 out of 12 months and the absolute leader for the
highest number of days (221 days, 60.5%).

and extra time in the Brazil World Cup final (GermanyArgentina, 67.6% and 12,691,000). It also accounted for
18 of the 20 most-viewed commercial television broadcasts, including a number of Brazil World Cup matches,
the movie “The Impossible”, the series “El Príncipe” and
the reality singing show “The Voice Kids”.

Telecinco, unrivalled in evening TV from Monday to Friday,
held on to its prime time leadership with a 15.2% share,
the highest figure in the last five years and 2.3% above its
main competitor (12.9%). It was also the absolute winner
in daytime TV (14.2% share), afternoon TV (16.3%) and
late night TV (18.0%).
In commercial targets, Telecinco’s share was 14%, 1.3% up
on 2013 and its best figure since 2011. During prime time
the share of commercial targets was 14,3%, equalling the
highest level in the last four years. The daytime share was
13.8%, 0.9% up on 2013.
In regional markets, Telecinco is the most-viewed channel
in terms of daily total viewers in nine out of 14 regions:
Andalusia (13.9%), Madrid (14.6%), Canary Islands (17%),
Euskadi (16.8%), Galicia (15.4%), Asturias (19.9%), Balearic
Islands (13.9%), Murcia (15.2%) and “Other regions” (15.4%).
Telecinco broadcast the two most-watched TV programmes in 2014: the Football World Cup match in
Brazil between Spain and Chile (67.6% and 13,229,000)
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Telecinco, a benchmark channel for in-house
audiovisual production, live broadcasts and
large entertainment formats on Spanish
television
Proximity to viewers, skilful creation of its own realities
and the capacity to provide companionship throughout
the day, including slots that viewers do not want to miss,
once again made Telecinco the favourite TV channel in
Spanish homes.
Telecinco has obtained public recognition for newlybroadcast formats that have attracted huge audiences,
such as “The Voice Kids” (5,156,000 viewers, 30.1% share
and 29.9% commercial target share) and “Pequeños
Gigantes” (23.3% share, 3,042,000 viewers and 22.0%
commercial target share), both presented by Jesús
Vázquez, and for classic offerings which once more
proved to be in tune with viewers and even improved
on previous-year figures. This was the case of “Big
Brother”, the 15th edition of which was again presented
by Mercedes Milá, achieving an average 21.1% share and
2,686,000 viewers, the best figures since “Big Brother
11”, with a massive following among young people aged
between 13 and 24 (31.9%). “Big Brother: the debate”,
presented by Jordi González, also led its prime time slot
with an average of 2,216,000 viewers and a 15.6% share.
The survival reality show “Supervivientes Honduras
2014”, presented by Jorge Javier Vázquez, was also
successful and unrivalled in its time slot, achieving a 21.5%
share, 2,835,000 viewers and a 21.2% commercial target
share. This survival show was also particularly popular
among viewers aged between 13 and 24 (26.1% share).
In late night television, the related debate programme
“Supervivientes: el debate” (18.4%), presented by
Álvaro de la Lama and, in the access prime time slot,
“Supervivientes: Última hora” (13.2%) also led their
respective time slots.
During the peak viewing slot, Telecinco once again
broadcast “Sálvame Deluxe”, which ended an excellent
year as the Friday-night leader with its best figures yet
(18.9% and 2,208,000 viewers), and “Hay una cosa que te
quiero decir” (14.6% and 1,638,000 viewers).
During daytime TV, programmes produced by Telecinco
were chosen by a majority of viewers throughout the
year. The morning programme “El programa de Ana
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Rosa”, presented by the journalist Ana Rosa Quintana,
again ended the year as the most popular morning show
with a 19.4% share and 574,000 viewers, beating its direct
competitor (“Espejo Público”, 16.8% share and 482,000
viewers) by 2.6%.
In the evenings, “Sálvame diario”, presented by Jorge
Javier Vázquez from Monday through Thursday, and by
Paz Padilla on Fridays, once more overcame its immediate
competitor with a 17.5% share and 1,880,000 viewers.
The fifth anniversary celebration allowed “Sálvame” to
reach, on its “big day”, July 10th, the programme’s secondhighest-ever share of 22.2% (2,163,000 viewers).
“Pasapalabra” (19.1% and 2,263,000), presented by
Christian Gálvez, remained the leading daytime game
show. On May 27th, the show broke its own viewing
record when it gave away one of its biggest prizes
(3,164,000 viewers and a 26.9% share).
In late night TV, “Hable con ellas” (14.7% and 920,000)
presented by Sandra Barneda, Rocío Carrasco, Yolanda
Ramos and Marta Torné, which was screened for the
first time in 2014, led the time slot by 0.5% over its main
competitor.
On Saturdays, a new programme was screened, “Un
tiempo nuevo”, presented by Sandra Barneda and Javier
Ruiz; on November 22nd it achieved a record 21.1% share
and 2,725,000 viewers to become the most-watched
Saturday prime time entertainment programme since
2008. In the evenings, “¡Qué tiempo tan feliz!” (12.2% and
1,468,000 viewers), presented by María Teresa Campos,
repeated its leading position on Saturday and Sunday
evenings.
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Telecinco’s series are the Spanish fiction
leaders
The viewer appeal of in-house produced content
was also evident in another of the channel’s mainstay
programming: fiction, which was renewed in the form
of the much-applauded “El Príncipe” and “Chiringuito de
Pepe”, alongside best sellers such as “La que se avecina”. A
skilful approach and rich variety allowed Telecinco’s series
to remain at the cusp of popularity, attracting an average
3,357,000 viewers and an 18.2% share.
An exciting plot about a national intelligence agent
infiltrating a fundamentalist network, set in a police station
in Ceuta, gave rise to “El Príncipe”, one of the channel’s
largest fiction undertakings. During 2014 viewing figures
totalled 5,219,000, a share of 26.9% and a commercial
target share of 27.7%, as the most-watched Telecinco
series of the year. The cast, comprising fine actors such as
Jose Coronado, Alex González, Hiba Abouk and Rubén
Cortada, unexpected twists and realism brought new fans
in each episode, making “El Príncipe” one of television’s
most anticipated returning series in 2015.
With even more outrageous humour and surrealism,
“La que se avecina” ended the year a long way ahead
of the pack as the leading comedy series with 4,010,000
viewers, a 22.5% share and an excellent 26.8% target
share. The escapades of this peculiar set of neighbours
interpreted by José Luis Gil, Jordi Sánchez, Nathalie
Seseña, Pablo Chiapella, Eva Isanta, Nacho Guerreros,
Cristina Castaño, Cristina Medina, Antonio Pagudo,
Macarena Gómez, Vanesa Romero, María Adánez,
Fernando Tejero, Ricardo Arroyo, Luis Miguel Seguí and
Paz Padilla once again attracted a huge audience, 45.4% of
which was aged between 13 and 24 on average.
Another of the most successful first showings was
“Chiringuito de Pepe”, a series that was the season’s revelation, about an unforeseen professional turnaround by a
prestigious cook holding a Michelin star (Santi Millán) who,
overnight, takes on the challenge of turning a Peñíscola
beach restaurant into an haute cuisine establishment, with
the help of a peculiar “family” interpreted by Jesús Bonilla,
Juan Manuel Montilla, Dafne Fernández, Begoña Maestre, Blanca Portillo and Adrián Rodríguez. An average of
3,598,000 viewers and a 21.2% share, increasing to 24.6%
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in terms of the commercial target share, made it Telecinco’s third most-watched fiction series with an outstanding
23.6% share of viewers aged between 13 and 24.
Telecinco screened the new fiction series “B&b” (14.3%
and 2,602,000), comprising highly-topical ensemble plots,
daily activities in a magazine’s editorial office and the
personal and professional relationships of the people that
work there, with varying profiles interpreted by Belén
Rueda, Gonzalo de Castro, Dani Rovira, Macarena García,
Fran Perea, Luisa Martín, Adolfo Fernández, Paula Prendes,
Cristina Alarcón, Andrés Velencoso, Sara Sálamo, César
Mateo, Jorge Usón and Puchi Lagarde.
Television’s longest-lasting comedy series, “Aída” (14%
and 2,834,000), said goodbye to its faithful fans in 2014
in a final episode watched by 4,230,000 viewers and a
22% share.
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A new mini-series was screened, “Hermanos” (13.4%
and 2,227,000), analysing Spanish society through the
interconnected lives of three radically different childhood
friends who experience situations they would never have
imagined. The roles are interpreted by María Valverde,
Antonio Velázquez and Álvaro Cervantes, this miniseries having been one of the season’s hits, together with
“El Rey”, a mini-series addressing the complex events
that forged the character of King Juan Carlos I from
childhood to his father’s death in 1993. Fernando Gil,
Patrick Criado and Enrique Aragonés played the king in
maturity, adolescence and childhood, respectively, in the
leading role in this first bio-pic on the monarch, which had
an audience of over two million viewers.

As regards third-party fiction, Telecinco screened
“Resurrection”, which achieved an average of 3,472,000
viewers, a 19.1% share and a 21.2% commercial target
share.
The most relevant movie viewing figures relate to the
first open-TV screening of “The Impossible” (34.8%
and 6,117,000), which became the most-watched, nonsports broadcast in the last 20 years. The film, produced
by Telecinco Cinema, also achieved a 37.1% commercial
target share and an outstanding 46.3% share among
young people aged between 13 and 24.
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CUATRO ROUNDS OFF ONE OF MOST BRILLIANT PERFORMANCES IN ITS
HISTORY WITH PROGRAMMING TAILORED TO A YOUNG AUDIENCE AND AN
EXCELLENT COMMERCIAL PROFILE
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The spirit of transgression reflected in its entertainment
programmes, a genuine style in sports broadcasting, a
focus on the most innovative content, differentiation in
news coverage in the form of news programmes and
discussion shows inviting a variety of opinions, combined
with an increasingly solid selection of in-house and thirdparty fiction, made 2014 one of Cuatro’s most impressive
years.

aged between 13 and 24, the highest figure in this target
audience since 2011 and 3.5% above Cuatro’s competitor
(LaSexta).

The channel ended the year with its best figures in the
past four periods (6.7% share, 0.7% up on 2013. In
commercial target terms (8.1%), Cuatro grew by 0.8% on
the previous year and was once again ahead of its direct
competitor. An 8% share was reached in young viewers

In daytime television, Cuatro also posted its best figure for
the past five years (7.1%), having grown by 1% on 2013.
The daytime commercial target share increased to 8.4%
(+1% on 2013).

During prime time, the share increased by 0.5% on 2013
to 6.1% the best figure since 2010. The commercial target
share rose by 1.3% to 7.4%, which is 0.5% higher than
2013 and the channel’s best result in the past three years.
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Cuatro, innovative entertainment, coaching
and interview formats and a renewed
commitment to Spanish and foreign fiction
The channel successfully offered formats that attracted
excellent audience profiles and a broad social media
following such as “Adán y Eva”, the nudist dating show
presented by Mónica Martínez, which was Cuatro’s bestever new entertainment show. In its first season, “Adán
y Eva” achieved a 12.8% share, 2,443,000 viewers and
a 14.6% commercial target share. The share in viewers
between 13 and 24 years of age was 18%.
“Viajando con Chester”, presented by Risto Mejide, was
also a revelation in 2014, having ended the year with an
8.3% share, 1,640,000 viewers and a 9.8% commercial
target share. Original interviews of selected figures from
Spain’s current political, social, cultural, television and
sports arenas attracted a 10.9% share of spectators aged
between 25 and 34.

(7.8% and 1,133,000), “The River” (6.4% and 789,000),
“24: Live Another Day” (5.8% and 477,000) and “White
Collar” (8.3% and 396,000).
In the morning time slot, “Las Mañanas de Cuatro”, hosted
by Jesús Cintora, consolidated its position as a benchmark
discussion and political analysis programme, achieving a
10.4% share (4.5% up on the 2013 average), which was
0.3% above its direct competitor (“Al Rojo Vivo”, 10.1%
share).
As regards movies, Cuatro’s screening of “The Impossible”
following its first showing by Telecinco (16% and
2,317,000) was the most-watched “Home Cinema” film
container broadcast of the year. The weekend doublefilm offering obtained an average 8.0% share in 2014
and the “Star Wars” cycle a 9.7% share and 1,612,0000
viewers. Additionally, the prime time movie container “El
Blockbuster” beat its direct rival in 2014 with a share of
8.7% and 1,342,000 viewers.

“Hermano Mayor”, one of the best-positioned coaching
series on Cuatro, once again gave a show of strength
during its seventh season. An 11.0% share, a 13.1%
commercial target share (+2.1%), which rose to 21.8%
and 18.4% in the channel’s target audience (viewers aged
13 to 24 and 25 to 34), made Pedro García Aguado’s
programme the clear choice for these targeted viewers
in its time slot.
In 2014 Cuatro also screened new content such as
the show hosted by Florentino Fernández and Patricia
Conde, “Killer Karaoke” (7.8% share, 1,311,000 viewers,
83% commercial target share and 18% in young viewers
aged between 13-24), the adventures of Jesús Calleja
accompanied by celebrities in “Planeta Calleja” (7.1% and
1,306,000), the daily in-house produced “Ciega a citas”
(6.2% and 767,000) and the channel’s longest standing
programme, “Cuarto Milenio” (7.7% and 991.000),
presented by Iker Jiménez.
Cuatro’s international fiction offering also performed
above its immediate competitor, including series such as
“CSI Las Vegas” (7.2% and 1,324,000), “CSI New York”
(7.0% and 1,062,000), “Castle”, which averaged 8.2% and
1,647,000 viewers in its sixth season, “Sleepy Hollow”
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MEDIASET ESPAÑA,
A REFERENCE FOR NEWS IN 2014
In 2014 Mediaset España was again a reference for a
majority of viewers seeking to discover the key domestic,
international, economic, social, cultural and sports news
in a year of historic events, rewarding its journalistic
rigour, professionalism and plurality, all hallmarks of
Mediaset España’s news coverage. Informativos Telecinco
consolidated the absolute all-time leadership achieved in
2013 and increased its edge over the main competitors,
while Noticias Cuatro achieved considerable growth to
reach record figures in a number of time slots.
A majority of viewers once more endorsed the work of
Mediaset España’s presenters and professionals during a
year of key events in Spain’s political and social system,
such as the abdication of King Juan Carlos I and subsequent proclamation of Felipe VI, the generational changes
in the PSOE and IU in which Pedro Sánchez and Alberto
Garzón took over their respective political parties, the
irruption of Pablo Iglesias and the Podemos phenomenon,
the deaths of the ex-Spanish President Adolfo Suárez
and of the Duchess of Alba, new judicial developments
relating to alleged corruption involving personalities such
as Iñaki Urdangarín and Jordi Pujol, the independence
consultation in Catalonia and the healthcare crisis caused
by Ebola. The year was also shaken by international news
such as the restoration of relations between the United
States and Cuba, the conflict between the Ukraine and
Russia, and barbaric terrorism by the members of the
so-called Islamic State; in the sports arena, a change of
cycle was initiated by Spain’s football team following the
Brazil World Cup, Spain won a historic triple crown in
the Motorcycle Racing World Championship with Marc
Márquez, Tito Rabat and Álex Márquez and Real Madrid
won the tenth European Cup.

Informativos Telecinco, the leader in Spain
for the second year running
In the past 12 months, Informativos Telecinco consolidated
its news leadership. For the second consecutive year, it
was the most-watched channel with an average of nearly
two million viewers (1,996,000) and a 14.5% share during
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the afternoon and prime time slots, Monday to Sunday.
With these figures, the unit directed by Pedro Piqueras
increased its lead over the main competitors to 1.4% in
the case of Antena 3 Noticias (1,783,000 and 13.1%)
nearly 2% in the case of TVE 1 (1,832,000 and 12.7%).
The 9 pm Informativos Telecinco slot, presented by
Pedro Piqueras, with J.J. Santos in the sports section,
beat its own record in 2014, achieving the best figures in
the last five years (17.1% share and 2,551,000 viewers)
to become Spain’s most-watched news programme for
the second year running. It has attracted more viewers
than Antena 3 Noticias 2 since 2008 and led the daily
ranked list of the most-watched broadcasts for 35 days
of the year.
A unique, close, simple and entertaining approach to
news telling, making it accessible to all kinds of viewers,
was again applied on relevant days such as King Don
Juan Carlos’ announcement of his decision to abdicate
in favour of his son Felipe (17.8% and 2,661,000), the
death of the Duchess of Alba (18.7% and 3,164,000),
the day following the death of the ex-Spanish President
Adolfo Suárez (18.7% - 3,413,000) and Judge Castro’s
announcement confirming the charges against Cristina de
Borbón (17.8% and 2,829,000).
The morning news programme Informativos Telecinco
Matinal, presented by Roberto Fernández and Leticia
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Iglesias in 2014, with Ramón Fuentes in the sports section,
obtained an average 10.4% share and 152,000 viewers.
With these figures, the morning news slot, recently joined
by Ane Ibarzábal, replacing Leticia Iglesias, culminated a
period of steady growth to reach its best figures since
2009.
The 3 pm news programme, Informativos Telecinco,
presented by David Cantero, Isabel Jiménez and Sara
Carbonero, reached an average of over 1.8 million viewers
and a 13.8% share Monday through Friday, building on
the previous year’s performance. The afternoon edition
hit a high point in May when it fell just short of a 15%
share, with over 2 million viewers, opening up a lead with
respect to its main competitors.
The weekend news programme, Informativos Telecinco
Fin de Semana, achieved an average of 1,784,000 viewers
and a 12.5% share on Saturdays and Sundays, becoming
the prime time news leader in 2014. Presented by José
Ribagorda, Carme Chaparro and Jesús María Pascual, it
was a neck ahead of Antena 3 Noticias 2 Fin de Semana
(12.1% and 1,729,000) and TVE’s Telediario 2 (11.4% and
1,690,000).

Noticias Cuatro, highly suited to young
people and commercial targets, beats its
own record in some time slots

focused on signature news stories closely related to
social media and presented dynamically, dispensing with
classical elements such as a table, its share grew from
4.3% and 582,000 viewers in the first week (November
3rd to 9th) to an average of 6.4% and 855,000 in the
last week of the year (December 29th to January 4th).
In 2014, this new programme achieved an average share
of 4.7% and 520,000 viewers, with a 5.8% commercial
target share and a considerable following among young
viewers aged between 25 and 34 (6.1%).
The weekend news programme, Noticias Cuatro Fin de
Semana, presented by Marta Reyero and Roberto Arce,
ended the year at record levels. In the afternoon slot, it
posted an average 9.5% share and 864,000 viewers, which
was an annual record. The outstanding achievements of
2014 continued in the evening edition, which ended the
year with an average 6.3% share and 758,000 viewers, the
best figures in the last six years. Finally, the average for the
afternoon and evening slots (7.6% and 809,000) is the
programmes highest since 2009.
As is generally the case, each of Noticias Cuatro’s news
programmes end with the best sports images prepared
by Deportes Cuatro, one of the channel’s most solid
brands, with “Los Manolos”, Manu Carreño and Manolo
Lama, from Monday through Friday in the afternoon
slot, Nico Abad in the evening, and Juanma Castaño, Luis
García and Ricardo Reyes at weekends. From Monday

Mediaset España’s news programmes were also popular
among Cuatro’s viewers. Noticias Cuatro ended 2014
with an increase in viewing figures that caused several
of its editions to hit record levels, including excellent
commercial target conversion and close affinity with
young viewers.
Noticias Cuatro 1, presented from Monday to Friday
by Marta Fernández, ended 2014 with an average
10.4% share and 1,053,000 viewers, its best-ever figures.
Improving each month, the news programme’s share
rose from 9.3% in January to 12% in December, hitting a
monthly record high October (12.3%). Cuatro’s first news
slot of the day increased its commercial target share to
11.4% in 2014.
Noticias Cuatro 2, began a new phase in 2014 at the earlier
time of 8 pm as from November, presented by Miguel
Ángel Oliver. In this new period, in which the programme
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to Friday, “Los Manolos”, which has consolidated a
formula based on sports commentary and analysis, ended
2014 with a new annual record, averaging a 9.3% share
and 1,223,000 viewers. The commercial target share was
11.6%, increasing to 15.8% in young viewers aged 13 to
24 and 15.7% in the 25 to 34 age group.

Informativos Telecinco and Noticias Cuatro
also beat records in the Internet
The large television following achieved by Informativos
Telecinco and Noticias Cuatro during the year was also
reflected in the Internet, complementing television and
posting spectacular figures: www.informativostelecinco.
com and www.cuatro.com/Noticias beat records and
grew considerably to become the most-visited pages of
Mediaset España’s main websites: www.telecinco.es and
www.cuatro.com.
Nearly 35.9 million unique users visited www.
informativostelecinco.com in 2014, making it the most
visited page of the year in www.telecinco.es. Telecinco’s
news portal, which totalled over 19.3 million videos
served, grew steadily each month.
Meanwhile, www.cuatro.com/noticias ended the year with
over 13.6 million unique users to become the page
with the highest cumulative unique user traffic in 2014
in www.cuatro.com. During the 12-month period, a total
of 7,132,005 videos were viewed on www.cuatro.com/
noticias, according to Omniture data.

New developments in Mediaset España’s
weather information
2014 also saw the renewal of the “El Tiempo” team, which
is now led by Rosalía Fernández, one of the classic faces
with the most experience in media weather reporting.
Her team is formed by Rosemary Alker, Alba Lago, Laura
Madrueño and Rebeca Haro and has renewed the formula previously employed in both Informativos Telecinco
and Noticias Cuatro, offering a service that is tailored to
our times (including an innovative touch-screen table),
based on proximity to and interactivity with viewers.
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Mediaset España, a TV window to the major
sports events in 2014
Mediaset España consolidated its position this year as
Spain’s television company for major international sports
events, broadcasting the Brazil Football World Cup, the
Basketball World Championship Cup in Spain and the
Motorcycle Racing World Championship, as well as
Spain’s national football team’s friendly matches, the
UEFA Europa League, selected Spanish King’s Cup football matches and open-TV BBVA football league matches.
The Brazil World Cup 2014 was the second mostwatched world cup in history, since viewing figures have
been available, exceeded only by the historic South Africa
World Cup 2010. The overall share during matches, extra
time and penalty shoot-outs broadcast on Telecinco and
Cuatro averaged 39.7% and 5,569,000 viewers, which
was only bettered by the South African event (6,325,000
and 44.6%), also broadcast on open TV by Telecinco and
Cuatro, and was well above the Korea and Japan World
Cup 2002, the third-most-watched (4,180,000 and 52.5%,
broadcast by Antena 3).
The Spain-Chile match and extra time in the world cup
final between Germany and Argentina were the two
most-viewed broadcasts in 2014, with a spectacular 67.6%
share and over 13 million viewers, and a 67.6% share and
12 million viewers, respectively.
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During the Basketball World Cup, the matches broadcast
by Cuatro and the final on Telecinco attracted an average
of 1,452,000 viewers and an 11.1% share, exceeding
the data for the 2010 Basketball World Cup screened
by LaSexta (10.8%). The seven matches played by the
Spanish team achieved an average 18.3% share and
2,847,000 on Cuatro, including a 22% commercial target
share, well above the national side’s matches in the
previous world basketball event.The three matches played
by Spain in September and broadcast on Cuatro were
among the month’s most-watched broadcasts: FranceSpain (25.9% and 4,572,000), which led the ranked list of
commercial channel broadcasts, Spain-France (22.7% and
3,816,000) and Brazil-Spain (18.2% and 3,074,000).
During the Motorcycle Racing World Championship, the
MotoGP category races screened by Telecinco increased
their share to 28.4% in 2014, the second-most-watched
in history with 2,758,000 viewers. The commercial target

share was 32.2% and the core target (men in the 25 to
44 age group) share was 37.0%. The categories Moto2
(20.9% and 1,255,000 viewers) and Moto3 (18.4% and
1,006,000) also easily led their respective time slots. In
2014, Mediaset España, Dorna and Telefónica entered
into an agreement for the joint exploitation of motorcycle
racing world championship rights, the full Grand Prix races
having been broadcast live on Movistar TV, produced by
Mediaset Sport.
Cuatro’s sports broadcasts included the UEFA Europa
League final between Sevilla and Benfica, with 6,410,000
viewers and a 30.4% share. The penalty shoot-out was
watched by more than 8,059,000 viewers, achieving a
39.3% share. Both broadcasts are among the year’s top20 most viewed.

MEDIASET ESPAÑA, THE BROADEST AND MOST SEGMENTED THEME CHANNEL
OFFERING IN THE DOMESTIC MARKET
In 2014 Mediaset España provided the largest multichannel offering with the richest variety of targets, screening
content specifically planned for different audience profiles
to meet the television leisure demands of all viewers and
also allowing the company to offer highly effective commercial policies to advertisers.

Mediaset led theme television viewing figures, achieving
a 9.4% shares through the channels Factoría de Ficción,
Divinity, Energy and Boing, which was close to the
previous-year figure despite the forced closure of the
channels Nueve and LaSiete in May 2014.
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FACTORÍA DE FICCIÓN WAS THE THEME CHANNEL LEADER AND REACHED
ITS MAXIMUM ANNUAL FIGURES, BECOMING A SOLID FAVOURITE AMONG
YOUNG VIEWERS
Factoría de Ficción was once again the most-watched
theme channel in 2014, its share having risen from 3% in
January to 4% at the end of December. Mediaset España’s
series and movies channel ended the year with an average
3.5% share, its all-time annual maximum, 0.6% up on
2013 (2.9%).
FDF became one of television’s favourite channels for
young viewers in the 13 to 24 age group, a much desired
target in which the channel achieved an extraordinary
9.4% share after growing more than 2% on the previous
year. This figure even exceeded general content channels
such as LaSexta and was the third-most-watched channel
in the 13 to 24 age group.
The successful combination of Spanish fiction, a select
offering of foreign series and Spanish comedy made
this theme channel the commercial target leader with a
4.4% share, 0.7% up on 2013, beating all the other theme
channels during daytime (3.7%) and prime time (3.2%)
television.
FDF placed 11 of its programme among the 20 most
viewed on theme channels, the prime asset being “La que
se avecina”. The comedy offering was complemented by
new in-house produced content such as “Taraská TV”,
the first television programme presented by “El Langui”;
“Euskadi Movie”, a comedy programme written, directed
and produced by the same team as “Vaya semanita”,
parodying life in the Basque Country; and “Central de
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cómicos”, in which around thirty Spanish comedians
display their stand-up comedy talents.
Additional comedy was included by repeating successful
series such as “Aída” and “Los Serrano”, and the sketch
comedy series “Camera Café”.They were all programmed
along with a broad catalogue of international fiction series
including the iconic “Friends”, one of the most acclaimed
sitcoms in television history, the 20th anniversary of its
first showing having been commemorated on the channel
with a marathon of episodes; the first screening of
“Anger Management; and new episodes of the comedy
series “Shameless”. The drama genre was represented
by the crime investigation series “C.S.I. Las Vegas”,
“C.S.I. Miami”, “Criminal Minds”, “Cold Case” and
“Blue Bloods”, as well as by the law firm fiction series
“Franklin & Bash”.
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DIVINITY, THE THEME CHANNEL FOR YOUNG URBAN WOMEN
Innovation and modernity tailored to a mainly female
audience are part of Divinity’s DNA. In 2014 it continued
to apply a 360º expansion strategy, launching new branded
products and extending its target audience to viewers
aged between 16 and 54 by including emblematic content
produced by Mediaset España.
As a result, the women’s channel rose by 0.4% with
respect to 2013 to reach a share of 2.1% of total individual
viewers. Its commercial target audience (2.7%) also grew,
by 0.3% on 2013, and its share of female viewers in the 16
to 44 age group was 3.5%.
Pre-screenings, marathons and programming events
accompanied the first showings of new docu-realities
relating to the channel’s subject matter: “Divinity Home”,
with the unprecedented two-week promotional initiative
“La quincena especial de ‘Divinity Home’” and the
first showings of “House Heist”, “Brother vs. Brother”,
“Income Property” and “Selling Houses”; “Divinity Style”,
complemented by the fashion programmes “Fashionistas”
and “Locas por el vestido”; and “Delicious!”, including
the addition of the creative confectionery programme
“Chocofantasy”. Divinity also launched the container
“Divinity Dance”, with the first screening of “Secret Street
Crew”, in which the famous dancer and choreographer
Ashley Banjo gets people dancing in British towns.
New series in which the main characters are charismatic
and energetic women, such as “Scandal”, “Body of Proof ”
and “Unforgettable”, and foreign productions in which
transgression is a key theme, such as “Mistresses”, made
Divinity a theme channel viewer favourite. In addition

to series such as “Grey’s Anatomy” and “Medium”, the
channel paid homage to the best US fiction during the
special macro-programming event “Diez series diez”.
Divinity’s level of commitment to the music industry was
demonstrated by the launch of “Divinity Music Festival”, a
one-week special programming event in which music was
the star, including the live broadcast of the top-40 music
awards event IX Premios 40 Principales. Christmas music
content presented by Ruth Lorenzo and the solidarity
concert arranged by CADENA 100, “Por ellas”, were also
part of Divinity’s focus on music.
The channel’s corporate identity, which distinguishes its
personality, was once more advertised through a bumper
and self-promo campaign entitled “¿Quién dice que el rosa
es un color de chicas?”. In 2014 the actors José Coronado,
Luis Tosar, Dani Rovira, Paco León, Rubén Cortada and
Daniele Liotti appeared in this campaign, which culminated
with “Jeepster Party”, a programming and 360º commercial communication event in which Divinity and Energy
contributed their brand values for the launch of a new car.
Divinity’s 360º expansion strategy, as the first channel
that was born out of a website, a channel that focuses on
the coolest music in “Divinity Jukebox” and has an online
sales club and a monthly magazine on fashion, leisure and
beauty, has been boosted by the launch of its own mobile
telephone, a latest-generation smartphone that reflects
Divinity’s identity.
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ENERGY, A CHANNEL FOR YOUNG URBAN MEN
Targeting a mainly young, urban male audience, in 2014
Energy consolidated its identity based on docu-realities,
factuals, third-party fiction and sports. As a result,
Mediaset’s channel for men obtained a 1.5% share in total
individuals and a 2.5% share in men aged between 25
and 44, increasing its commercial target share by 0.3% on
2013 to reach 1.9%.
The channel reinforced its factuals programming, this
being one of the most applauded content, including
new episodes of the world’s most successful auction
programme, “Storage Wars”, the food factual “Man v.
Food” and the cooking talent show “Cutthroat Kitchen”.
Other programmes screened for the first time in
2014 were “Extreme Clutter”, “Duelo de chefs”, “En
movimiento”, “¡Multazo!” and “Tu momento”. There was
also space for international fiction on Energy in the form
of series such as “Supernatural”, “NCIS Los Angeles”
and “Spartacus: War of the Damned”. Energy’s sports
coverage included open-TV broadcasts of Spain’s BBVA
Professional Football League matches, important matches
during the FIFA Club World Cup and Formula E electric
car races.
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Campaigns such as “Movember”, designed to build
awareness among men on the prevention of prostate
cancer, and “OctoberSpeed”, which brought together the
channel’s entire vehicle-related programming during the
autumn, were some of the strategies adopted by Energy
to boost brand identity and television positioning.
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BOING, COMMERCIAL TELEVISION’S LEADING CHILDREN’S CHANNEL
FOR THE THIRD YEAR RUNNING
In 2014 Boing was the leading children’s channel on
commercial television for the third consecutive year,
thanks to a 1.7% share of total individuals and a 13.1%
share in the four to 12 age group, 1.7% above Disney
Channel (11.4%).
This year Boing made a firm commitment to in-house
production, launching “Doraemon Land”, a game show
set in the famous blue cat’s universe, in addition to
familiar programmes such as “Be Boing”, “Juegos en
familia” and “Just Kidding”, a hidden-camera comedy
programme. Boing continued to screen repeats of
acclaimed family entertainment shows such as “The Voice
Kids” and “Pequeños gigantes”, two of the most-watched
programmes in the channel’s history.

planet” and “Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed”, or
family film classics like “ Babe”, “ Babe: Pig in the City”
and “Beethoven”. Movie marathons formed the basis of
special programming for events or celebrations, such as
Halloween and Christmas. Christmas programmes also
included the channel’s first charity gala, a special event
organised by the NGO Ayuda en Acción to combat
child poverty.

Cartoon series screened for the first time included
“Mixels”, “Inazuma Eleven Go” and “Dragons: Riders of
Berk”, “Uncle Grandpa”, “Lego Ninjago” and “Steven
Universe”, which were broadcast alongside “Adventure
Time” and “The Amazing World of Gumball.
Movies were another of the mainstays of Boing
programming, including first showings of films such as
“Rio”, “Madagascar 2” and “Bee Movie”, and films such as
“Barbie Presents Thumbelina”, “Barbie in A Mermaid Tale”,
“Tom and Jerry: A Nutcracker Tale”, “Doraemon: Animal
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MEDIASET ESPAÑA IS ALSO THE ONLINE TELEVISION
LEADER, THE NUMBER OF INTERNET USERS HAVING
DOUBLED IN 2014

Viewers flocked to Mediaset España’s Internet offering
to complement and enrich the experience on its TV
channels. With a monthly average of 10 million users and
close to 117 million videos served in 2014, according to
Comscore data, Mediaset España was once again the
audiovisual group with the highest Internet traffic on its
channel websites, the number of users having almost
doubled in a year.The websites of Atresmedia (7.9 million
users) and RTVE (7.0 million users) trailed far behind.
Mediaset’s websites accumulated over 217 million unique
users during the year, according to Omniture.
The company was once more the television group with
the highest video consumption in the Internet, with a
monthly average of 3.5 million as compared with 2.6 for
Atresmedia.
Telecinco’s website, with an average of 8.9 million unique
users per month and over 1,252 million videos served,
according to Comscore, was again the TV website with
the highest traffic, a long way ahead of its immediate
competitor Antena 3 (6.3 million monthly unique users).
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Cuatro.com achieved a monthly average of 4 million
unique users and a total of 131 million videos served
in 2014, also ahead of LaSexta’s site (2.1 million average
monthly unique users).
Divinity.es posted an average of 1.4 million monthly
unique users, while Mitele.es exceeded an average figure
of 2.6 million unique users and a total of 423 million
videos served, according to Comscore.
According to the Spain’s Audit Bureau of Circulations
(OJD), Mediaset’s website grew from 18.2 million unique
users in January to the spectacular record figure of 34
million visitors in December, when Cuatro’s site obtained
its best result for the year (10.1 million). Telecinco and
Mitele set a record in October with 26.8 million and 7.4
million unique users, respectively, while Divinity broke its
own record in December with 2.9 million.
Mediaset España’s applications also generated over 7.5
million downloads in smartphones and tablets, the Mitele
(3 million), “The Voice” (1.4 million), “Big Brother” (1.6
million), Mediaset Sport (0.5 million) and “Moto GP” (0.3
million) apps being the most popular.
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NO DIRECT RIVAL FOR MEDIASET ESPAÑA IN SOCIAL MEDIA, WITH THE
HIGHEST ACTIVE USER PARTICIPATION IN ITS CONTENT

Mediaset España ended 2014 as the group of channels
with the highest user participation in social media. In six
media (Facebook, Twitter, Tuenti, Google+, Instagram and
Pinterest), the company managed 491 official generalcontent and corporate accounts totalling over 25.5 million
followers. Some of them (Telecinco, “The Voice”, “La que
se avecina”, “Sopa de Gansos”, “Big Brother” and “Women
y Men y Viceversa”) had over one million followers each.
Mediaset España led social media impact every month
of the year, accumulating an overall 56% of social media
impact on television in social media with 54,145,152 comments, virtually twice the Atresmedia figure (28,016,489
comments, 29% of the total), according to Global In Media.
Telecinco’s general content channels were again the
winners in social media with 40,843,694 comments as
compared with only 13,882,310 for Antena 3. Cuatro
obtained 10,795,330 comments, ahead of LaSexta’s
10,521,788.
These figures were boosted by some of the entertainment
programmes and sports events broadcast by Mediaset
España, particularly “Big Brother”, “The Voice Kids” and
“Supervivientes”, as well as the world football, basketball
and motorcycle racing championships.
In theme channels, Energy (1,171,229 comments), Divinity
(1,028,029 comments) and Factoría de Ficción (359,706
comments) were among the five channels with the highest
social media participation; the top-40 music awards event
IX Premios 40 Principales, broadcast live by Divinity on
12 December (534,159 mentions), was the third-mostcommented broadcast of the year in the ranked list of the
non-sports programmes with the highest participation. In
that list, six of the Top 10 places are filled by Telecinco
with broadcasts of “Big Brother”, “The Voice Kids” and
“Women y Men y viceversa”.

“Share of voice” (January-December 2014)
Mediaset
Atresmedia

14.2%

RTVE
29.0%

56.0%

Outstanding Mediaset events 2014

Big Brother

Brazil
World Cup

10,993,936

6,477,993

The Voice Kids

Supervivientes

2,107,071

1,858,524

Basketball
World Cup

696,014

Moto GP

611,317
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TELECINCO CINEMA HAD ITS BEST-EVER YEAR, LEADING SPANISH BOX OFFICES
WITH 60% OF TAKINGS AND 12 MILLION MOVIEGOERS

In addition to its business activities in television, the
Internet and social media, in 2014 Mediaset España
invested a part of its resources in film production, more
than fulfilling its commitment to fund Spain’s film industry.
Four movies were released in different genres (comedy,
thriller, dramedy and romantic comedy), the company’s
film subsidiary having obtained a historic reward in the
form of applause and recognition from moviegoers, who
flocked to cinemas to watch Telecinco Cinema’s films in
its best-ever year. “Ocho Apellidos Vascos”, “El Niño”,
“Carmina y Amén” and “Perdona si te llamo amor”
generating total takings of €76 million or 59.8% of Spanish
cinema’s total takings in a year in which Spanish films
reached an all-time high of over €127 million, according
to an internal report prepared using Rentrak TOP 20 data.
Telecinco Cinema’s excellent contribution to Spanish
movie takings was attributable particularly to “Ocho
Apellidos Vascos”, a comedy directed by Emilio Martínez
Lázaro, starring Dani Rovira, Clara Lago, Karra Elejalde and
Carmen Machi, which generated takings of nearly €56
million and 9.5 million filmgoers, inscribing its name in
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golden letters in Spain’s film history as the biggest Spanish
box-office hit with the second-highest takings in Spain,
only exceeded by the US production “Avatar”. Its stars
also received recognition in the form of Goya Awards
for Dani Rovira (Best Revelation Actor), Karra Elejalde
(Best Secondary Actor) and Carmen Machi (Best
Secondary Actress).
The thriller “El Niño”, directed by Daniel Monzón and
written by Jorge Guerricaechevarría, starring Luis Tosar
and Jesús Castro, was the second-biggest box-office
hit of the year at over €16 million (2.7 million cinemagoers), reaching number 13 in the ranked list of the
20 most-watched Spanish films in history. Among the
awards received there were four Goya Awards for Best
Production Director, Best Original Song, Best Sound and
Best Special Effects, and seven Gaudí Awards for Best
Supporting Actor (Eduard Fernández), Best Supporting
Actress (Bárbara Lennie), Best Production Director,
Best Editing, Best Original Music, Best Photography and
Best Sound.

“Ocho Apellidos
Vascos”

“El Niño”

Takings: 55,980,873

Takings: 16,130,552

Moviegoers: 9,474,233

Moviegoers: 2,720,085

“Perdona si te
llamo amor”

“Carmina y
Amén”

Takings: 2,038,034

Takings: 1,931,134

Moviegoers: 366,944

Moviegoers: 380,015
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Telecinco Cinema’s offering for 2015
and 2016 includes new films by Amenábar,
Bayona, Martínez Lázaro, Calparsoro
and Gato
Telecinco Cinema ended a brilliant 2014 and started a
new year with plans to make its best efforts to ensure
that Spain’s film industry remains on the same wavelength
as its audiences and critics, as well as consolidating the
strong television-driven position achieved in Spain and
abroad.The company is working on a widely varied movie
offering.

“Carmina y Amén”, directed by Paco León, starring
Carmina Barrios and María León, was recognised by
critics with the Premio Feroz award for the Best Comedy
and by the Málaga Festival award for the Best Script and
Best Supporting Actress (Yolanda Ramos). It was seen by
nearly 400,000 moviegoers and box-office takings totalled
close to €2 million. The romantic comedy “Perdona si te
llamo amor”, produced by Joaquín Llamas and starring
Daniele Liotti and Paloma Bloyd, also took €2 million
and was watched by 360,000 moviegoers, completing
a historic year for Telecinco Cinema, which once more
confirmed its position as a driver of Spain’s film industry,
its box-office takings having tripled the amount obtained
by the main competitor’s productions.
The excellent box-office performance of Telecinco
Cinema’s productions was the basis of Spanish cinema’s
best-ever year, takings having amounted to €127 million,
as compared with €119.9 million in 2012, which was
also a successful year for Mediaset España with “The
Impossible” and “The Adventures of Tadeo Jones” leading
box-office takings.
According to Rentrak Spain data, in 2014 Spanish films
took 78.8% more than in 2013 and moviegoers increased
by 92.7% to reach 21.2 million. Spanish cinema ended the
year with a 25.7% overall market share, the best figure in
the last 37 years.

In 2015, Telecinco Cinema will release “Regression”, a film
directed and written by Alejandro Amenábar, starring the
Oscar nominee Ethan Hawke and Emma Watson. This
film once more brings together Telecinco Cinema and
Alejandro Amenábar, following the success of “Ágora”,
telling the story of a detective who investigates the case
of a young woman who accuses her father of committing
an unmentionable crime. When the father unexpectedly
pleads guilty, without recalling the events, a reputable
psychologist gets onto the case to help him recover
repressed memories, uncovering a sinister conspiracy.
Telecinco Cinema has also filmed “A Monster Calls”, the
new film by Juan Antonio Bayona starring Liam Neeson,
Felicity Jones, Sigourney Weaver and Lewis McDougal.
Based on a novel by Patrick Ness, it tells the story of
Conor, a 12-year-old boy who tries to cope with his
mother’s illness with the help of a monster that visits him
at night. This film completes Bayona’s trilogy on motherson relationships that commenced with “The Orphanage”
and continued with “The Impossible”, Spanish film industry
hits in which Bayona has always been accompanied by
Mediaset España movie subsidiary.
Shooting has just finished for the movie “Cien años de
perdón”, directed by Daniel Calparsoro and written by
Jorge Guerricaechevarría, starring Luis Tosar, Rodrigo de
la Serna, Raúl Arévalo, Jose Coronado and Patricia Vico.
What appeared to be a clean, simple bank robbery in
Valencia ends up becoming complicated and nothing
goes as planned, causing mistrust and conflicts between
the two leaders.
In the comedy genre, which has brought so much joy
to Telecinco Cinema in recent years, 2015 will see the
production of the sequel to “Ocho Apellidos Vascos”,
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once again directed by Emilio Martínez Lázaro, written
by Borja Cobeaga and Diego San José, and starring Dani
Rovira, Clara Lago, Karra Elejalde and Carmen Machi.
In animated films, “Capture the Flag” is the title of the
first project under the historic worldwide distribution
agreement with Paramount Pictures.This summer, Enrique
Gato will once again direct a full-length animated movie
following the success of “The Adventures of Tadeo Jones”,
the biggest box office hit of all Spanish animated films
with takings of €40 million worldwide. It tells how a crazy
Texan millionaire, determined to erase from history the

exploits of the Apollo XI astronauts and their famous first
steps on the Moon, decides to colonise the Moon and
exploit its natural resources. But the only person that will
be able to stop him is not the NASA, or the President of
the United States, but a nice, determined 12-year-old boy,
with the help of his grandfather, a veteran astronaut, his
girlfriend and a robot chameleon.
In 2015 Telecinco Cinema will also be immersed in the
production of part two of “The Adventures of Tadeo
Jones” with Telefónica Studios 4 Cats, and “Tadeo Jones y
El Secreto de Midas”.

ATLAS, IN THE NEWS BUSINESS
In a news-packed year, ATLAS was again Spain’s leading
audiovisual news agency. Its agency service, with over 120
video news stories every day, is positioned as the largest
Spanish-language audiovisual news service. In 2014 more
than 120 subscribers accessed full coverage of Spanish,
international and sports news. Domestic, international,
regional and local television companies and online media
chose ATLAS every day to prepare their news and current
affairs programmes and website videonews.
ATLAS was on top of the main news in 2014, such as
the abdication of King Juan Carlos, the proclamation of
Felipe VI, the bringing of charges against Princess Cristina
in the Noos Case, corruption discovered during the year,
the imprisonment of Isabel Pantoja, Luis Bárcenas, Jaume
Matas and Enrique Granados, the case of the Ciudad
Lineal pederast, European parliamentary elections, the
Ebola crisis, the resignation of the minister Ana Mato and
the deaths of the Duchess of Alba, Adolfo Suárez, Emilio
Botín and Isidoro Álvarez, among other news.
ATLAS also covered the main sports events, such as the
Footfall World Cup, the Basketball World Cup held in
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Spain, the Champions League, the UEFA Europa League
and a selection of the Spanish national team’s classification
matches.
Numerous other current affairs stories were also reported
by ATLAS, which supplied customers with all its broadcast
services and was the reference agency for live broadcasts
both in Spain and for media and production companies
worldwide. Reuters, APTN, Euronews, MBC, Eurosport,
VTM Belgium, SIC Portugal, RTL Germany, RTL Netherlands,
France TV, RT TV Moscow, Nos Sport Holland,TVN Poland,
TF1 France, Aljazeera, RTL Belgium, TVI Portugal, RTP
Portugal, ITV UK, Antenna TV Greece, Mediaset Italy, Sky
Italy, TV2 Denmark, ARD, NBC News, NTV Russia, 1+1
Ukraine, SBS Netherlands, SRG Switzerland, M6 France,
Wapa Puerto Rico, Mega TV Chile, Unitel Bolivia and
Caracol TV are some of the international customers that
chose ATLAS broadcast services to produce their news
and entertainment content, thanks to the company’s
adaptation to the new high-definition production standards
and its new LTE 4G systems that allow live signals to be
transmitted from any location accessible to a camera
operator at a considerable cost saving.
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For Mediaset España, ATLAS continued to perform its
main task of producing the news programmes Informativos Telecinco and Noticias Cuatro; co-producing the
programme “Las mañanas de Cuatro”; and cooperating with the channels and programme producers in the
provision of production services: live shows, image transfer, ENG equipment, editing and many other production
services for exteriors, providing considerable territorial
coverage through its correspondent network.
The ATLAS agency again provided audiovisual
communication services for companies and institutions.
Production and distribution of video announcements,
preparation of corporate videos and live streaming
are some of the services offered by ATLAS to Spanish
banks, foundations, communication agencies and large
companies.

A profitability bonus based on television’s
most valued brands
In addition to advertising revenue, Mediaset España
leveraged its brand portfolio, which was again among the
best valued in the audiovisual market. The Commercial
Department worked on three basic pillars: a firm
commitment to music; exploitation of its own brands
(channels, programmes, events and presenters) through
licences, merchandising and derivatives; and content
selling in other markets and media.

MEDIASET ESPAÑA: THE MUSIC INDUSTRY’S REFERENCE
COMMUNICATION GROUP
Mediaset has become the Spanish music industry’s
most important partner thanks to the extension
and consolidation of its music business. According to
INFOADEX, three out of every four euros invested in the
media by the music industry to September 2014 were
used to communicate news and products developed
jointly with our own brands through Mediaset’s media.
Mediaset España is a leader in music placement to create
an atmosphere in programmes and self-promos with
quality music. The company has created a significant line
of business music placement into programmes such as
“Cazamariposas”, “Mira quién salta”, “Supervivientes” and
Moto GP. Discs derived from Mediaset España’s brands
led the market in 2014, comprising compilations from “Big
Brother”, “Women y Men y viceversa” and, in particular,
“The Voice”, making Spain the only country in which the
show’s winners and contestants had some of the bestselling discs of the year, including David Barrull (platinum
disc), María Parrado (gold disc) and Gemeliers (double
platinum disc).

The company also undertook joint ventures with the three
main record companies to market the CDs and DVDs
of the most popular Spanish and international artists.
Its channels broadcast special concerts by Dani Martín,
Sergio Dalma, Fito & Fitipladis and Alejandro Fernández
in order to jointly launch the CDs and DVDs of the live
events. Additionally, the DVD+CD entitled “Paco de Lucía:
la Búsqueda”, which includes a documentary produced by
Telecinco Cinema, was a commercial success in 2014.
This success resulted in the consolidation of Mediaset
España’s own music brands and the launch of MiteleMúsica,
a cross-media brand that is reflected on television through
broadcasts of concerts by top artists such as Ariel Rot,
Hermanos Morente, Niña Pastori and Rozalen, among
others; and online through a specific music site on the
mitele.es platform, in addition to the group’s consolidated
brands such as “Puro Cuatro”, “Divinity Jukebox” and
“Energy Code”.
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Grupo Editorial Telecinco (GET)
The music publishing unit GET (Grupo Editorial Telecinco)
plays a fundamental role in Mediaset España’s support for
the music industry in general and the artistic creations of
local authors in particular; its main mission is to acquire,
exploit and manage music rights for all the company’s
channels, encompassing 20,700 published works in 2014,
and also to promote the renewal of book- and authorrelated rights.
Grupo Editorial Telecinco (GET) also takes part in movie
productions as a music editor, having received the Goya
Award for the Best Original Song for “El Niño” (“Niño sin
miedo”, by India Martínez).

Consolidation of “Taquilla Mediaset” and
“Mitienda Mediaset”
In the e-commerce area, “Taquilla Mediaset” consolidated
its position as one of the most popular online ticketing
services and an essential partner for music promoters
and entertainment companies. Successful international
artists such as One Direction, Robbie Williams, Katy Perry,
Alejandro Fernández and Enrique Iglesias relied upon
“Taquilla Mediaset”, as did major Spanish artists such as
David Bisbal, Malú, Antonio Orozco, Fito and Leiva during
their tours; and services were extended to new types
of shows such as large musicals and the company’s own
events such as the theatre play “Más Apellidos Vascos”,
a derivative of the biggest-ever box-office hit, and the
“Cuarto Milenio” exhibition event.
“Mitienda Mediaset” also played an important role in the
e-commerce strategy as a site selling the company’s official
products, its catalogue having reached over 200 items. In
2014 a new step was taken by launching the site “Tienda
de Gran Hermano”, in which, for the first time in Spanish
history, the viewers of such an emblematic programme as
“Big Brother” are able to buy up to 100 items that appear
in the house in Guadalix de la Sierra.
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Highly profitable brands having an impact
outside the screen
The strength of Mediaset España’s brand and the value
of its channels, programmes, events and presenters
were leveraged once more in 2014 through licences,
merchandising and derivative product development.
The company is in a privileged position in the publishing
industry, in periodic publications, book publishing and
collection formats.
This position was significantly enhanced in April 2014 with
the launch of the monthly beauty and fashion magazine
Divinity by the publisher G+J, faithfully reflecting the
channel’s modern spirit in paper format. Also closely
linked to its women’s channel, this year Mediaset launched
the cooking collection “Delicius, cocina sana para estar
Divinity”. Newsstands sold both these publications and
also the magazine “Sálvame”, with a weekly print run of
between 90,000 and 100,000 copies, the novel based
on the series “El Príncipe” and the “Chiringuito de Pepe”
cookery book.Two of the publishing industry’s best-selling
Christmas products bore Mediaset’s brand: the book by
Revilla entitled “Este país merece la pena”, in four print
editions, and “Los consejos de Hermano Mayor” by Pedro
García Aguado, with six editions marketed and over
25,000 copies sold.
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The licences and derivative products from Telecinco
Cinema’s movie hits continued to generate considerable
revenue through brands such as Tadeo Jones; more than
two years after the cinema release a second video game,
“Tadeo Jones y el manuscrito perdido” was launched, in
addition to a video camera, a children’s camping kit and a
new edition the informative books “Descubre con Tadeo”.
The impact of “Ocho Apellidos Vascos” has reached well
beyond its historic passage through movie theatres. In
addition to the staging of the play “Más Apellidos Vascos”,
a DVD was released and a book was published in
association with Penguin Random House, containing the
script and additional film content.

with Mediaset Italy, was a resounding success for the third
year running. Finally, in association with Sheffield Centre,
the company has created the Deportes Cuatro Summer
Camps, a fun way to play football and learn English, further
developing the Cuatro brand.

The results obtained by launching the video games “The
Voice 2” and “Karaoke The Voice” are a good example
of the potential of products derived from successful
programmes, as well as licences related to the Football
World Cup (official wristbands of the FIFA Brazil World
Cup, caps, World Cup Guide, the Deportes Cuatro board
game,World Cup edition, and the Subbuteo Game,World
Cup edition) and the Basketball World Cup (Official Guide
and interactive competitions such as a ticket draw, tee
shirts and official balls). As regards motorcycle racing, in
2014 the official MotoGP comic was launched, presenting
the season’s events in a different and original manner,
and the collection “Minimotos”, published in association

MEDIASET ESPAÑA, THE GROUP THAT INTERACTS MOST WITH VIEWERS
For another year, Mediaset España was the communication
group that launched the most interactivity actions,
competitions and voting opportunities in 2014, over
900,000 viewers having participated; nearly 200,000
voted during reality shows and almost 80,000 during
castings, using premium-rate telephone numbers.
Mediaset continued to organise interactive competitions
during live prime-time shows, integrating them into the
tone and content of each show and giving away prizes
to viewers in a year of major celebrations, such as the

10th season of “El programa de Ana Rosa”, the fifth of
“Sálvame” and the fifth of “¡Qué tiempo tan feliz!”. In some
cases, integration was maximised, competitions forming
part of the programme’s content. Room for interaction
was also provided through original competitions during
more daring programmes such as ‘Hable con ellas” and
“Todo va bien”, adapting prizes to the audience’s tastes.
In the late-night time slot, the company again offered two
well-established participative programmes, “La Línea de la
Vida” and the “Horóscopo”.
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MEDIASET ESPAÑA, A BRAND THAT IS ATTRACTIVE IN OTHER MEDIA AND
IN THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET
Mediaset España’s content played a major role in Spain’s
main pay platforms during 2014, occupying a privileged
position in the premium packages of Yomvi, Imagenio
and ONO, where series such as “El Príncipe”, “La que se
avecina”, “Aída” and “Hermanos” were ranked high in the
list of products most in demand. “Aída” and “La que se
avecina” enjoyed high visibility in the Paramount Comedy
pay channel’s programming.
Telecinco Cinema’s movies were once again hugely
popular among video-on-demand (VOD) users through
pay platforms in Spain such as Imagenio, Ono, Yomvi,
Filmin and Wuaki, where “Ocho Apellidos Vascos” was the
most-rented new film in the history of digital platforms,
with over 170,000 downloads.
Mediaset’s linear channels in Orange were also successful,
mobile telephone users having the opportunity to access
television and watch Telecinco and Cuatro programming
in real time.
In Home Video, Mediaset España launched new seasons
of the series “La que se avecina”, “El Príncipe”, “B&b”,
“Hermanos” and “Chiringuito de Pepe”, and miniseries
such as “Romeo and Juliet”, “Ana Karenina” and “Niños
Robados” during 2014.
In the international market, a strategic growth area for
Mediaset España, new customers and territories were
added in 2014, such as the Argentinian Telefé, acquiring
“Niños robados” and “Frágiles”.
An agreement was reached for the first time with DLA,
the VOD platform for Latin America, with over 500 hours
of programming, to broadcast Mediaset España’s fiction
content.
The acclaimed series “El Príncipe” was broadcast for the
first time in over 40 territories, the most significant being
Canale 5 (Italy), Canal 13 (Chile), Nova (Croatia) RTP
(Portugal) and the Latin American channels in which
OnDirectTV operates. Agreements were also reached
during 2014 with the RTI group (“El Príncipe”, “Niños
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robados”, Homicidios”); with DIREC TV (“El Príncipe”,
“Hermanos”, “Dreamland”, “El Rey”); and with Sony
Pictures Russia (“Tierra de lobos”, “Frágiles” and “Niños
robados”).
The format “Escenas de matrimonio” again performed
well in the international market: in addition to its renewal
for the sixth consecutive year by the French group M6, it
was screened once more in Greece on the Alpha channel
(share of over 45%) and a new agreement was concluded
to produce the series in Croatia for Nova TV. As regards
“El Príncipe”, an agreement was entered into with
Filmpool to produce the series in Germany. “La que se
avecina” and “Chiringuito de Pepe” will soon be adapted
in Italy for the RTI Group.
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MEDIASET ESPAÑA, A REFERENCE FOR ENTERTAINMENT,
NEWS AND SOCIAL COMMITMENT
While running a committed audiovisual business and
leveraging the Group’s undisputed leadership in the
audiovisual industry, Mediaset España has promoted
high-social-impact content on its channels and Internet
platforms, in response to viewers’ entertainment demands

and increasing requests for support from various initiatives
in which the company sees its values reflected, as well as
through unbiased, rigorous news reporting that helps to
create informed, critical thinking in its audience.

INFORMATIVOS
MEDIASET

Mediaset España’s news programmes continued their
work in a rigorous, objective, unbiased and credible
manner, focusing on issues that affect or concern a
large part of the population and providing elements
that invite the audience to reflect and draw their own
conclusions, as well as to contribute towards the social
causes reported.
During 2014 the company covered campaigns such
as ELA’s “bucket of cold water” to raise funds for
research and awareness-building in connection with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; the Ebola virus and related
vulnerability of healthcare systems, both in Africa
and when it “jumped” to developed countries; the
donation of organs, tissue and bone marrow through
the National Transplant Organisation; Directorate
General for Traffic campaigns to reduce the number
of road deaths; and the large food collection campaign
launched by the Spanish Federation of Food Banks,
which achieved a 50% increase in food collected.
News programmes also addressed developments
in biomedicine for cancer treatment, such as the
revealing metastasis-related discovery by the Spaniard
Joan Massagué or the evidence presented by a group
of Spanish scientists of the relationship between the
inhibition of a protein and its impact on the prevention
of breast tumour growth. These news on the progress

made in cancer research can have a positive impact
on the state of mind of cancer sufferers undergoing
harsh therapies.
Reports were also broadcast on the impact caused
by budget restrictions on research and on state-ofthe-art scientific institutions, the resulting steady
exodus of researchers to other countries and the
huge challenges faced by those that stay in Spain to
continue their scientific work.
Finally, Mediaset’s news teams closely followed all the
cases of corruption revealed in political parties, banks,
trade unions and enterprises; the unemployment
situation; gender violence and the reality of people
that overcome it after it has been reported; evictions,
particularly of people affected by the so-called “vulture
funds” in subsidised housing; the cast of the pederast
in the Ciudad Lineal district of Madrid; violence in
football and the resulting amendment of regulations
by a number of clubs to prevent it; the debate on the
role of divorcees and gays in the Church, the Vatican’s
financial clean-up and the cases of sexual abuse by the
clergy addressed by Pope Francis in his second year
of office.
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“El programa de Ana Rosa”
This programme was screened for the first time
in January 2005 and has become a reference for
information, combining the rigour of political and
social news reporting with the flexibility of a magazine
programme, successfully blending political analysis,
social chat, investigative reports, interviews of leading
personalities, information on Mediaset Spain’s game
shows and realities, and a commitment to supporting
social causes.
Examples of this commitment to solidarity over the
past 10 years include the construction and start-up
of the children’s development centre “Centro de
Desarrollo Infantil Ana Rosa” in Matagalpa (Nicaragua);
construction and maintenance of a shelter for children
made homeless by the Haiti earthquake; various
collaborations with the NGO “Mensajeros de la Paz”,
created by Padre Ángel; and numerous campaigns
to support the people most affected by the crisis in
Spain, together with the solidarity campaigns launched
by Mediaset España in its “12 meses” initiative.

“El Príncipe”
This crime series highlights the fight against drugs in
the Strait of Gibraltar and measures implemented to
combat the jihadist movement, as the central theme.
The series also paints a picture of the cultures and
religions that share the city of Ceuta, presenting
Muslim traditions and contrasting them with
western culture.
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In 2014 the programme supported the initiatives of
various organisations working to meet different needs,
including food aid to combat hunger and malnutrition
in needy Spanish families; free holidays for families
of long-term unemployed people with children;
job-seeking for the unemployed; fundraising for soup
kitchens; fundraising for research into rare diseases;
and support for the campaigns and projects launched
by the foundation Mensajeros de la Paz during
the year.
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“The Voice Kids”
Starting with blind auditions of 93 young singers,
David Bisbal, Malú and Rosario Flores selected 45 of
them to compete for a grant to study music and the
opportunity to record a single with Universal Music.
Using a mobile app with personalised information
on the talent show and on the coaches, as well as
à-la-carte live broadcasts of the show and a selection
of the best moments, viewers were able to follow
the programme and make comments in Facebook
and Twitter.

“Pequeños Gigantes”
In this game show, five teams of children aged between
four and 11, captained by a celebrity, put their skills
to work before a jury of celebrities who were themselves child prodigies in the past, undergoing different
weekly tests so as to win a one-year artistic training
grant for each member of the winning team.

“Pasapalabra”
Each evening, this programme promoted a variety of
solidarity causes in an entertaining way.
In 2014, a “Three Kings” day special was broadcast to
raise funds to buy computer equipment for schools;
a Christmas Eve special supported the “Doy la cara”
group’s campaign and the programme presenter took
part in the bucket-of-icy-water challenge to support
the disease ALS.
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“Sálvame”
This is a variety show focused on celebrity gossip
magazines that has been broadcast daily since April
2009. During its five-year history, the show has
supported specific and general causes, as well as the
social initiatives promoted by the Mediaset Group.
As a new development in 2014, the programme
promoted Spanish fashion and the Spain brand
through the initiative “Sálvame Fashion Week”, focusing
the spotlight on established professionals and young
Spanish designers working in an industry threatened
by foreign brands.
Since it was first screened, this show has covered
solidarity causes relating to individuals who, thanks to
public awareness of their situation, have managed to
obtain materials, medicines, cash donations, therapies
or psychological treatment to improve their quality
of life. Specific cases of people affected by cerebral
paralysis, epilepsy, Lennox syndrome, cancer, Hunter
syndrome, leukodystrophy, neuronal disease, Down
syndrome, Dravet syndrome, Ohtahara syndrome,
trichothiodystrophy, idiopathic scoliosis, Menkes
syndrome, Angelman syndrome, lamellar ichthyosis,
CDG syndrome, postpartum paralysis, Tay Sachs
syndrome or Pfeiffer syndrome have been reported.
The programme’s team has also become personally
involved in social causes, experiencing what it is like
to be neglected, visiting a psychiatric centre, a cerebral
paralysis centre, people with Alzheimer’s disease, a
home for the elderly and a centre for drug addicts,
or getting to know what life is like for the O Grove
fishermen and shellfish gatherers.
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General causes have also been supported, such as
the bucket-of-icy-water initiative for Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), World Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
Day, International Breast Cancer Day, the adoption or
sponsorship of dogs, the Down Syndrome Association,
the Recal Addiction Recovery Foundation, the Spanish
Red Cross or the Food Bank, among others.
Through the pioneering figure of a “viewer
ombudsman”, a section in which viewers are invited
to openly make suggestions and complaints, the
programme has endeavoured to respond to their
demands.
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“Un tiempo nuevo”
The programme provided viewers with a democratic
platform to access all the political leaders and guests
who agreed to participate; it opened up a space for
debate, analysis, opinion and information during times
in which citizens’ opinions and participation are critical
to Spain’s future.
During each show, a leading politician was interviewed
and answered questions posed by a balanced panel
of journalists. The programme also organised a
political debate with representatives from the political
parties, who analysed current affairs together with the
programme’s collaborators.
The debate was supplemented by reports on the
main issues addressed, video statements, audiovisual
documentation and interview fragments, including
different approaches and viewpoints so that the
television audience could form their own opinion and
judgement on each matter.

“Amores que duelen”
This docu-factual series recreated real cases of male
violence against women, including an analysis by
Victoria Trabazo, a forensic scientist specialised in
clinical psychology, and statements from the victims
and their family members, so as to break the wall
of silence around gender violence, invite viewers to
reflect, stimulate a social and family dialogue, shine
light on how to identify the first signs of the escalation
of violence, other non-physical types of violence, the
importance of receiving support from friends and
family and, above all, practical information on what
to do in the face of mistreatment, how to report it,
where to turn for help, all with a message of hope: life
goes on after gender violence. It is all based on the
first-hand statements of women who have managed
to overcome the ordeal. The Ministry of Health, Social
Services and Equality participated in the preparation
of the programme by offering advice during the
selection of cases.

“Amores que duelen” is the first step in the ambitious
institutional campaign targeting gender violence based
on the claim “Practica igualdad. Enseña respeto”
(Practice equality.Teach respect) launched by Mediaset
España in October 2014 through the “12 Meses”
initiative.
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“Las mañanas de Cuatro”
Cuatro’s first morning magazine programme is
broadcast daily and includes a number of current
affairs discussion and analysis sections, paying
particular attention to political analysis, in which
journalists discuss matters related to news stories and
social problems, with the aim of allowing space for all
opinions and ideologies, ensuring a balance among the
people invited to take part and the involvement of all
the social agents referred to in each news item.
During 2014, the programme covered child poverty
and malnutrition in Spain, energy poverty, promotion
of responsible energy consumption, cases of financial
fraud, the situation of people affected by company
closures, precarious employment contracts, Hepatitis
C sufferers and Ebola cases in Spain, healthcare budget
cuts, environmental impacts of illegal construction in
protected environments, the situation in Ceuta and
Melilla caused by immigration, and solidarity initiatives
such as the “Marcha por la dignidad” (Dignity March)
led by farmers’ unions.
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In particular, on 24 December the entire programme
was devoted to the child poverty project
www.contralapobrezainfantil.org and was joined by
the nun Lucía Caram, the priest Padre Ángel from
the NGO Mensajeros para la Paz and representatives
of other NGOs that work to help the most
underprivileged people. The programme focused on
exploring the causes of child malnutrition in Spain and
analysing cases in which children are victims of the
economic crisis affecting their families.
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“Viajando con Chester”
This interview programme is a new format launched
in 2014 based on the idea of conversation as a
voyage in which to share and learn from experiences.
Celebrities were invited to hold a dialogue and some
of their personal testimonies impacted viewers and
social media users thanks to their human values and
capacity to overcome difficulties. Ordinary people also
expressed their viewpoints when the programme
became closely involved in social impact actions
through specials filmed in Gibraltar or in the heart
of Catalonia. Chester is a sofa that is auctioned after
the interview and the funds raised are donated to a
charity chosen by each celebrity interviewed.
In addition to active participation in social media, the
programme also brought in a new form of interaction
with the audience through the bidding system in the
auction of Chester sofas.

“En la caja”
This is a documentary report programme in which
a journalist or public figure arrives in a wooden box
in an unknown location and unprecedented situations
are filmed showing the surroundings and the person’s
opinions, uninfluenced by external input.
Leading personalities from the communication sector
have broken down the walls of their “boxes” to face
controversial situations and social issues, learning to live
with them, getting to know them and understanding
them by drawing on their curiosity and desire to overcome prejudices. The programme has always focused
on social issues, since its purpose is to increase awareness of the lives of people that could go unnoticed by
the general public.
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“Planeta Calleja”
Jesús Calleja’s adventure programme in which he is
accompanied by famous adventurers in his world
travels, including all the fauna, flora and hazards
encountered, so as to reflect the culture, nature,
lifestyle and traditions of the places visited.
During 2014 the programme visited the Kingdom of
Mustang in the middle of the Himalayas, Svalbard, the
closest town to the North Pole, the Swiss Alpes and
the Pyrenees.

“Hermano Mayor”
This coaching programme is exceptional due to
its involvement in helping young people with family
and social adaptation issues, and the promotion of
healthy living habits, the work of the coach Pedro
García Aguado and the psychologist Sonia Cervantes
being a determining factor once again in 2014 to
encourage changes in the young people and their
family environment.

“Supernanny”
The didactic value of this coaching programme is
reflected in its encouragement of dialogue within and
respect for families; the psychologist Rocío Ramos
Paúl helped families in need of support to guide the
behaviour of out-of-control children. The film team
accompanied each family for between two and three
weeks, depending on their needs, adapting their work
to the family’s routine without interfering with the
children’s daily activities and timetables.
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Divinity broadcast live charity concerts such as “La
Noche de Cadena 100”, an event organised to raise
funds for the NGO Manos Unidas to support their
project for the rescue, schooling and literacy of boys
and girls working in the train station in the Indian city
of Varanasi; “Por Ellas”, a charity event promoted by
Cadena 100 to help the Spanish Cancer Association
to combat breast cancer; the Top-40 awards event
“Premios 40 Principales”, held to raise funds for
the foundation Fundación Voces and its project to
combat social exclusion named “Creadores frente a
la Exclusión Social”.
During International Women’s Day, the channel
reinforced its commitment by screening a
commemorative bumper praising the values of
modern women and by broadcasting for the first
time the documentary “Manzanas, pollos y quimeras”,
which recounts the experiences of a group of African
women who decide to emigrate to Spain in search of
a better life.
Mediaset España’s women’s channel also accompanied
Wloggers (Women bloggers) during the largest annual
event for women bloggers in Spain, which addressed
trends, fashion, beauty and luxury, including training
and employment workshops, e-commerce courses,
networking areas, business presentations to investors
and the launch of wideojob, the first video-CV
social media for women entrepreneurs, available in
Divinity.es.
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Energy supported solidarity football by screening the I
Edition of the UNESCO Cup charity match between
legends from Real Madrid and Juventus at Juventus
Stadium, the takings having been used to improve
living conditions for child soldiers in Mali and the
Central African Republic.
During International Men’s Day, the channel gave
support to the Movember Foundation’s initiative
challenging men to grow a moustache during
November in order to build awareness and raise
funds for the foundation’s men’s health programmes,
through which it is helping to save and improve the
lives of men affected by prostate and testicular cancer.
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“Doraemon Land”
The new game show launched in 2014 held a big
competition comprising four tests completed by three
teams of girls and boys related to each other through
friendship or family ties; the tests promoted values such
as solidarity and teamwork, as well as educational and
sports content, and the winning team was rewarded
by a trip to Japan to visit the country in which this
much-loved character was born.
Boing also reported a number of social causes such
as Ayuda en Acción’s work to combat child poverty,
broadcasting a solidarity gala event entitled “¡Los niños
pueden cambiar el mundo!”, the aim being to persuade
the largest possible number of Spanish families to show
solidarity and join the fight by sponsoring children.
The channel also formed part of the solidarity
campaign launched by the “Inazuma Eleven” series to
cooperate with Spain’s school canteens, encouraging
viewers to watch a video of the series posted on the
Internet between 15 July and 31 August 2014; each
viewing raised five euro cents for the ONG Educo to
grant school lunch subsidies.
Boing also promoted the solidarity campaign “Perrotón
2014”, which was held on 19 October 2014 to
promote the adoption and responsible care of pets.
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MEDIASET ESPAÑA, A REFERENCE FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
IN THE MEDIA THROUGH “12 MESES”
Mediaset España’s solidarity initiative, which is a reference
for social responsibility in media companies after 13
years of work, continued to pursue its social awareness
actions during 2014. Some are long-term campaigns, such
as “Doy la cara”, which promotes gender equality and
combats gender violence. Other have a specific duration
and challenge, including “Solidarity Ball” promoted by “Los
Manolos”, which seeks to improve the food conditions of
minors at risk of social exclusion to obtain food, and the
International Labour Organisation’s “Red Card to Child
Labour” campaign.
Alongside them, the company promoted new actions
derived from hugely successful prior-year campaigns such
as “Eres perfecto para otros” (You are perfect for others),
through a social campaign hand-in-hand with the National
Transplant Organisation (ONT) and the Josep Carreras
Foundation to encourage bone marrow donations, and
new spots starring some of Spain’s most emblematic
actors and actresses to commemorate the ONT’s 25th
anniversary. The initiative “Sobre ruedas la vida me gusta
más” focused on a cycling team formed by employees
of Mediaset España, which raised funds for solidarity
purposes during the demanding annual race Titan Desert
by Garmin.
As always, “12 Meses” received applause from society and
awards during 2014, the most significant being the Award
from the Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality
on the International Day for the Elimination of Violence
against Women, for its campaign “Doy la cara”, and the
Nomination by PROMAX BDA Europa 2014 for “Eres
perfecto para otros”, in addition to recognition from
institutions and healthcare publications.
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“Doy la cara”, a new campaign promoting
equal opportunities for women
In 2014 Mediaset España launched “Doy la cara”, a
new long-haul campaign in different phases designed
to motivate and accompany women on the road to
overcoming barriers and undertaking projects with
professionalism, determination, ambition and enthusiasm,
without forgetting the fight against gender violence,
in which “12 Meses” received collaboration from the
Ministry of Health, Equality and Social Services; on the
International Day for the Elimination of Violence against
Women, “12 Meses” received an award from the Ministry
for its commitment to achieving a society free from
violence against women.
Leveraging the company’s huge capacity to disseminate
messages and build awareness in society, “Doy la cara”
sought to involve the millions of daily channel viewers by
screening institutional spots and bumpers to encourage
Internet and social media users to actively participate in the
initiative through the website www.doylacara.com, inviting
them to send photographs using the hashtag #doylacara;
the specialised microsite “DWomen” in www.divinity.es;
and the blog #doylacara, led by the Informativos Telecinco
presenters David Cantero and Carme Chaparro.
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Over 230,000 snacks for children at risk
of social exclusion thanks to the action
“Solidarity Ball” promoted by “Los Manolos”
With the aim of building awareness of the need to
improve food conditions of minors at risk of social
exclusion, in May 2014 Mediaset España collaborated
with Fundación Solidaridad Carrefour and the Food Bank,
distributing thousands of snacks among the most needy
children using the funds raised by selling “solidarity balls”,
supported by Manolo Lama and Manu Carreño, in 173
Carrefour stores throughout Spain.
With “Los Manolos” starring in a spot launched just before
the start of the Football World Cup in Brazil, the initiative
focused entirely on the Food Bank’s campaign “Ningún
niño sin merienda” by selling the ball at a price of €7.95,
resulting in the Food Bank’s distribution of 230,000 snacks
for needy children. Total resources obtained also included
3,000 kg of food collected in the “Pachanga Solidaria”
match between journalists following the presentation of
the campaign in the San Fernando school in Madrid, the
headquarters of the Madrid Food Bank, in which Mediaset
España’s name is already on one of the “streets” in the
premises thanks to its collaboration.
The involvement of two professionals who are so wellknown among viewers such as “Los Manolos” and the
wide diffusion of the campaign by Mediaset España,
taking advantage of the publicity provided by the planet’s
largest football event, assured a resounding success right
from the start, resulting in an order for 15,000 new balls
following the sale of almost all of the first 20,000 units in
less than three weeks.

“12 Meses” keeps the organ donation
dialogue alive
Designed to encourage dialogue on organ donation and
after persuading over 220,000 people to volunteer as
new donors since its launch in 2012, in September 2014
“Eres perfecto para otros” launched a specific campaign
on bone marrow donation on European Donor Day to
stimulate the number of bone marrow donations in Spain.
The company’s channels screened a spot starring the
“Chiringuito de Pepe” cast (Santi Millán, Dafne Fernández
and Begoña Maestre) to publicise the bone marrow
donation process. This spot was accompanied by reports
during news and current affairs programmes on Telecinco
and Cuatro.
In addition to this specific action, “Eres perfecto para
otros” intensified its campaign by screening two new
spots to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the birth
of the National Transplant Organisation (ONT). One
starred Paco León, Mariano Peña, Melani Olivares and
Dani Martínez, four of the main characters of “Aída”, and
the other starred Dani Rovira, Belén Rueda, Macarena
García and Fran Perea, four of the most recognisable
TV and film actors and actresses in Spain and the stars
of the series “B&b”. This phase of the campaign was a
continuation of earlier spots starring presenters such as
Ana Rosa Quintana, Pedro Piqueras, Pilar Rubio, Jorge
Javier Vázquez, Jesús Vázquez, Tania Llasera, Samanta Villar,
Emma García, Marta Fernández and Nico Abad.
In May, “12 Meses” also supported the project “Donando
vidas”, led by the Andalusian runner Eduardo Rangel,
who highlighted the significance of donation in saving
lives through a demanding test of endurance, running
through Andalusia’s eight provinces in eight 42-kilometre
marathons, a challenge that was monitored by the daily
programme “Sálvame diario”.
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Mediaset España and the International
Labour Organisation give a “Red Card
to Child Labour”
Focusing once again on the protection of children,
Mediaset España and “12 Meses” supported the
International Labour Organisation’s “Red Card to Child
Labour” campaign to launch a categorical message on the
eradication of a problem that affects around 168 million
children throughout the world who are victims of child
labour and exploitation.
Mediaset España’s involvement in this campaign, in which
numerous faces from around the world posed holding a
red card and shared the photograph using the hashtag
#redcard, consisted of offering all its employees, both
anonymous and famous, the possibility of photographing
themselves with the red card in a photo booth located
in a busy zone inside the company’s facilities. These
images were then included in a report that accompanied
information broadcast on World Child Labour Day in the
company’s in-house produced programmes and news to
publicise the situation of minors who are forced to work.
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“12 meses” joins the volunteering
campaign “Somos”
“12 Meses” also provided its support by covering in
the Internet and social media the third edition of the
campaign “Somos” (www.somosasi.org), a solidarity
initiative promoted by 33 Spanish NGOs to encourage
volunteering. This campaign included the adventurer Jesús
Calleja (“Planeta Calleja”), who joined other popular faces
such as Ana Duato, Ana Pastor, Àngels Barceló, Carlos
Sobera and Francine Gálvez. Conceived by a number
of NGOs related through the Spanish Fundraising
Association (AEF), the latest edition persuaded people
to get involved by sending solidarity SMS messages as a
first step in their collaboration with the NGOs, focusing
particularly on issues such as hunger and poverty, children,
education, emergencies, health and research, disabilities
and social exclusion.
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A PLATFORM FOR PROMOTING
SOCIAL CAUSES
The company reaffirmed its social commitment beyond
the television set by providing coverage for a variety of
social action campaigns in its Internet portals. Its huge
Internet success was leveraged to collaborate and build
awareness in relation to current, highly relevant social and
environmental issues.
Such programmes and campaigns covered by the
company’s web platforms included:
The Group’s global portal provided digital coverage for
Mediaset España’s “12 meses” campaigns. The campaigns
disseminated included “Doy la cara por la igualdad”, to
build public awareness of equal rights between men and
women. This culminated in a participative initiative in
which users were encouraged to upload photographs
and messages in favour of equality in Twitter or Instagram
adding the hashtag #doylacara.
www.mediaset.es/12meses/

Telecinco’s online platform echoed the social content
initiatives included in the channel’s programming. These
included:
• The situation in the Gaza Strip reported in Ana Rosa
Quintana’s special programme, which visited the zone
to report on the precarious situation faced by civilians:
www.telecinco.es/elprogramadeanarosa/secciones/
ana-rosa-en-gaza/cientos-de-ninos-victimas-de-losbombardeos_2_1853280019.html
www.telecinco.es/elprogramadeanarosa/secciones/
ana-rosa-en-gaza/fabricas-destruidas-durantebombardeos_2_1853280022.html
www.telecinco.es/elprogramadeanarosa/secciones/
ana-rosa-en-gaza/ana-rosa-entra-en-un-refugio-deuna-familia-israeli_2_1853280031.html
www.telecinco.es/elprogramadeanarosa/secciones/
ana-rosa-en-gaza/asi-ha-sido-experiencia-equipoar-en-gaza_2_1853280059.html
• The “Amores que duelen” website was published to
publicise cases of women who have overcome male
violence.
www.telecinco.es/amoresqueduelen/
• The “Este país merece la pena” site was created to
provide information on exceptional locations in Spain,
to echo social injustice and to report cases of people
that work actively to improve their environment.
www.telecinco.es/estepaismerecelapena/
• The NGO Educa’s campaign in Nicaragua was
promoted. Website visibility was provided for the
visit by the Sálvame collaborator Milá Ximénez to
Nicaragua.
www.telecinco.es/salvame/2014/
noviembre/13-11-2014/Mila-Ximenez-ONGEDUCA-Nicaragua_2_1891605164.html
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Cuatro’s online platform promoted the social content
initiatives included in the channel’s programming. These
included:
• A campaign in which Tania Llasera and Pedro Delgado
took part to support solidarity initiatives for paralympic
sportsmen and women.
www.cuatro.com/deportes/Paraolimpicos-CofidisResponsabilidad_Social_2_1905780022.html
• The website “La incubadora de negocios” was published
to support entrepreneurs.
www.cuatro.com/laincubadora/
This project was supplemented by creating a blog for
each new company formed thanks to the programme,
in which the entrepreneur comments on the evolution
of his or her company and gives advice to other
entrepreneurs.
www.cuatro.com/blogs/urbanfly/

A web page was also created to put new entrepreneurs
in contact with people interested in their business.

Divinity’s online platform promoted a number of social
actions, including:
• The channel’s website produced special content from
Wloggers (Women bloggers), involving the top 15
Wloggers from the V Edition of Wloggers together with
well-known Divinity faces.
w w w.d iv inity.e s/m o d a /P re m io s-Wlo gge r sDivinity-One-blogueras-moda-lovelypepa_0_1772925661.html
• The website “Women” was created to report on
women that find success in different sectors, many of
which are traditionally masculine sectors, overcoming
male-female taboos.
www.divinity.es/Women/
• The “Doy la cara” blog was published to allow
Informativos Telecinco’s news presenters to provide
details of progress achieved in gender equality in recent
years and improvements that are still necessary.
www.divinity.es/blogs/doylacara/

www.cuatro.com/la_incubadora/
emprendedores/18629/anuncios.html
• Sexual education was disseminated through Miren
Larrazábal’s questions and answers section during the
online radio programme “MorninGlory”.

Internet traffic in 2014
UNIQUE USERS

www.cuatro.com/morninglory/consultorio/

TOTAL*

MONTHLY
AVERAGE

• Minority sports were covered in the online radio
programme “Partido a partido”.

169,728,855

20,868,692

59,689,597

6,555,892

19,407,697

2,188,949

42,951,463

5,205,995

216,847,921

26,273,165

www.cuatro.com/partidoapartidoradio/

Total
Mediaset

Source: OJD (Unaudited data).
(*) Calculated through Omniture; OJD only provides with monthly data.
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Websites with most traffic in 2014
UNIQUE USERS

Informativos

Noticias Cuatro

La que se avecina

Women y Men y viceversa

Deportes Cuatro

Women y Men y viceversa

Sálvame

MorninGlory Radio

El Príncipe

Gran Hermano

Viajando con Chester

Aída

La Voz Kids

Las mañanas de Cuatro

Gran Hermano 15

La que se avecina

Adán y Eva

Cuarto Milenio

El programa de Ana Rosa

Cuarto Milenio

Adán y Eva

Sálvame de Luxe

Todo va bien

El chiringuito de Pepe

Supervivientes

Callejeros

B&b

Mundial Brasil 2014

Hermano Mayor

Hermano mayor

VIDEOS SERVED

Women y Men y viceversa

Deportes Cuatro

La Que Se Avecina

Sálvame

Adán y Eva

Women y Men y viceversa

Gran Hermano

Viajando con Chester

Aída

La Voz kids

Noticias Cuatro

El príncipe

Informativos

Las mañanas de Cuatro

Ciega a citas

La que se avecina

Hermano Mayor

Cuarto milenio

Supervivientes

Cuarto Milenio

Gran Hermano 15

Sálvame Deluxe

Ciega a citas

B&B, de boca en boca

El programa de Ana Rosa

Todo va bien

El Chiringuito de Pepe

Pequeños gigantes

Tiki taka

Yo Soy Bea

Source: Omniture
Note: Data referring only to May through December
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AWARDS RECEIVED BY MEDIASET ESPAÑA IN 2014
• Sports Journalist Award 2014 from El Mundo
Deportivo to Los Manolos

• Award for “El Príncipe” as the Best TV Series in the
Costa del Sol Fantasy Film Week

• Zapping Award for Best Presenter: Juan Ramón
Bonet

• Vitoria FesTVal Awards for:

• Medical Economics Awards for the “12 meses”
campaigns:
• “Para vencer el ictus todos contamos”
• “Eres perfecto para otros”
• Kapital Theatre Awards 2014. Honourable Mention
awarded to Paolo Vasile for his professional career
and contribution to the communication business
world
• Ramón Rubial Award to Alejandro Echevarría for his
Entire Business Career
• Tiflos Journalism Awards to Mario Moros (Noticias
Cuatro) for his report “Mi amigo Dani” and the
Sanfilippo Syndrome
• Málaga Film Festival Biznaga de Plata Award for:
• “Carmina y amén”: Best Script
• Yolanda Ramos as Best Supporting
Actress in “Carmina y amén”
• ATR Awards for:
• José Ribagorda as Best News Presenter
• Mitele.es as Best Multimedia Initiative

• Karra Elejalde, an “EiTB Trending Saria”
award for his professional career
• Jorge Javier Vázquez, received the Joan Ramón
Mainat Award for his spontaneity in front of
the camera, his presence on set, his charisma
and the proximity he transmits to viewers, his
versatility in different programmes and the
wonderful personality that makes him unique.
• “El Príncipe” received a Critics Award for
its narrative quality and state-of-the-art
production using new technologies
• SEN Neurological Diseases Award granted by
the Spanish Neurology Society to the 12 Meses
campaign “Para vencer al Ictus todos contamos.
Detectarlo a tiempo es vital”
• Solidarity Award to the Men of the Year granted by
the Men’s Health magazine to Pedro García Aguado
• Antena de Oro Award for Miguel Ángel Oliver and
the team that broadcasted the MotoGP World
Motorcycle Racing Championship
• Cosmopolitan Award for Jesús Castro in the Revelation Actor category

• Hugo Ferrer Communication Award for Maria Teresa
Campos, granted by Peña Periodística Primera Plana
for her Ictus campaign in “12 meses”

• Urban TV Award for “21 días buscando trabajo fuera
de España” in the Best Report category

• Cadena 100 Awards for “Ciega a citas” and “Ocho
apellidos vascos”

• Talento Awards to:

• Antena de Plata Award to:
• Teresa Fernandez Cuesta, from
Informativos Telecinco
• Mónica Sanz, from Noticias Cuatro
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• “El Príncipe”, ALMA Award for the
Best TV Series Script 2014

• Mariano Blanco
• Xelo Montesinos, the director of
“El programa de Ana Rosa”
• Ondas Awards for “El Príncipe” as the Best Series
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• GQ Awards to:

• MIM Awards for:

• Emilio Martínez Lázaro as the Best Producer

• “El Príncipe”, as Best Drama Series

• José Coronado, GQ 20 Special
Award to the Best Actor

• “La que se avecina” as Best Comedy Series

• Women a Seguir (MAS) Award to Mirta Drago
• Tourisfilm Awards to:
• “8 apellidos vascos” for the film’s success
and the creation of new ‘tourist routes’
• Clara Lago, for her excellent role
in “8 Apellidos Vascos”

• Huella de Oro 2014 Award granted by the National
Friends of Animals Association to the Mediaset journalist Gabriel Cruz in the “Most Committed Journalist”
category for his sensitivity while reporting this type of
information
• App Date Public Award for Best App 2014 for the
official “Big Brother 15” app designed for smartphones
and tablets.

• Dani Rovira, for his excellent role
in “8 Apellidos Vascos”
• Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality Award
on the International Day for the Elimination of Violence
against Women for “12 meses”, for its commitment to
freeing society from such violence
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ADVERTISING BUSINESS
In 2014, Mediaset España has again been a leader in the
production of audio-visual content for television, the
Internet and social networks in the domestic market.
Thanks to its commercial management in all types
of media it has led the advertising market in Spain for
another year, with an investment share of 44.2 %, 12.2%
up on 2013, an increase which is above the overall growth
in the market according to Infoadex.
The Company celebrated 25 years of business activity in
2014, during which it has raised the value of advertising,
overseen the health of the sector and built bridges with
advertisers using new ways to reach audiences, centred
on transparency, service and closeness to customers.
The effort made in recent years has enabled Mediaset
España to become consolidated not only as the leading
commercial concessionaire in the audio-visual market but
also as the motor behind a sector that has reinvented
itself again and again, adapting to changes in legislation,
technological novelties and the needs of viewers and
advertisers. It has helped brands to create increasingly
integrated communications projects with creative,
eye-catching and efficient proposals, many of them tailormade, which have enabled it to implement a recognisable
and inimitable style of commercial communication with a
pagination technique acknowledged by the entire market.
In addition, in 2014 Mediaset España has encouraged
direct relations with all actors in the advertising market.
Through the PubliesS.P.s website, a showcase for the broad
commercial offering made up by its channels, programmes,
presenters, formats, websites and advertising product
portfolio. The company’s official site brings together three
tools that are very useful for the market: a public website,
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a Customer Portal and an employee Intranet. Publiespaña
has provided its new website with a design that leads
to rapid, flexible and effective interaction and where the
audio-visual component is especially relevant. Its daily
updates serve to publicise major developments in the
Group and the industry with information on commercial
policy, audience data, programme details, types of
audiences, presenter profiles and potential supporters,
upcoming premiers and programming grids, among other
public services.
In addition, Publiespaña has carried out specific daily
meetings with customers and purchase centres in
order to detect each of their needs on an exclusive and
personalised basis.
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The most viewed spots in 2014 were
shown on Mediaset España’s channels
Advertising broadcast by Mediaset España has again
achieved the highest viewer figures. Among general
television channels, Telecinco broadcast the 10 mostviewed spots during the year, all at different stages of the
Brazil World Cup, the first with an advertising rating of
31.7%. Together with the World Cup, the most viewed
advertising was screened during the “El Príncipe” (the
Prince”) series and the film “The Impossible”.
Among themed channels, without taking sports events
into account, “Factoría de Ficción” cornered 76% of the
100 most viewed spots in the year, between the “La
que avecina” series and the film “Shrek the Third”. The
summary of “Big Brother” on Divinity also figures in this
ranking, providing the channel with 4% of the most highly
viewed spots.

% of the 3 broadcasts with the year’s most viewed spots
2%
1%

Brazil World Cup
El Principe
Film: The Impossible
97%

% of the year’s 100 most viewed spots by channel
4%

1%

Success of exclusive commercial policies for
major sports, film and programming events
Publiespaña has met its objective of offering customers
the maximum presence and the most efficient coverage
of target audiences through advertising polices tailored
to the major sports events offered by Mediaset España in
2014 such as the Brazil World Cup, the basketball world
championship and the motorcycling world championship,
providing high-profile, high-demand platforms on TV, the
Internet, social networks and the iWall circuit.

19%

97%
76 %

Along with these sporting milestones the company has
created new, high visibility and high efficiency advertising
products such as “Spots de Oro”, hiQuality spots shown at
maximum viewer times. In Special Initiatives, Publiespaña
has deployed a wide range of actions involving its sports
reporters Manu Carreño, Manolo Lama, Sara Carbonero
and J.J. Santos, as well as overlays, tele-promotions and
combined sponsorships for TV, online and mobile with
exclusive viral marketing initiatives on social networks.
The on-line offer has been completed with original
and unusual advertising formats called “Adlive”, created
specifically to be broadcast live on Mitele and on iWall, a
total of 68 screens distributed among 23 shopping centres
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in Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia. Six are large format
with LED screens and a capacity to reach an estimated
number of 10 million visitors.
Cinema-related programming events, with the free-to-air
premier of films like “The Impossible” or “The Adventures
of Tadeo Jones”, have brought excellent results for
advertisers, both those that opted for 360º sponsorship
and those preferring to insert their campaigns in
conventional blocks.
This was the case of customers sponsoring formats such
“The Voice” (Vodafone, Bimbo, Sony and Peugeot). After
the programme was broadcast the audience’s perception
of these brands as favourite purchase brands improved
and their intention to purchase these brands’ products
also rose, according to a study carried out by the Mira
Investigation Institute. This confirmed that advertisers
made the right choice associating themselves with
consolidated formats through commercial actions on TV,
the Internet and mobile applications, through which they
impact viewers and are also capable of reaching fans of
the competition who demand extra information on the
programme’s official web site or via the app.

Consolidation of branded content with the
renewal of successful formats and roll-out of
pioneering initiatives
In 2104 Mediaset España consolidated its catalogue of
multimedia advertising possibilities, renewing some of
the special developments commenced in 2013 in areas
like branded content through formats that are highly
integrated with the channel’s content, efficient with brands
and respectful towards viewers, such as the second
season of the baking programme “Cupcake maniacs” and
the second series of “Bebé a bordo”, oriented towards
parents with new-born babies, both released on Divinity.
The creation of tailored content led in 2014 to the
pioneering development of events produced and
promoted across all Mediaset media specifically for
customers. The maximum exponent of this has been
“Jeepster Party”, an innovative 360º project designed
for Mediaset España and tailored for the Fiat group to
launch the Jeep Renegade, a new model aimed at female
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audiences which sought to break through the masculine
stereotypes usually associated with Fiat’s vehicles. To this
end, Jeep joined forces with Divinity and Energy in an
event that involved all Mediaset España’s media, on TV,
the Internet and social networks.

Mediaset España, mediapartner in the
Professional Video Game League
Mediaset España has entered the video game industry,
which is the largest-earning sector in interactive leisure,
as a mediapartner of the Professional Video Game League
(LVP), for which Mitele has been the official television
channel in 2014. Through this alliance, Mediaset España
has concluded agreements with customers for the
competition’s different media.This has led to full coverage
of the LVP, enlarging the customer portfolio.

Mediaset España, main advertising
concessionaire in pay TV.
Through Publiespaña’s subsidiary Publimedia Gestión,
Mediaset has again been the largest pay-TV concessionaire
in 2014 in the Spanish market, with a portfolio of more
than 30 channels including those produced by Prisa TV
for the Canal + platform, including Canal + 1, Canal
+ Liga, Canal + Champions, 40 TV, Canal + Golf, plus
Cosmopolitan TV channels and ten themed channels via
Chello Multichannel.
Among the latter, the company has added the marketing
of conventional advertising by Multichannel Chello with
the coordination of special initiatives like Canal Hollywood,
XTRM, CTK, MGM, Somos, Buzz, Canal Decasa, Canal
Cocina, Sol Música and Canal Panda, reinforcing its
position in pay TV.

Development of the business
The Group’s commitment towards the dissemination of
the values related with certain projects on non-profit
organisations with which it collaborates is not only
reflected in the programming but also in the cession of
free advertising space.
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The following table reflects the general distribution of advertising business among the various channels which make
up the Group in 2014:

No. BLOCKS
(‘000)1

AVERAGE
BLOCKS PER
DAY2

AVERAGE
BLOCKS PER
HOUR3

MINUTES
BETWEEN
BLOCKS4

TOTAL MINUTES
ADVERTISING

12

33

2

30

72,671

13

36

2

28

66,238

14

40

2

25

71,743

14

40

2

25

57,033

12

33

2

32

56,472

12

33

2

31

30,541

12

33

2

31

21,638

12

33

2

31

22,481

SOURCE: KANTAR MEDIA
Note: La Siete and Nueve stopped broadcasting on 5 May 2014
1. Total Minutes Advertising broadcast per hour.
2. Average Advertising Blocks per day.
3. Average Advertising Blocks per hour.
4. Average Minutes Difference between the broadcasting of one Advertising Block and the next.
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During 2014 the Group has contributed with the following projects or non-profit organisations, providing them with
free advertising space:
GRUPO
CUATRO

12 MESES - BALON SOLIDARIO
12 MESES VIOLENCIA DE GENERO

NSF
(NOSOLOFDF)

TOTAL

2,057,390.00

1,343,620.00

325,550.00

433,165.00

4,159,725.00

61,325.00

53,850.00

78,875.00

12,650.00

206,700.00

CARITAS DIOCESANA

119,000.00

MANOS UNIDAS

199,650.00

91,200.00

WING FOR LIFE WORLD

220,500.00

29,660.00

58,250.00

308,410.00

SAVE THE CHILDREN

376,200.00

114,450.00

127,500.00

618,150.00

FUNDACIÓN REINA SOFIA

852,525.00

271,275.00

185,175.00

1,308,975.00

SINDROME DOWN

162,975.00

50,850.00

27,600.00

241,425.00

FUNDACIÓN STOP SANFILIPPO

280,500.00

183,625.00

FUNDACIÓN AYUDA CONTRA
LA DROGADICCIÓN

1,805,500.00

1,036,000.00

485,300.00

3,326,800.00

FUNDACIÓ JOSEP CARRERAS

176,625.00

73,050.00

27,675.00

277,350.00

X SOLIDARIA- DECLARACIÓN
DE LA RENTA

120,300.00

60,300.00

19,450.00

200,050.00

12 MESES - DOY LA CARA

1,314,730.00

869,537.50

193,307.50

2,377,575.00

Total

7,747,220.00

4,177,417.50

1,570,072.50

13,899,135.00

119,000.00
290,850.00

464,125.00

404,425.00

Note: valuation in euro of the advertising spots given free of charge.

There is further information on responsible advertising management in the “Advertising Management”
section of this report.
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WORKFORCE
The Mediaset Group’s excellent results are attributable to the dedication and talent of
its collaborators.These attributes are one of the company’s main competitive advantages
and are a mainstay of the business model.

The Mediaset Group’s excellent results are attributable
to the dedication and talent of its collaborators. These
attributes are one of the company’s main competitive
advantages and are a mainstay of the business model.
Mediaset España’s XI Collective Bargaining Agreement in
force for the period 2014 to 2017 provides for competitive
labour costs and significant fringe benefits thanks to
the responsible approach adopted by the employees’
representatives and to Management’s commitment to
dialogue, assuring an excellent work climate and stability
that is highly stimulating for the workforce in the current
context.
Major changes have been made to Publiespaña’s structure to enhance efficiency by streamlining the organisation and unifying Group management.
Human team development remains an essential aspect
of sustained value creation. Professional training actions
were therefore promoted, focusing on occupational risk
prevention, new developments in accounting and tax
legislation, digital businesses and career development for
women Managers with potential, resulting in a 24.42%
rise in training hours with respect to 2013 to total 17,860
hours.

As regards talent attraction, another indispensable aspect
to guarantee the company’s continued leadership in
the audiovisual industry, the 5th edition of the Master’s
Degree in Content Creation and Management was
launched in 2014 by Mediaset España in association with
Universidad Europea, beating the record for the number
of students enrolled. The numerous agreements with
universities and training centres for student job training
in the Group’s companies remained in force, plus a new
development in which Mediaset España took part in the
“Jumping Talent” event, obtaining access to a selection of
students from the country’s top 100 universities.
Mediaset España’s excellent employer image was
recognised in 2014 by an award granted annually by
Randstad to companies that have “Employer Appeal”, as
one of the most attractive companies in which to work
in Spain’s media sector.
As regards occupational risk prevention, in May 2014
Mediaset España adhered to the “Luxembourg Declaration
on Workplace Health Promotion”, undertaking to
integrate the basic principles into its management
practices. In this respect, the Joint Prevention Service
promotes healthy lifestyles, launching programmes such
as how to quit smoking or prevent serious illness including
cardiovascular disease.
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Information on the Group’s employees
2012

2013

2014

Average workforce (No. persons) (1)

1,360

1,308

1,274

Workforce at year end (No. persons) (2)

1,335

1,292

1,260

Average age (years) (4)

41.52

42.48

43.45

Average length of service (years) (4)

12.78

13.87

14.78

Proportion of women employees (%) (3)

49.41

49.62

50%

Proportion of employees on indefinite contracts(%) (5)

97.60

98.5

98.8

10

16

8

0.44

0.15

0.32

New hires (1)
Turnover rate (1) and (6)
Scope: Mediaset Group
(1)

Not including workers hired through Temporary Employment Companies or student internships.

(2)

Structural personnel.
Averages (structural + temporary personnel). Structural personnel are employed under indefinite employment contracts or
are interns whose posts are considered to be structural; temporary personnel are employed under contracts having a specific
duration. Student internships differ from professional internships (interns); the latter are professionals hired by the company under
an internship contract.

(3) 

Calculated at 31 December each year.

(4) 

Refers to structural personnel except for the ones that have an internship contract, calculated from annual average workforce.

(5) 

Undesired departures (voluntary redundancies + voluntary leave of absence) / Average headcount * 100. (There were three
voluntary redundancies and one voluntary leave of absence in 2014).

(6) 

Average number of employees by Group company
2012

2013

2014

1,086

1,053

1,030

Publiespaña

205

194

177

Publimedia Gestion

38

28

20

Grupo Editorial

2

2

3

Telecinco Cinema

9

9

9

Mediacinco Cartera

2

2

0

Conecta 5

18

11

6

Premiere Megaplex

-

4

7

Integración Transmedia

-

5

22

1,360

1,308

1,274

Mediaset España

TOTAL

Scope: Mediaset Group. Annual averages.
Note: In October 2014, an organisational restructuring was
completed in which the employees of Integración Transmedia and
the Commercial Area management (from Mediaset España) were
integrated into Publiespaña
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Geographic distribution of the workforce
No. of employees / % out of total
1,226 / 97.33%

Madrid
Barcelona
Bilbao
Other offices

24 / 1.88%
4 / 0.31%
6 / 0.47%
Scope: Mediaset Group. Data at 31 December 2014. All of the
employees are based in Spain.
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Workforce by Group company, job category and gender

MEDIASET ESPAÑA

S.P.

T.P.

Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Employees
Technical Staff

18 / 0

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Employees

0/0
1/2
7/4

50 / 24
28 / 31
53 / 88
390 / 336

Men

CONECTA 5
Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
S.P.
Employees
Technical Staff

T.P.

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Technical Staff
TOTAL

TELECINCO CINEMA
0/1
2/1
0/1
0/1
0/0

T.P.

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Technical Staff
TOTAL

Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
S.P.
Employees
Technical Staff

0/0
0/0
0/0

T.P.

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Technical Staff

2/4

PREMIERE MEGAPLEX
Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
S.P.
Employees
Technical Staff

S.P.

Structural personnel

T.P.

Temporary personnel

547 / 485

TOTAL

TOTAL

3/0
1/1
0/0
0/4
0/0

PUBLIESPAÑA
Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
S.P.
Employees
Technical Staff

0/0
0/0
0/0
4/5

T.P.

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Technical Staff

1/0
0/0
2/3
0/0

Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
S.P.
Employees
Technical Staff

0/0
T.P.

0/0
0/0
4/3

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Technical Staff
TOTAL

0/0
41 / 90
2/3
0/0
0/0
0/0
65 / 113

INTEGRACIÓN TRANSMEDIA

2/0
0/0
0/0

17 / 11
5/9

TOTAL

PUBLIMEDIA GESTIÓN

1/0

Women

6 / 12

0/0

Managers
Head of Dpt.
Journalists
S.P.
Employees
Technical Staff

0/0
T.P.

0/0
0/0
8 / 12

Head of Dpt.
Journalists
Technical Staff
TOTAL

3/1
0/0
0/0
4 / 14
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
7 / 15

Scope: Mediaset Group. Annual averages.
Note: S tructural personnel (S.P.) are employed under indefinite employment contracts or are interns whose posts are considered to be structural.
Temporary personnel (T.P.) are employed under contracts having a specific duration.
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Workforce distribution by age

178

171

175

Men
Women 

147

147
126

88
25
6

3

>60

84
42

12

56 to 60

37

51 to 55

46 to 50

41 to 45

36 to 40

5

31 to 35

26
1

26 to 30

1

<25

Scope: Mediaset Group. Annual averages.

Number of interns and students in job training
2012

2013

2014

Students in
job training

Interns

TOTAL

Students in
job training

Interns

TOTAL

Students in
job training

Interns

TOTAL

Mediaset
España

95

127

222

96

161

257

102

161

263

Publiespaña /
Publimedia
Gestión

0

17

17

0

16

16

0

19

19

Conecta 5

2

17

19

0

10

10

0

1

1

Premiere
Megaplex

-

-

-

0

2

2

0

4

4

Integración
Transmedia

-

-

-

0

2

2

0

3

3

Group total

97

161

258

96

191

287

102

188

290

Scope: Mediaset Group. Annual averages.

% employees by contract type
2012

2013
Temporary

Indefinite

Temporary

Indefinite

Temporary

97.6

2.4

98.5

1.5

98.8

1.2

Scope: Mediaset Group. Calculated from annual average workforce.
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2014

Indefinite
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Turnover by age group and gender

2012

2013

2014

25-30

0.15

25-30

25-30

31-35

0.15

31-35

31-35

0.08
0.08
0.08

36-40

0.07

41-45
46-50

0.07

36-40

0.08

36-40

41-45

0.08

41-45

46-50

46-50

51-55

51-55

51-55

56-65

56-65

56-65

0.08

Men
Women

T.R. by gender

T.R. by gender

T.R. by gender

0.15

0.15

0.16

0.29

0.00

0.16

Scope: Mediaset Group
Note: The turnover rate (T.R.) has been calculated using the following formula: undesired departures / annual average workforce *100.
Undesired departures are voluntary redundancies and leave of absence, not including death, incapacity and retirement.

Workforce breakdown by nationality
No. of employees / % out of total
1,237 / 9.17 %
2 / 0.16 %
2 / 0.16 %
15 / 1.19 %
2 / 0.16
1 / 0.08 %
1 / 0.08 %
Scope: Mediaset Group. Data at 31 December 2014.
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Number of employees on a reduced timetable
12 / 97

Mediaset España
1 / 28

Publiespaña
Publimedia Gestión

0/1

Telecinco Cinema

0/0

Conecta 5

0/1

Premiere Megaplex

0/0

13

127

Men

Women

13 / 127

TOTAL
Scope: Mediaset Group. Data at 31 December 2014.

Distribution of average annual workforce by length of working day

No. of employees / % out of total
11 / 100%

94 / 75.81%

2 / 1.61%
5 / 4.03%
23 / 18.55%

Scope: Mediaset Group. Annual averages 2014.
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Journalists
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
The collective bargaining agreements applicable to the
Group companies define the framework of its relations
with employees.
The objectives proposed during negotiation of the collective bargaining agreement in 2014 were to maintain good
working conditions and contain salaries so as to guarantee
the company’s competitiveness in the audiovisual market, as well as to assure that the work climate remained

optimal. The resulting agreement maintained economic,
working day and fringe benefit conditions, and the current
production model, thereby assuring business sustainability
and the capacity to compete with the rest of the audiovisual industry.
The following collective bargaining agreements governed
the Mediaset Group’s activities during 2014:

Mediaset España

XI Mediaset España Collective Bargaining Agreement. In force 2014 -2017.

Publiespaña
Publimedia Gestión

Advertising Sector Collective Bargaining Agreement. In force 2013 -2014.

Telecinco Cinema

Madrid Regional Collective Bargaining Agreement for Office Workers, although the
employees benefit from the improvements laid down in the Mediaset España Collective
Bargaining Agreement in force at a given time.

Conecta 5

Madrid Regional Collective Bargaining Agreement for Office Workers.

Premiere Megaplex

Madrid Regional Collective Bargaining Agreement for Office Workers.

Percentage of employees covered by a Collective
Bargaining Agreement in each company
Company

Employees

Mediaset España

91%

Publiespaña

100%

Publimedia Gestión

100%

Telecinco Cinema

67%

Conecta 5

57%

Premiere Megaplex

86%

Scope: Data at 31 December 2014.
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Madrid Regional Collective Bargaining Agreement for
Office Workers applicable to Telecinco Cinema, Conecta
5 and Premiere Megaplex personnel specifically excludes
Managers or those that hold level 1 position in Social
Security (Engineers, Graduates and head office roles not
included in article 1.3.c) of the Workers Statute Act).
Mediaset España’s 11th Collective Agreement covers all
the company’s personnel with the exception of persons
carrying out Senior Executive or Senior Management
functions, highly qualified media professionals hired for
the production or broadcast of programmes, series or
specific content determined by Mediaset España, and
artistic personnel whose services are contracted for
specific events. These parties are expressly excluded
because they enjoy conditions under their contracts or
under applicable legislation which are better than those
laid down in the Collective Agreement.
Madrid Regional Collective Agreement for Office
Workers , which applies to staff at Telecinco Cinema,
Conecta 5 and Premiere Megaplex, expressly excludes
persons holding executive positions or positions
classed as level 1 for the purposes of Social Security
contributions, that is, engineers, university graduates and
senior management personnel not covered by Article
1.3.c) of the Workers’ Statute.

Mediaset
España

Freedom of association and trade union rights have
always been recognised and respected by Mediaset
España. This is reflected in the employee and trade union
representatives who perform their duties through the
Works Committee that was elected in 2011.
During 2014, no situations were detected in which the
workers’ rights of free association have been jeopardised.

Equal opportunities
As in previous years, equal opportunities were
guaranteed by applying Mediaset España’s Ethical
Code, applicable Collective Bargaining Agreements,
equality plans renewed in each Group company and
applicable psychosocial and workplace harassment risk
management procedures.
The equality plans in force over the years have allowed
the effective application of the right to balance work and
life while encouraging a culture of equality and worklife balance across the entire organisation, guaranteeing
the dissemination of the measures implemented by the
Group through internal communication.

IV Equality Plan (1 January 2014- 31 March 2014)
V Equality Plan (1 April 2014-31 Dec. 2017)
Psychosocial and workplace harassment risk management procedures
(Since November 2009)

Publiespaña
y Publimedia
Gestión

V Equality Plan (FY 2014)
Psychosocial and workplace harassment risk management procedures

Telecinco
Cinema

Psychosocial and workplace harassment risk management procedures

Conecta 5

V Equality Plan (FY 2014)
Psychosocial and workplace harassment risk management procedures

(Since May 2010)

(Since November 2009)

(Since November 2009)

Premiere
Megaplex
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V Equality Plan (FY 2014)
Psychosocial and workplace harassment risk management procedures
(Since June 2013)
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In 2014, Mediaset’s Collective Bargaining Agreement,
once renewed, promoted the creation of the new
Equality Committee and the Equality Plan that will be in
force to 2017.
The new Equality Committee was formed in December
2014. The committee submitted to the employee
representatives the annual report on the percentage
of women employees, percentage of women and men
in posts of responsibility, distribution of Collective
Agreement personnel by group and professional
speciality, life-work balance measures and fringe benefits,
access to employment and communication with the
workforce, among other matters.
The Equality Agent has taken part in all related processes
as a member of the previous and current Equality
Committees and of the Collective Bargaining Agreement
Negotiating Committee. The agent’s role includes
providing the workforce with the company’s equality and
life-work balance measures by posting the new Equality
Plan, the measures guide and the collective bargaining
agreement in the corporate internet, in addition to
responding to related queries from employees.
Mediaset España is committed to non-discrimination
and integration of disabled people, having maintained
the relevant posts.

Fringe benefits and life-work
balance measures
Fringe benefits and life-work balance measures are
contained in the collective bargaining agreements and in
the equality plans applicable to each Group company; they
are offered to employees contracted directly, regardless
of the type of working day or contract. For personnel not
covered by the collective agreement, such as executives
and artists, these terms are contained in their individual
employment contracts.
The main fringe benefits enjoyed include disability and
death insurance, temporary disability supplements, a
wage supplement in situations in which the employment
contract is suspended due to maternity or paternity, study
grants, a free canteen for employees, special advances,
the Christmas basket and the transport-to-work service,
among other benefits.
The main life-work balance measures available to
employees are extended maternity leave, paid leave of
absence for personal matters, flexible working hours,
special summer, Easter and Christmas timetable, splitting
of paid leave of absence and holidays, among other
measures.
Rate of return to work following parental leave
2012

2013

2014

No. of women that
took maternity leave

59

39

44

No. of men that
took paternity leave

42

30

22

Number of disabled workers by employment
category
2012

2013

2014

Managers

1

1

-

Journalists

-

-

1

Employees

4

5

5

Total

5

6

6

Scope: Mediaset Group. Data at 31 December each year
Note: In 2014 there were no changes affecting the disabled
employees with respect to the previous year; the category change
is due to an amendment to one disabled employee’s contract, which
was not in any way detrimental.

In all cases in which parental leave was granted, the
employee returned to work and retained his/her post.

In 2014 there were no incidents related to discrimination,
reflecting the effectiveness of the applicable procedures
and measures. Additionally, as in previous years, the
diagnoses performed of the situation prior to the
preparation of the equality plans did not detect cases in
the workplace that could be classed as discrimination or
inequality by reason of gender.
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FRINGE BENEFITS AND LIFE-WORK BALANCE MEASURES ENJOYED
IN 2014 ARE SUMMARISED BELOW

Disability and
death insurance

Temporary disability
supplement

Maternity
supplement

All the Group’s workforce.

249 people in Mediaset and 41 in
Grupo Publiespaña.

31 people in Mediaset and 13 in
Grupo Publiespaña.

Paternity
supplement

Additional week of
maternity leave

Breastfeeding leave
of 13 business days

21 people in Mediaset and 1
in Grupo Publiespaña.

26 people in Mediaset and 8
in Grupo Publiespaña.

26 people in Mediaset and 7
in Grupo Publiespaña.

Flexible daily hours
(Mediaset)

Special advances

Gym subsidy
(necessary groups)

297 beneficiaries during ordinary
hours and 31 during shift hours.

Six special advances were granted
to Mediaset employees.

Crane and camera operators: 7.

Toys at Christmas

Free canteen (Madrid) /
Lunch vouchers
(Other offices)

Employee club

1,196 toys were given to the
children of the Group’s employees.

Entire workforce.

All the Group’s workforce.

Christmas basket

Reserved spaces for
pregnant employees

Reserved spaces
for medical reasons

1,270 baskets distributed.

21 spaces were reserved for
pregnant employees.

16 spaces were reserved
for this purpose.

Workplace
parking

All employees have
access to a car park with
approximately 500 spaces at
the Fuencarral facilities, plus
107 underground spaces,
50 spaces in nearby parking
zone and 18 in the
service road.

Transport
service

All employees that
choose to use the
service. No record is
currently kept of the
employees that use the
service, but reasonable
estimates indicate 534
in 2014.

Health insurance
The Publiespaña Group’s employees have health insurance
provided by the company and may opt to include their
beneficiaries (spouse and children aged 25 or less) on a
flexible remuneration basis.
Additionally, all the company’s executives and the
Publiespaña Group’s department heads have health
insurance provided by the company for their spouse and
children (aged 25 or less).
218 employees have health insurance on a flexible
remuneration basis including their beneficiaries
(spouse and children).
A discount is applied to the premium for all employees
that choose to adhere to the company policy.

For more information on available fringe benefits and life-work balance measures, click here.
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Training

Participants by type of training
2012

2013

2014

Languages

77

54

51

Training in groups

444

497

431

Seminars and congresses

30

31

15

Master’s degree
programmes

6

12

9

Online/Internet

72

123

192

Study grants awarded

109

104

77

A team of well-trained collaborators prepared to
achieve a leading position in the dizzy audiovisual
and advertising business is a value that the Mediaset
Group has managed to maintain and improve through
continuous training programmes.
In 2014, the cost control context did not prevent this
commitment, training hours having risen by 24.42% with
a relevant investment.
The training policy is designed to achieve and develop
the technical, operational and competency-related
qualifications required in each post. The most significant
training programmes conducted relate to the handling
of technical equipment acquired, occupational risk
prevention, management skills, financial and accounting
updates, prevention of money laundering and the
financing of terrorism, digital skills and use of languages.

Scope: Mediaset Group and Temporary Employment Company
employees.
Note: Figures relate to the number of participants per type of training;
the same participant may take part in different training activities.

Training hours by professional category and gender
2012

2013

2014

Training hour ratio

Managers

2,178

1,082

1,064

993

1,642

1,152

21.61

31.14

Head of Dpt.

1,092

499

237

1,601

246

634

6.65

15.10

9

15

21

60

60

1.11

0.66

3,124

5,623

4,127

5,893

7,431

5,437

15.81

11.64

4

90

189

215

646

552

6,398

7,303

5,632

8,723

10,025

7,835

Journalists
Employees and
Technical Staff
Temp. emp.
companies
TOTAL

13,701

14,355

17,860

Scope: Mediaset Group

* With respect to the training offered to employees engaged through Temporary Employment Companies, the hourly ratio per person is not calculated
given that the recording system registers the number of contracts signed and not the number of people hired through temporary employment
companies. Therefore the information would be distorted, indicating hours per contract and not per person, with some people having more than one
contract.
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Skills training programmes
2012

2013

2014

No. of
actions

Hours

Attendance

No. of
actions

Hours

Attendance

No. of
actions

Hours

Attendance

Mediaset España

17

876

84

3

15

5

14

1,061

17

Publiespaña

14

3,423

405

4

864

19

9

1,807

40

Publimedia Gestión

9

548

69

2

88

4

2

12

2

Premiere Megaplex

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

5

1

Integración
Transmedia

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

12

2

Temp. Emp.
Companies

4

66

11

1

24

3

2

1,000

2

Group total

22

4,913

569

7

991

31

20

3,897

64

COMPANY

Scope: Mediaset Group
Note: Total number of training actions refer to different training actions; training actions repeated in different companies are
included once.

Training programmes for cross-business competencies
2012
COMPANY

No. of
actions

2013

Hours Attendance

No. of
actions

2014

Hours Attendance

No. of
actions

Hours

Attendance

Mediaset España

20

1,295

145

11

729

90

21

2,301

76

Publiespaña

27

6,855

687

20

3,547

146

22

5,529

129

Publimedia Gestión

21

1,193

106

11

382

19

6

379

12

Conecta 5

-

-

-

1

15

1

-

-

-

Premiere Megaplex

-

-

-

1

8

4

5

215

9

Integración
Transmedia

-

-

-

3

84

4

4

372

8

Temp. Emp.
Companies

6

44

12

3

64

6

3

1,020

3

Group total

34

9,387

950

26

4,829

270

41

9,816

237

Scope: Mediaset Group
Note: Total number of training actions refer to different training actions; training actions repeated in different companies are
included once.
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The 2014 Training Plan focused on skill-building in
technical areas such as new IT tools for the design and
management of new technical equipment; digital skills
such as online advertising, specifically for commercial
area personnel so as to promote the competencies
required in digital environments; prevention of money
laundering and financing of terrorism, comprising
updated internal procedures, prevailing legislation and
risks, for all personnel involved in activities in which
there is a risk of such criminal conduct; and financial
and accounting updates and applicable legislation for
financial and internal audit personnel. A course on
finance was also available for non-financial personnel in
various management areas, in addition to the continued
commitment to language learning.
The Executive Development programme designed
specifically to promote the role of women in relevant
positions in the company was particularly relevant,
driving executive development on the basis of selfknowledge, self-motivation and self-development; four
women participated in this course.
As in previous years, actions were implemented in
2014 targeting occupational risk prevention, under the
Internal Safety Plan, as explained in the Occupational
Risk Prevention section.
In order to guarantee training quality and continuous
improvement, employee satisfaction is measured at
the end of training programmes using questionnaires.
Evaluations, tests and follow-ups are performed to check
that the employees make the most of their training and
meetings are held with the heads of the relevant areas
to detect future training needs in their teams.
The University Master’s Degree in Audiovisual
Content Creation and Management, launched in 2009
in association with Universidad Europea de Madrid,
opened its V edition in 2014 in response to current
audiovisual industry demands and needs, reflecting the
market’s recognition of the prestige and high level of the
courses taught each year.
The Master’s Degree is designed to ensure that students
discover all aspects of the television business, including

in-depth analysis of all the strategic areas involved in
business development based on a new and original
approach in which innovation and talent for creating
successful ideas and formats play a predominant role.
Visits to Mediaset España’s facilities are also organised for
students to inspect sets and witness recordings of prime
time series and programmes, as well as to participate
in highly-appreciated conferences with reputable
industry professionals such as Mercedes Milá, Ana Rosa
Quintana and Marta Fernández, who provide students
with practical viewpoints on daily television activities.
In 2014 there were 27 students, making a total of 110
Master’s Degree students from different countries since
the course was launched.
In parallel, under the Audiovisual Media Professorship
arrangement entered into in 2013 by Universidad
Europea and Mediaset España to generate collaboration
synergies, channel training activities and undertake
research projects to develop the audiovisual business,
in 2014 a specific corporate website was launched,
digital imaging and digital post-production qualifications
were created and study grants were awarded, financed
under this arrangement, for the Master’s Degree course,
covering 100% of the enrolment fee.
The Mediaset Group has many agreements with
universities and training centres for the practical training
of their students in the company; there was a 1.04%
rise in students undergoing practical training in 2014,
the Group companies having hired 51 interns. The
company’s management thus encourages the acquisition
of technical and human skills by the young students
which equip them to enter the labour market.
In 2014 two highly relevant initiatives were launched,
including an agreement with Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid whereby the company may hire students
who have recently completed their studies and cannot
commence conventional practical training under the
Expert Programme. The company also took part in the
Jumping Talent project, organised by Universia, which
allows the participating companies to access a selection
from Spain’s top 100 universities for inclusion in the
company’s training programmes or first-job programmes
for a period of three to nine months.

For more information on the Audiovisual Media Professorship, click on the following link:
http://catedramediosaudiovisuales.es/
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In 2014, 100 final candidates were selected for the
Jumping Talent project, eight of whom were pre-selected
by Mediaset España and one of whom finally joined the
news area as an intern. One of the five candidates preselected for Publiespaña was hired to perform account
executive functions.
As part of the “4o ESO+Empresa de la Comunidad de
Madrid” educational programme targeting pupils in the
fourth year of secondary education at schools forming
part of the programme, whereby pupils spend time at
the collaborating companies to enrich their education
and get to know the world in which they will work in
the future, six 4th-year pupils visited Group companies
during 2014.

Performance evaluation
The current Performance Evaluation System covers
nearly 24% of the Group companies’ personnel1.
As a result of this target-based performance analysis
and review process, in 2014 there were six promotions
and the proposed training programmes were launched,
including both courses arising from the evaluation
process and courses specifically requested.

Employees included in the Performance Evaluation System
Total
workforce

% of total
workforce

Mediaset España(1)

70

36

1,042

10%

Publiespaña (2)

62

113

199

88%

Publimedia Gestión (2)

8

11

19

100%

Mediaset Group total

140

160

1,260

23.81%

Data at 31 December 2014.
(1)

Includes executives, department heads and sales personnel.

(2)

All staff are involved except for general managers.

1 As from 1 October 2014, the Commercial Area Managers from Mediaset España joined the company Publiespaña; at the year end, this team had not
yet been included in the performance evaluation system.
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Occupational risk prevention
In 2014, as part of the implementation of the current
Occupational Risk Prevention Plan for the period 20102014, Mediaset España completed the prevention
activities defined in the annual plan.
A new procedure was prepared and implemented for the
inspection of facilities and the maintenance of machinery
and equipment; annual evacuation drills were conducted
at the Fuencarral and Villaviciosa de Odón facilities
under the Self-Protection Plan and a follow-up audit was
performed on OHSAs 18.001 certification, which was
obtained in 2013, the certificate having been renewed on
the basis of favourable findings.
OHSAS 18.001 certification guarantees that the health
and safety measures implemented by the company form
part of a structured management system that is effectively
integrated into the organisation. Compliance with the

TRAINING PROGRAMME

defined policy is assured since the necessary control
mechanisms have been implemented and the employees
responsible for carrying them out have been designated.
The Health and Safety Committee addressed the
following matters during the year: 2014 Training Plan on
Occupational Risk Prevention, intranet access to related
information, participation by Prevention Delegates in
occupational accident investigations, review of OHSAS
18.001 requirements to renew quality certification, report
on physical working conditions in certain environments,
information on construction work to be carried out in the
canteen and creation of an office for workers, review of
reception area safety measures and review of preventive
actions planned and forecast, among other matters.
The following occupational risk prevention training
activities were conducted under the 2014 Training Plan:

No. of participants

Duration

Hours taught

Environmental quality in interiors course

2

4

8

ORP innovation course

1

16

16

Fire fighting

30

8

240

Manual load handling

15

5

75

Safety in lift platform operation

42

4

168

High-elevation work safety

23

8

184

Data display screens

101

7

707

Occupational risk prevention

1

30

30

Advanced electrical hazards

13

6

78

Basic electrical hazards

32

4

128

Basic electrical hazards

23

6

138

TOTAL

283

1,772

Scope: Mediaset Group (includes both regular staff and workers contracted via temporary employment agencies)
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Occupational risk prevention training hours rose
once more, reflecting the relevance of the Group’s
commitment to its employee’s health, the number of
hours taught and course participants having more than
doubled with respect to the previous year.
The most significant training provided during the
year reflected the new approach to occupational risk
prevention, which transforms traditional prevention into
a preventive culture created by and for people; training
designed to increase employee awareness of the risks
associated with their post, specifically office posts, and
measures in place to encourage habits that reduce
such risks as far as possible; and training to enhance
Environmental Quality in interiors and its relationship
with air-conditioning systems.

2012

2013

2014

Accident at work
with sick leave
(ALCB)

8

6

8

Accident on way to/
from work

8

10

10

293

279

299

Accidents not
at work

3

6

2

Maternity/paternity

73

Common illness

Professional illness

-

61
-

-

-

-

Total days lost

14,752

12,350

12,885

Men

3,913

3,783

3,914

Women

10,849

8,567

8,971

Fatalities

Scope: Mediaset Group
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61

With respect to health and safety, in 2014 Mediaset
España continued to encourage employees to adopt
healthy lifestyles at no cost to them, so as to support
existing programmes, build awareness and teach them
how to improve their health. Campaigns launched
include the reduction of tobacco addiction, prevention
of serious illnesses, early detection of heart disease,
lung tumours and colon tumours, periodic medical
examinations and a specialised offering of healthy food
in the staff canteen.
Undesired incidents related to health and safety in
the workplace may arise even when a comprehensive
occupational risk prevention system is in place. In
2014 there were a number of events of this kind, as
shown below:

Accident rates
2012

2013

2014

Frequency rate

3.17

2.47

3.73

Incidence rate

5.4

4.21

6.35

Seriousness rate

0.21

0.04

0.17

Scope: Mediaset Group

I. Frequency = N
 o. ALCB x 1,000,000 / Hours worked x average
employees = 8 x 1,000,000 /1,704 x 1,260 =
8,000,000 /2147.040 =3.73
I. Incidence = N
 o. ALCB x 1000 / Average employees = 8 x 1,000
/1,260 = 6.35
I Seriousness = d
 ays lost due to ALCB x 1000 / Hours worked
=365 x 1,000 /1,704 x 1,260 = 365,000 / 2,147,040
= 0.17
Note: To calculate accident rates, the number of employees contributing
to the Social Security during the month is used on a monthly basis.This
differs from the average number of employees because it only covers
the number of workers under contract in each Group company at the
end of the month.
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SHAREHOLDER VALUE
Following two years of solid progress, the European stock exchanges underwent a volatile
year of transition in 2014. At the year end, the IBEX 35 was the best performing European
index with growth of 3,7%. The improvements in the Spanish economy together with
the favourable outlook for 2015, in the view of the main macroeconomic analysts, have
driven equities trading in the Spanish market.
With regard to European markets in 2014, Germany’s
DAX grew by +2,7%, hitting record levels (the historical
maximum was reached on 5 December when it closed
on 10,087.12 points), although performance in other
markets has been more varied: the Italian FTSEMIB grew
slightly (+0,2%) while in France the CAC40 fell by 0.5%
and the UK FT100 fell by 2.7% over the year.

In the US markets the main indices set new records
virtually every month, closing the year with strong
growth: the Dow Jones grew by +7.5% completing a
sixth consecutive year of positive growth (unseen since
1999); and S&P500 rose by +11.4%, also achieving six
consecutive years of positive results.

Performance of Main Stock Markets
US - Down Jones

7.52%

Japón - Nikkei

7.12%

IBEX 35

3.66%
2.65%

Frankfurt - DAX
EuroStoxx 50

1.20%

Milán - FTSEMIB

0.23%

París - CAC 40

-0.54%

Londres - FT100

-2.17%
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In Japan the Nikkei index rose 7.2% thanks to new stimuli
by the Japanese central bank which tipped the balance
for the year towards earnings.

€/$

Concerning companies, Apple has strengthened its
position as the world’s largest corporation with a value
of USD 647,360 million, ahead of Microsoft and Exxon
Mobile. The Chinese retail giant Alibaba, which was the
object of the largest IPO in history in 2014, is now the
twelfth largest company in the world with a value of USD
256,210 million. Santander, the largest listed company in
Spain, ranked 68th in the world, with a value of USD
106,530 million (€88,047 million)
During the year the Spanish risk premium fell to a
year-end level of 104.8 points, a drop of 52% compared
to the end of 2013. The second part of the year was
characterized by major fluctuations in the euro/dollar
exchange rate, which led to an annual decrease of 12%,
sinking to the lowest levels since 2012.

Spanish Risk Premium

In the commodities market the most noteworthy feature
has been the fall in oil prices mainly in the second half of
the year, due to oversupply caused by the slower growth
of the Asian economies and increased American and
Canadian output using the method known as fracking.
At 31 December 2014, Brent (benchmark in Europe for
prices per barrel) stood at $57.33, a drop of almost 50%
in the year.
As already mentioned above, the Spanish benchmark
IBEX 35 index was the best performing European index
with growth of 3.7%. The year is open to a double
interpretation for the Madrid selective index: it has
managed to grow for two successive years for the first
time since the crisis commenced in 2007, but although
it has grown by 72.5% from its lowest point in the crisis
(July 2012) it is still 35% below its historical maximum.
The annual minimum was reached on October 16 with
9669.70 points, while the maximum was 11,187.80
points on 19 June (a level not seen since 2010). The
combined capitalisation of the Ibex35 securities at year
end was €568,176 million, an increase of €52,088 million
in the year.
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The bullish scenario predominating in the markets
in the first half of the year was taken advantage of by
seven Spanish companies that went public. The largest
operation was carried out by Logista, which at year end
was among the 40 largest companies in the Spanish
stock market. Other launches on the Spanish market
were eDreams, Applus, Hispania and three property
investment companies (Socimis).
Regarding the development of the index prices, 20 of
the 35 stocks included in the Ibex 35 posted annual
growth at end-2014. Investors chose stocks that offered
attractive dividend yields, such as Red Eléctrica (+ 50.9%)
and Enagas (+ 37.9%), although the leader for the year
was Jaztell with a rise of 61.3%, driven by Orange’s
acquisition bid. On the negative side, OHL performed
the worst with -37.0%, followed by Indra (-33.6%) and
Arcelor Mittal (-30.1%), which were more exposed to
weaknesses in the international economy.
The market price of Mediaset España in 2014 rose by
24.5%, which situates the company as best in the media
sector in Europe and eighth in the Ibex35. Market
capitalisation increased by €837 million in 2014 to reach
€4,250 million, a level that had not been seen in the
company since early 2008.
The company’s maximum annual share price - €10.60 - was
achieved on 24 December, while the annual minimum

IBEX35 in 2014

of €7.41 occurred on 15 May. The average daily shares
traded was 2,126,662, which represented an increase
of 37% compared with data from the previous year,
while the average daily volume traded in euros was
€18,910,219. The most active broker in net purchases
during the year was Merrill Lynch, with 5,701,769 shares,
while the largest net seller was Banco Portugués de
Investimento (BPI), with 6,766,248 securities.
The total traded volume of Mediaset España in 2014 was
€4,822.4 million, an increase of more than €2,000 million
compared with the figure of €2,747.2 in the previous
year, reflecting an increase of 76%. The volume of shares
traded in 2014 stood at 542.3 million, compared with
397.5 million in the previous year, representing an
increase of 37%.

IBEX 35 volume in 2014
88,131

90,000

81,312

82,500

70,520

75,000
60,000
52,500
45,000

65,207

66,326

67,500

74,666

68,017
57,489

58,064

55,982
46,194

83,693

40,806

37,500
30,000
22,500
15,000
7,500
0

Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 April-14 May-14 June-14 July-14 Aug-14 Sept-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14

Total volume traded (€ million)

Average volume
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Monthly analysis 2014

In the market capitalisation ranking, Mediaset España leads
the Spanish media industry with a market capitalisation
which is 18% higher than Atresmedia, beating the
capitalisation of Spanish companies as a whole by more
than €1,600 million.
On a European level, Mediaset España lies in third
position, one position better than in 2013, behind ITV
and Prosieben.

Volumes per month in 2014
750
700
650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

676.0
10.0

486.0

472.0
355.3
336.2

458.0
399.0

352.5
319.0

438.0
8.0

334.0

213.6

197.0

6.0

Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 April-14 May-14 June-14 July-14 Aug-14 Sept-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14

Total Volume Traded (€ million)

Weighted Average Price

Average volume

Performance of other media sector companies

Mediaset España

24.51%

ITV

10.93%

Mediaset

-0.17%

AtresMedia

-3.16%

Prosieben

-3.17%

M6

-6.46%

TF1
Prisa
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-9.21%
-35.50%
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Capitalization in Spain

And Europe
11,156

4,250

7,621
2,614

4,250

4,063
2,690

554

2,614

1,962

219

Shareholder structure
In 2014 the shareholder structure of the Mediaset
España Group underwent certain changes that did
not affect the majority shareholder’s interest: Mediaset
SpA maintained its holding of 41.6% while Grupo Prisa
reduced its holding from 17.3% (70,534,898 shares) to
3.66% (14,891,677 shares).

purchased from Grupo Prisa a total of 34,583,221 shares
in the company, representing 8.50% of share capital. The
acquisition was carried out at a price of €8.892 euros
per share, representing a discount of 2.5% over the
closing price on 24 July (€9.120) for a total cash amount
of €307,514,001.13.

Movements in Grupo Prisa’s shareholding during the
year were as follows:

Following this buy-back, treasury shares increased during
the year to 9.66%. The remaining 45.13% is free-float
listed capital with a mainly international investor profile.

• On 11 April they placed a package of 15,000,000
shares representing 3.69% of capital;

Capital is distributed as follows at 31 December 2014:

• On 24 July they sold Mediaset España a package of
34,583,221 shares representing 8.50% of capital;
3.66%

• On 9 September they sold 6.06 million shares on the
market, representing 1.49%.
The Board of Directors of Mediaset España, at a meeting
held on 3 July, agreed to begin exploring alternatives for
buying back its own shares, with the medium term aim
of reimbursing to the shareholders the amount earned
from the market on the acquisition of 22% of DTS.
On 24 July 2014, under the authorisation to purchase own
shares granted by the General Meeting of Shareholders
on 9 April 2014 and pursuant to the resolution of the
Board of Directors dated 23 July 2014, Mediaset España

Mediaset Spa
Prisa Group
Free-Float
Autocartera

41.55%

45.13%

9.66 %
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Stakeholder relations
Investor Relations Management and the Shareholder
Office of Mediaset España play a significant role in
maintaining fluid relations with both institutional
and private investors. There are also permanent
communication channels with stock-market analysts and
the main players in the international markets.
The Company follows the guidelines laid down for
quoted companies by the regulator, in this case the
National Securities Market Commission (CNMV),
providing quarterly reports to investors concerning
the Company’s results through a triple channel. In this
respect, the Company releases the quarterly income
reports remitted to the CNMV which are published on
the corporate website (www.mediaset.es/inversores/es) in
Spanish and English, and also informs all investors and
analysts who so request by email.
Likewise, as part of the events related to the presentation
of its annual results, the Company offers the possibility of
following them in real time by conference call or webcast.
These procedures offer stakeholders the opportunity to
interact and raise all questions and matters they consider
relevant. These events are recorded and stored, and are
available through the Mediaset España web site until the
following period’s events.
Complementary to the regular quarterly and annual
reports mentioned above, during 2014 Mediaset España
has reported, through the procedure for “relevant
events” notified to the CNMV, the most relevant matters
affecting the spare price which need to be known by
shareholders and investors. At the same time, the
investor communications policy has been maintained and
conferences, roadshows and meetings have been held
with all investors interested in keeping in contact with
the Company.
Based on the activity reports by the departments
responsible for relations with shareholders and investors,
it may be concluded that 2014 was a period of growth
in their activities which reflects greater interest on the
part of investors and an improvement in the fluidity
of communications between the Company and its
stakeholders.
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In this connection, the Company has taken part in 18
conferences held in Spain, the UK, France, Switzerland
and the USA, devoted to media groups and companies
in Spain and Portugal. Additionally, the Company
has organised eight working breakfasts with Spanish
investors and 14 roadshows with potential investors in
the UK (London and Edinburgh), France (Paris), Germany
(Frankfurt and Munich), Switzerland (Zurich and Geneva),
Denmark (Copenhagen), Sweden (Stockholm) and the
US (New York, Boston and Chicago). This is a major
increase compared with the previous year with regard
both to the number of days and the number of cities
and countries visited, reflecting increasing interest by
investors in the Spanish market and in Mediaset España
in particular.
Meetings with institutional investors, either presentially
or via conference call, have increased during the period
with 307 meetings being held. This has led to direct
contact with over 791 investment companies, exceeding
previous year figures. Additionally, numerous meetings
and conference calls have been held with analysts from
the various brokers that cover the Company.
The Company has regularly updated its website
with specific areas offering relevant information for
shareholders and investors, and an effort has been made
to widen the variety of services and information offered
to the public.
With regard to the attention offered by Mediaset
España to minority shareholders, it is noteworthy
that communication has been maintained with these
shareholders during the year either by telephone or by
email. In quantitative terms, every month an average of
100 emails and 100 telephone calls are received, which
are dealt with by the Shareholders Office. Most of the
questions raised by minority shareholders concern the
payment of dividends, holding of general meetings and
the Company’s share price.
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MAIN QUESTIONS RAISED BY INVESTORS

15%

14%

6%

9%
4%

18%

11%

2%
9%

6%

Billing and market share

Shareholder´s retribution

Advertising market

TVE

Discounts

TDT Channels

2014 Costs

PAY TV and Retransmission Fees

2015 + Costs

DIGITAL PLUS

Other financials

6%

How have costs developed during the year and how might they be affected
by the recovery of the advertising market?
In 2014, during the presentation of the annual accounts, the company informed the market that costs
would be in the region of €770 million. Cost guidance includes all operating costs and depreciation
and amortization.
Regarding the development of costs in the coming years, it must be borne in mind that third-party
content is acquired well in advance of being broadcast and normally the conditions for content
renewal are also fixed in advance. The same applies to the production of fiction series and content.
Therefore, future stability in recurring costs is expected.
In the last five years the company has reduced its costs by 20% (both programming costs and other
general costs). This is proof of our ability to manage costs.

What is the purpose of the share buyback plan, what are the conditions and
how long will it take to carry out?
In early July 2014, following the sale of the stake in Digital Plus, the company announced a share
buyback plan designed to return the money received in 2010 from the capital increase to the
market. The plan does not have any price limitations and involves a total of around €500 million.
Legal and By-law constraints prevent the company holding more than 10% of treasury shares; after
the next Shareholders’ Meeting, at which the capital reduction following the redemption of treasury
shares will be approved, the company will repurchase own shares to complete the buyback.
The time taken to implement the Plan is a legal rather than a financial issue, as the company has
sufficient cash to repurchase the shares.
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What is the impact of the closure of channels and what is the risk of new
channels being closed?
In early May 2014, due to a Supreme Court ruling on the allocation of channels by the Government
which declared void the resolution of the Council of Ministers of 2010 under which DTT licenses
were allocated, the company had to close two channels.
In 2014, the impact on costs of these closures was limited with regard to the savings that could be
achieved, because during the year the company did not lose the air space and continued paying for
it. As for the possible savings in programming during the year, they have also been limited due to the
nature of the closed channels.
Regarding viewer numbers, the company lost almost two points while the main competitor lost 5
points, evidencing the company’s strong position in the competitive environment which has been
enhanced by this situation.
It is still unclear what the government will do with the freed-up air space but it is likely that part of
it will be returned to the sector through a competitive tender, as provided by law.
As for the remaining eight channels awaiting the ruling by the Supreme Court, the company is
confident that the government will act in a way that conclusively settles the matter and provides legal
guarantees for existing channels. A new law could resolve the defects in the regulations currently
in force which led to the Supreme Court’s decision to close nine channels. Therefore, the company
is confident that the government will take measures before the Supreme Court delivers its ruling.

What were the terms of the sale of the holding in DTS to Telefónica?
In early July the company sold its stake in DTS to Telefónica for €325 million. Payment of this amount
was received in the week following the sale. The price was not subject to any adjustments due to
internal conditions at DTS or to decisions by the competition regulator, and envisaged an agreement
to receive further payments in future up to a maximum of €40 million. €10 million would be paid
when Telefónica receives authorisation from the competent authority and a further €30 million is
related to subscriber figures in the years following Telefonica’s investment in DTS.
The company also has a “best-effort” pact to continue cooperating with Telefónica on Pay TV platforms
through the production of content and channels, always on a non-exclusive basis, using Mediaset
España’s technological capacities and know-how in high-definition production.
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How are the advertising market and the company’s market share expected
to evolve in 2014?
The Spanish economy has greatly improved in terms of consumer confidence and also with regard
to some macroeconomic parameters. However, unemployment figures are still very high and restrict
consumer growth, a factor that is directly related to advertising investments by advertisers.
There is no doubt that some changes in the economic cycle and in consumer confidence are
becoming visible, although such change is more a perception than anything else and will take some
time to be reflected in the real economy.
The company estimates that the advertising market in 2014 will be consistent with the economic
situation and will take into account the high correlation between private consumption and advertising
investment. For this reason, we consider that 2014 will be a much better year than the previous one,
driven by the economic recovery and the investments related to major sporting events, such as the
Football World Cup in Brazil.
Concerning the market share target in 2014, the company wishes to repeat, once again, its leadership
in the TV advertising market.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
Mediaset España’s business does not cause significant direct environmental impacts,
although there are certain collateral effects due to the scale of the company’s activities,
arising from the use of scarce natural resources and generation of waste that must
be managed.

As a result of the commitment to do business in a
sustainable manner, reflected in its Environmental Policy,
Mediaset España has implemented measures over
the years to assure efficient use of natural resources,
responsible management of waste generated and
minimisation of impacts on the natural environment in its
business locations.

Similarly, in relation to productions filmed outside the
company’s facilities, Mediaset España takes into account a
number of factors to ensure that they are conducted in a
sustainable manner. Among other matters, the company
ensures that the lowest possible number of people
make the trip and that collective, low-pollution means
of transport are employed; the necessary steps are also
taken to preserve the natural habitats visited.

The main facilities managed are the offices and studios
in Fuencarral and Villaviciosa, in the Madrid region. The
Fuencarral facilities are the most representative, receiving
a daily influx of approximately 2,500 people.

There is further information on the possible environmental impacts of production activities performed in
natural locations or places that are particularly sensitive to such impacts in the “Supply chain management”
section of this report.
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CONSUMPTION
The environmental sustainability measures implemented
include the replacement of lighting equipment in the
company’s facilities to install LED or high-performance
systems, resulting in a reduction of around 50,000 KWh
per annum in electricity consumed in recent years. In
2014, a large air-conditioning unit was replaced, enhancing
performance and cutting electricity consumption by 23%.
Implementation of the optimised energy management
plan continued, including the balanced refrigeration of
sets, restriction of the number of hours of air-conditioning
in studios and reduction in illumination during advertising
breaks in live shows.

The re-use of sets and application of LED appliances in
sets was also encouraged.
All the measures applied over the years to contain
consumption have brought energy savings compared
with consumption levels prior to the period 2012-2014,
despite the general increase in activities at the company’s
facilities.
As an additional sustainability measure, Mediaset España
has begun to replace air-conditioning equipment in favour
of low-pollution alternatives; at the end of 2014, more
than half of the units no longer consumed R22 gas.

Consumption of water, energy and materials
2012

2013

2014

Variation 2014-2013

Water (m3)

23,210

25,773

31,329

21.56%

Electricity (GJ)

62,515

62,379

62,617

0.38%

Diesel (GJ)

246

121

60

-50.27%

Propane (GJ)

664

120

-

-100.00%

Gas Natural (GJ)

1,692

4,269

4,396

2.98%

Paper (kg)

23,083

19,533

22,177

13.54%

Batteries (kg)

2,666

2,794

2,936

5.08%

Toner (units)

283

898(1)

880

- 9.74%

7,079

5,698

3,556

-37.59%

Tapes, DVDs, CDs (kg)

Scope: Mediaset España, except the offices of Publiespaña in Barcelona and Alicante.
Legend: m3=cubic metres; GJ=Gigajoule; kg=kilogrammes
(1) 2013 toner consumption data have been adjusted following a review of the information reported by a supplier.
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The most significant changes in consumption during
2014 relate to water, gas-oil and tapes/discs, the use of
propane gas having been discontinued as a result of the
shift to natural gas in 2013.
The growth in water consumption is explained mainly by
a significant leak detected in Villaviciosa, the double-filling
of the water tank due to a fault in Fuencarral and the
general increase in activities.
Gas-oil is only employed to start-up machinery, during
periodic reviews.
Consumption of Betacam Digital tapes, a format in
extinction, decreased during the year, as did consumption of XDCAM 23GB discs, in favour of 50GB discs,
providing twice the capacity.

Indirect energy consumption by source
Spanish
electricity mix*

Consumption
2014 (GJ)

Coal

18.82%

11,782

Diesel

5.15%

3,224

Gas

24.64%

15,427

Biomass

1.43%

897

Waste

0.48%

301

Nuclear

20.66%

12,935

Hydraulic

8.12%

5,085

Solar photovoltaic

2.75%

1,724

Solar Thermal

1.27%

794

Wind

16.63%

10,411

Other

0.06%

37

100.00%

62,617

Total production

* Source: Generation in the electrical system by source (latest data
published by the International Energy Agency, 2012)
Note: 141,351 GJ of primary energy were used for the production of the
electricity consumed by the Company in 2014.

EMISSIONS
Mediaset España’s sustainability commitment also includes
the management of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions
generated and actions to reduce them. As well as quantifying all the emissions, the company publishes the data
to guarantee transparency, demonstrating its level of
awareness in this area. For several years, the company has
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Tn CO2 equivalent)

CO2 of energy consumed by fuel (1)
CO2 derived from electricity consumption (2)
CO2 derived from air transport (3)
CO2 derived from overland transport

(4)

Leased vehicles (5)
Collective transport

(6)

Vehicles not owned by the Company

CO2 derived from rail transport (3)

2012

2013

2014

Variation 2014-2013

155.47

256.67

251.68

-2%

5,658.94

5,646.62

5,668.22

0.4%

710.36

568.43

669.80

18%

1,829.18

2,216.60

2,082.10

-6%

70.51

571.88

581.95

110.13

110.57

110.57

1,454.75

1,372.34

1,312.03

193.80

161.82

77.55

-52%

Scope:
Emissions derived from fuels and electricity: Mediaset España, except the offices of Publiespaña in Barcelona and Alicante.
Emission derived from transport: Mediaset España, Telecinco Cinema and the offices of Publiespaña in Barcelona, Alicante, Bilbao and Seville.
1 GHG emissions from stationary combustion- Calculation Tool(Oct.2010).Greenhouse Gas Protocol.
2 GHG emissions from purchased electricity- Calculation Tool(Dic.2014).Greenhouse Gas Protocol.
3 Data released by travel agencies using the National Energy Foundation´s emissions calculator.
4 GHG emissions from transport or mobile sources- Calculation Tool(Junio 2013).Greenhouse Gas Protocol.
5 Since 2013, the km actually travelled by each car on an annual basis have been taken into consideration as well as the services contracted
annually to transport certain attendees to programmes.
6 Bus for employees.

Other contaminating emissions from consumed
electricity (tn)
2012

2013

2014

SOx

14.47

14.421

14.470

NOx

7.93

7.734

8.060

Particles

0.60

0.597

0.600

CO

2.94

2.874

2.991

COVNM

0.07

0.058

0.069

Source: EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook- 2009.

SEWAGE
In the course of its business, Mediaset España consumes
water from the public network and once it is used it enters
the urban sewage system for treatment and purification.

The degree of contamination of the waste emitted by the
Company into the sewage system is similar to household
waste, though in larger volumes.
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WASTE
In the normal course of business, Mediaset España
generates a certain volume of waste. In compliance with
regulations governing hazardous and non-hazardous
waste, the Company delivers waste to an authorised
waste management company in suitable condition.
In this respect, electrical and electronic equipment are
managed by Recyberica; waste from used fluorescent
lamps and are managed through the AMBILAMP and
Recyberica Associations, and paper, batteries and digital
media are recycled through Reisswolf.
Waste from electrical and electronic equipment is
managed through the technical warehouse. All current
technical equipment is acquired subject to the “Restriction
of Hazardous Substances Directive” (Directive 2002/95/
EC, implemented in Spanish law by way of Royal Decree

208/2005), the cost of withdrawal at the end of its useful
life and re-cycling respecting the environment being
paid at the time of purchase, ensuring the adequate
management of the waste generated by the process of
renewal as a consequence of foreseen or unforeseen
technical obsolescence.
Organic waste is only generated in the cafeteria/canteen
area where it is separated by cafeteria personnel (organic,
plastic containers, glass), this being the only common area
where food may be consumed.
Employees separate paper, batteries, tapes etc. by
depositing them in specific containers around in the
Company’s facilities.

Waste managed (kg)
2012

2013

2014

Variation 2012-2013

Paper/board

Non hazardous

126,420

81,120

61,660

-24%

Tapes

Non hazardous

7,550

14,110

13,150

-7%

Batteries

Hazardous

3,600

2,900

2,000

-31%

Waste electronic and electrical
equipment

Non hazardous

6,780

6,227

8,413

35%

Waste from paint, aerosols and
contaminated metallic/plastic
containers

Hazardous

324

433

222

-49%

Other: lamps and tubes

Hazardous

N/A

563

1,086

93%

Others: oils and combustibles

Hazardous

1,229

0

0

-

Other. Glass

Non hazardous

540

0

0

-Total waste man-

146,443

105,353

86,531

-18%

5,153

3,896

3,308

-15%

141,290

101,457

83,223

-18%

-Total waste managed
Total hazardous waste
Total non-hazardous waste

Scope: All premises of Mediaset España except those located outside Madrid due to the fact that the waste collection programme is not applied
to them due to the limited amounts involved
Note: No oils, combustible or glass waste was collected during 2014.
N/A= not available
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PERFORMANCE
Audiovisual Business

Shareholder Value

Advertising Business

Environmental Performance

Workforce

Financial-economic value and tax situation

FINANCIAL-ECONOMIC VALUE AND TAX SITUATION
Consolidated statements of financial position (€ million)

Non-current assets

2012

2013

2014

1,454.909

1,384.686

962.970

312.260

349.920

523.449

1,767.169

1,734.606

1,486.419

Current assets
Total assets

2012

2013

2014

1,420.899

1,431.376

1,189.406

Non-current liabilities

31.164

20.447

31.260

Current liabilities

315.106

282.784

265.753

1,767.169

1,734.607

1,486.419

Equity

Total liabilities

Summary of separate consolidated income statement (€ million)
2012

2013

2014

Total net operating income

886.7

826.8

932.1

Operating costs

837.9

756.6

787.3

Operating profits

48.8

70.2

144.8

Profit/(loss) before taxes and minority interests

52.3

-2.3

85.6

Net profit/(loss), Group1

50.1

4.2

59.5

1. Attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders
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Economic value generated and distributed (€ million)
2012

2013

2014

886.7

826.8

932.1

837.9

756.6

787.3

b. Taxes and minority interests

2.2

-6.4

26.1

c. D
 onations and community
investments (1)

3.9

8.1

14.2

Total economic value distributed

844.0

758.3

827.6

Economic value retained (2)

42.7

68.5

104.5

Economic value generated
Economic value distributed
a. Operating costs

(1) Refers to donations made to non-governmental organizations and advertising spots given to NGOs free of charge.
(2) Economic value retained = economic value generated - economic value distributed

Operating income and expenses (€ thousand)

Income

2012

2013

2014

Group advertising revenues

806,714

766,560

855,682

Other advertising revenues

519

1,737

2,424

Provision of services

53,662

40,715

53,011

Other

11,941

9,813

8,283

Other operating income

13,891

7,995

12,687

Total

886,727

826,819

932,087

2012

2013

2014

1,766

1,304

3,076

Raw materials and consumables

305,693

270,346

260,855

Personnel expenses

109,256

104,850

106,186

Audio-visual rights consumed

210,469

173,927

199,220

Depreciation/amortisation

15,929

18,076

17,268

213

-1,055

1,850

Other expenses

194,598

189,200

198,878

Total operating charges

837,924

756,647

787,333

Operating
expenses
Decrease in finished goods and work in progress

Change in working capital provision
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Mediaset España’s tax situation
The Mediaset España Group’s tax situation reflects
an uncontroversial, transparent approach, free from
litigiousness and restricted to Spain; the main elements
are explained in the notes to the annual accounts that
accompany this Report.

This company’s registered address is determined by the
business structure of the local majority shareholders;
Mediaset España has no management capacity or personnel deployed in the company, the impact of Pegaso TV’s
business on the Group being minimal.

The Group has no real economic activity in countries
other than Spain, besides Pegaso TV, representing a
43.71% stake in a joint venture to manage a private open
TV project based in Miami and broadcast in other parts of
the United States, such as New York, and in Puerto Rico.
The television channel is called America CV, Mediaset
España holding 18.21% of its share capital.

In 2014 no tax-related litigation was initiated and there
were no disputes pending from prior years.

Taxes paid (€)
Item

2014

Public airwaves reservation fee

877,801.07

Property tax

306,546.59

Tax on business activities

60,619.08

PIT on securities investment income

4,200.00

Value added tax (VAT)

57,230,527.56

Non-resident income tax

5,270,069.93

PIT on lease income
PIT on earned income, economic activities, awards
PIT on earned income, economic activities, awards (Basque Country)

101,106.55
20,438,245.00
6,780.50

Corporate income tax partial payments

12,105,210.69

Income tax

(2,553,192.73)

Municipal solid waste tax

42,431.39

Vehicle access charge (24-hour access)

16,551.10

Grants received
Item
Grants received by the Institute of Film and Audiovisual Arts for the cinema
co-production activity
Other grants received from public bodies

2014
4,133,300
0
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ECONOMIC
HIGHLIGHTS

OTHER
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

2012

2013

2014

Total net revenue
(thousand euro)

886.73

826.8

932.1

Profit/ net revenue

5.5%

8.5%

15.5%

Adjusted EBITDA
(thousand euro)

64.94

87.19

163.87

Adjusted EBITDA /net revenue

7.3%

10.5%

17.6%

Net financial position
(thousand euro)

73.72

93.48

265.71

Origin-based tax paid
(thousand euro)

2.79

-6.18

29.99

0

2,176,553

4,133,300

219,921

106,204

252,861

Content producers

24

35

25

Programmes generated

78

46

77

Acquisition contracts for
third- party production

66

113

92

Investment in environmental
improvement (euro) 5

0

0

122,000

834

831

897

595,199,432

657,346,884

1,121,494,816

1,248,85710

2,101,914

Government financial assistance
(euro)4
Community donations (euro)

Advertiser number 6
Web access number

7 and 8

Daily web user average 5 and 9

4. Relates to assistance received for film co-production activities.
5. Investment in air-conditioning facilities to reduce energy consumption.
6. Only advertisers with investment in any Mediaset España channel have been taken
into account.
7. Relates to web access of Telecinco, Cuatro, Divinity and Mitele.
8. Source: Oficina de la Justificación de la Difusión (OJD).
9. Average number of web users a day:
AVERAGE USER /
DAY

TELECINCO.ES

CUATRO.COM

DIVINITY.ES

MITELE

2014

1,768,879

322,771

124,676

447,141

2013

1,108,761

180,192

87,773

277,894

2012

659,224

135,873

62,471

195,450

10. Data correction reported by OJD.
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SOCIAL
DIMENSION
2012

2013

2014

2,562

2,920

2,440

3,677,632

7,985,375

13,899,135

360,054

282,906

226,727

10.07

10.97

14.02

Training actions in skills

22

7

20

Transversal training actions

34

26

41

25%

25%

24%

2012

2013

2014

23,083

19,533

22,177

283

89813

880

2,666

2,794

2,936

Waste generated (kg)

146,443

105,353

86,531

Water consumption (m3)

23,210

25,773

31,329

Electricity consumption (GJ)

62,515

62,379

62,617

Diesel consumption (GJ)

246

121

60

Propane gas consumption (GJ)

664

120

-

Natural gas consumption (GJ)

1,692

4,269

4,396

Greenhouse gas emissions (Tn)

8,54814

8,85014

8,749

Programmes with a social content (broadcast numbers)
Assignment of advertising slots supporting social causes (euro) 11
Investment in training (euro)
Hours of training per employee

Employees with performance assessment 12

ENVIRONMENTAL
DIMENSION
Paper consumption (kg)
Printer toner and cartridge consumption (units)
Battery consumption (kg)

11. As from the approval of the Sustainable Economy Law in 2011, all NGO advertising which was previously considered as advertising can no
longer be regarded as such.
12. Relates to employees with performance assessment of Mediaset España, Publiespaña, Publimedia Gestión and Integración Transmedia.
13. Data correction for toner consumption data reported by one supplier.
14. Data correction of 2013 Performance Indicators, according to emissions reported on Environmental Performance chapter in Corporate
Responsibility Report 2013 (page 150).
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SCOPE
This Report is the tenth annual document published by
Mediaset España and which has been verified for the
seventh year by an external auditor, aims to report on the
Group’s Corporate Responsibility Commitments for the
period 1 January to 31 December 2014.
The Report covers the activities carried out by Mediaset
España in Spain as these are the most important and
representative of the business. Where the reporting scope
differs, an explanatory note is included.

Compared to previous years, there were no significant
changes on criteria and bases for including the information
reported.
As in previous editions, the Report has been made available to stakeholders in a web-enabled digital format,
through Mediaset España’s webpage: http://www.mediaset.es/inversores/es/responsabilidad-corporativa.html and is
available in Spanish and English.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
This Corporate Responsibility Report has been prepared
following the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines for the
Preparation of Sustainability Reports, version 3.1 and the
Media supplement sector.
In accordance with the self-assessment carried out by
Mediaset España and verified externally, the report covers
the requirements associated with GRI application level
A+, which implies that it fulfils the G3 level specifications
in terms of Profile, Management Approaches and Performance Indicators and has been subject to external review.

The GRI Indicator table sets out the pages and level of
cover of the requirements, management approaches and
indicators involved. If a core indicator is omitted, the reason for its omission is explained, taking into account the
principle of materiality in each case.
As in previous year, Mediaset España has aligned its Report
with the International Integrated Reporting Framework.
Therefore, the company has introduced specific content
related to the principal elements of reporting in this
Corporate Responsibility Report being a local pioneer in
its sector.
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PREPARATION OF THE REPORT
As for previous editions, the Report’s preparation was
coordinated by General Corporate Management with
the involvement of various areas.These areas are: Antenna
Division, New Business Division, Content Production
Division, Film and Rights Acquisition Division,Technologies
Division, HR and Services Division, Communication and
External Relations Division, Economic-Finance Division,
News Division, Investor Relations Management, Internal
Audit Management, Institutional Relations Management
and Publiespaña’s services operations and sales
management.

The content of the Report was determined by
stakeholder´s concerns communicated by the different
channels available for the purpose, a benchmarking analysis
of international sector companies, material issues for the
Media sector from a sustainability perspective made
available by Media CSRForum, contents detailed in the
frameworks that guide the development of this Report
as well as the Group´s strategic and communication goals.

DIALOGUE
Mediaset España values and encourages stakeholder
engagement, making available to them a specific
communication channel for their comments, concerns
and information requirements and to obtain feedback on
the issues addressed in this and other reports considered
relevant from a sustainability perspective.

The channel that may be used is:
General Corporate Management
Carretera de Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049- Madrid
rc@telecinco.es
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EXTERNAL VERIFICATION
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EXTERNAL VERIFICATION
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EXTERNAL VERIFICATION
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI CONTENT INDEX (GRI MEDIA SECTOR SUPPLEMENT)
1. Strategy and Analysis

Pages

1.1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization.

Complete

6-7

1.2

Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities.

Complete

6-8;60

Reporting level

Pages

2. Organizational Profile

160

Reporting level

2.1

Name of the organization.

Complete

11

2.2

Primary brands, products, and/or services.

Complete

11-17;
69

2.3

Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating
companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

Complete

12-17

2.4

Location of organization’s headquarters.

Complete

11

2.5

Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of countries
with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to the sustainability
issues covered in the report.

Complete

11

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form (key sector supplement content).

Complete

11

2.7

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of
customers/beneficiaries).

Complete

11-17

2.8

Scale of the reporting organization.

Complete

68;
152-153

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or
ownership.

Complete

13-17

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period.

Complete

112-113
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3. Report Parameters

Reporting level

Pages

Report Profile
3.1

Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided.

Complete

155

3.2

Date of most recent previous report (if any).

Complete

155

3.3

Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)

Complete

155

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

Complete

156

Report Scope and Boundary
3.5

Process for defining report content.

Complete

156

3.6

Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint
ventures, suppliers). See GRI Boundary Protocol for further guidance.

Complete

155

3.7

State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report (see
completeness principle for explanation of scope).

Complete

155-156

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced
operations, and other entities that can significantly affect comparability from
period to period and/or between organizations.

Complete

155-156

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including assumptions
and techniques underlying estimations applied to the compilation of the Indicators
and other information in the report. Explain any decisions not to apply, or to
substantially diverge from, the GRI Indicator Protocols.

Complete

155-156

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier
reports, and the reasons for such re-statement (e.g.,mergers/acquisitions, change of
base years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods).

Complete

Anual
Accounts

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or
measurement methods applied in the report.

Complete

155

3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report.

Complete

160

3.13

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report.

Complete

157-159

Reporting level

Pages

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
Governance
4.1

Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the
highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as setting strategy or
organizational oversight (key sector supplement content).

Complete

20-24

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive
officer.

Complete

CGAR

4.3

For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number and
gender of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or
non-executive members.

Complete

CGAR

4.4

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or
direction to the highest governance body.

Complete

CGAR

4.5

Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body,
senior managers, and executives (including departure arrangements), and the
organization’s performance (including social and environmental performance).

Complete

25-26;
CGAR;
R.R.
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4.6

Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest
are avoided (key sector supplement content).

Complete

33

4.7

Process for determining the composition, qualifications, and expertise of the
members of the highest governance body and its committees, including any
consideration of gender and other indicators of diversity.

Complete

CGAR

4.8

Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and
principles relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance and the
status of their implementation (key sector supplement content).

Complete

29-35
41-44
47-48

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s
identification and management of economic, environmental, and social performance,
including relevant risks and opportunities, and adherence or compliance with
internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct, and principles.

Complete

CGAR

4.10

Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own performance,
particularly with respect to economic, environmental, and social performance.

Complete

CGAR

Commitment to External Initiatives
4.11

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organization.

Complete

29-35

4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or
other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses.

Complete

57-58

4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/
international advocacy organizations in which the organization: * Has positions
in governance bodies; * Participates in projects or committees; * Provides
substantive funding beyond routine membership dues; or * Views membership as
strategic.

Complete

48;57-58

Stakeholder Engagement

162

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.

53-54

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.

53-54

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder
group.

53-54

4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the organization
has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting.
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Economic Performance Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Economic Performance
EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating
costs, employee compensation, donations and other community investments,
retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and governments.

Complete

68;
150-151;
152-153

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization’s
activities due to climate change.

Complete

Note

EC3

Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations.

Complete

Note

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from government (key sector supplement
content).

Complete

151-152

M1

Significant funding and other support received from non-governmental sources

Complete

Note

Market presence
EC5

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local
minimum wage at significant locations of operation.

Complete

Note

EC6

Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at
significant locations of operation.

Complete

38-39

EC7

Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from
the local community at significant locations of operation.

Complete

Note

Indirect economic impacts
EC8

Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided
primarily for public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono
engagement (key sector supplement content).

Complete

45-46

EC9

Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including
the extent of impacts.

Partial

70-94;
106-108

Reporting level

Pages

Environmental Performance Indicators
Materials
EN1

Materials used by weight or volume (key sector supplement content).

Complete

145

EN2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials.

Complete

Note

EN3

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source.

Complete

145

EN4

Indirect energy consumption by primary source.

Complete

146

EN5

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements.

Complete

145

EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and
services, and reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives (key
sector supplement content).

Complete

144-146

EN7

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved.

Complete

144-146

EN8

Total water withdrawal by source.

Complete

Note

EN9

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water.

Complete

Note

EN10

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused.

Complete

Note

Energy

Water

(Continue)
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Environmental Performance Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Biodiversity
EN11

Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected
areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas.

Complete

Note

EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on
biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside
protected areas.

Complete

Note

EN13

Habitats protected or restored.

EN14

Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity.

Partial

EN15

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with
habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk.

Not reported

Not reported
39-40

Emissions, effluents and waste
EN16

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

Complete

146-147

EN17

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

Complete

147

EN18

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved (key
sector supplement content).

Complete

144-146

EN19

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight.

Complete

147

EN20

NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight.

Complete

147

EN21

Total water discharge by quality and destination.

Complete

147

EN22

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method (key sector supplement
content).

Complete

148

EN23

Total number and volume of significant spills.

Complete

Note

EN24

Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous
under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage
of transported waste shipped internationally.

Complete

Note

EN25

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related
habitats significantly affected by the reporting organization’s discharges of water
and runoff.

Complete

Note

Products and services
EN26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent
of impact mitigation (key sector supplement content).

Complete

144-148

EN27

Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by
category.

Complete

Note

Compliance
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions
for non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations.

Complete

Note

EN29

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and
materials used for the organization’s operations, and transporting members of
the workforce.

Complete

Note

EN30

Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type.

Complete

152

EN28

Transport
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Social: Labor Practices and Decent Work Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Employment
LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region, broken
down by gender (key sector supplement content).

Complete

120-124

LA2

Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age
group, gender, and region.

Complete

120; 23

LA3

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or
part-time employees, by major operations.

Complete

127-128

LA15

Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender.

Complete

127

Labor/management relations
LA4

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.

Complete

125

LA5

Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including
whether it is specified in collective agreements.

Complete

49-50

Occupational health and safety
LA6

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker
health and safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational health
and safety programs.

Complete

52

LA7

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of
work-related fatalities by region and by gender (key sector supplement content).

Complete

134

LA8

Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place
to assist workforce members, their families, or community members regarding
serious diseases(key sector supplement content)

Complete

133-134

LA9

Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions.

Not reported

Training and education
LA10

Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employee
category (key sector supplement content).

Complete

129

LA11

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the
continued employability of employees and assist them in managing career
endings.

Complete

129-130

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development
reviews, by gender.

Complete

132

Complete

22-23;
120-124

Complete

Note

Diversity and equal opportunity
LA13

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per
employee category according to gender, age group, minority group membership,
and other indicators of diversity.

Investment and procurement practices
LA14

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category,
by significant locations of operation.
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Social: Human Rights Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Investment and procurement practices
HR1

Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and
contracts that include clauses incorporating human rights concerns, or that have
undergone human rights screening.

Complete

Note

HR2

Percentage of significant suppliers, contractors and other business partners that
have undergone human rights screening, and actions taken.

Complete

Note

HR3

Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects
of human rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of
employees trained (key sector supplement content).

Complete

Note

Non- discrimination
HR4

Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken.

Complete

127

Complete

Note

Partial

38

Partial

38

Complete

34

Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and
actions taken.

Complete

Note

Percentage and total number of operations that have been subject to human
rights reviews and/or impact assessments (key sector supplement content).

Complete

Note

Complete

Note

Freedom of association and collective bargaining
HR5

Operations and significant suppliers identified in which the right to exercise
freedom of association and collective bargaining may be violated or at significant
risk, and actions taken to support these rights.

Child labor
HR6

Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for
incidents of child labor, and measures taken to contribute to the effective
abolition of child labor.

Forced and compulsory labor
HR7

Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for
incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute to the
elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor.

Security practices
HR8

Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization’s policies or
procedures concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations.

Indigenous rights
HR9

Assessment
HR10

Remediation
HR11
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Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed and resolved
through formal grievance mechanisms (key sector supplement content).
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Social: Society Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Complete

Note

Local communities
SO1

Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement,
impact assessments, and development programs.

SO9

Operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local
communities.

Partial

38-40

SO10

Prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with significant
potential or actual negative impacts on local communities.

Partial

38-40

Corruption
SO2

Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to
corruption.

SO3

Percentage of employees trained in organization’s anti-corruption policies and
procedures.

Complete

34

SO4

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption.

Complete

Note

Complete

34

Public policy
SO5

Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and
lobbying (key sector supplement content).

Complete

55-56

SO6

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians,
and related institutions by country.

Complete

Note

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes.

Complete

Note

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions
for non-compliance with laws and regulations.

Complete

Note

Anti-competitive behavior
SO7

Compliance
SO8
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Product Responsibility Performance Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Content creation
M2

Methodology for assessing and monitoring adherence to content creation values.

Complete

41-44

M3

Actions taken to improve adherence to content creation values, and results
obtained.

Complete

41-44

Content dissemination
M4

Actions taken to improve performance in relation to content dissemination
issues (accessibility and protection of vulnerable audiences and informed decision
making) and results obtained.

Complete

41-44

M5

Number and nature of responses (feedback/complaints) related to content
dissemination, including protection of vulnerable audiences and informed decision
making and accessibility, and processes for addressing these responses.

No disponible

Note

Partial

43;53-53;
93; 101

Audience interaction
M6

Methods to interact with audiences and results.

Customer health and safety
PR1

Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are
assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and services
categories subject to such procedures.

Complete

Note

PR2

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their
life cycle, by type of outcomes.

Partial

Note

PR3

Type of product and service information required by procedures and percentage
of significant products and services subject to such information requirements (key
sector supplement content).

Partial

35

PR4

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning product and service information and labeling, by type of outcomes.

Partial

Note

PR5

Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring
customer satisfaction.

Partial

43-44

Corruption

Product and service labelling
PR6

Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to
marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship.

Complete

30-31;
33-35;
47-48

PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning marketing communications, including advertising, promotion,
and sponsorship by type of outcomes (key sector supplement content).

Partial

Note

Partial

41-44

Media Literacy
M7

Actions taken to empower audiences through media literacy skills development
and results obtained.

(Continue)
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Product Responsibility Performance Indicators

Reporting level

Pages

Customer privacy
PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer
privacy and losses of customer data.

Complete

37

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of products and services.

Complete

Note

Compliance
PR9

Notes:
Anual Accounts 2014.
CGAR: Corporate Governance Annual Report 2014.
R.R. Remuneration Report 2014
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
EC2(P)

Given Mediaset España’s activities, the risks and opportunities due to climate change do not have significant
implications for the business.

EC3(P)

There is no pension plan structure arranged by the company as fringe benefits.

EC5(A)

Mediaset España takes the minimum salary as a reference. Mediaset España’s current reporting systems are not
ready to offer information to the level required by the indicator.

EC7(P)

Mediaset España does not have a specific local hiring policy differing from its general hiring policy.
All its workforce is settled in Spain; having a local hiring policy could promote discrimination.

EN2(P)

Mediaset España has no record of used materials valued.

EN8(P),
EN9(A),
EN21(P)

Mediaset España’s offices are located on urban land and therefore use the urban water and sewage networks.

EN10(A)

Mediaset España uses water from the urban network and does not use recycled or reused water.

EN11(P)

The facilities managed directly by the Group are located on industrial estates or in urban areas, away from
protected areas.

EN12 (P)

The possible impacts that might occur during the production of television contents are managed by Mediaset
taking into consideration its minimization and always considering the strict compliance of current legislation. See
“Supply Chain Management”.

EN23(P)

Given the nature of the Group’s activities, there is no risk of spills of hazardous substances.

EN24(A),
EN25(A)

Immaterial indicator in view of the activities performed by Mediaset España.

EN27(P)

Given the Group’s activities, packaging waste is not material. In any event, the Group covers its responsibilities
as a waste producer and manages all waste produced by the products that it purchases.

EN28(P)

Mediaset España has received no significant fines or sanctions for non-compliance with environmental
legislation.

EN29(A)

There are no significant environmental impacts in Mediaset España from the transport of products or other
material goods. For the impacts of transporting members of the workforce, these are broken down in CO2
emissions.

HR1(P)

There are no significant investments in Mediaset España that include clauses incorporating human rights
concerns or that have undergone human rights screening.

HR2(P)

Mediaset España does not screen suppliers for human rights. Nonetheless, in order to ensure an ethical
performance, it introduces a clause of mandatory compliance and observance for all suppliers which covers,
inter alia, human rights concerns. See “Supply Chain Management”.
(Continue)
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HR3 (P)

Mediaset España does not provide specific employee training on human rights issues; notwithstanding it
determines precise guidelines on responsible television content creation on that matter, working with children
and interaction with live audience.

HR5(P)

Mediaset España has not identified activities directly affecting the right of association or collective bargaining.

HR9 (A)

There are no incidents related to the violation of indigenous rights.

HR10(P)

Mediaset España reviews all generated and broadcasted contents as well as children work and live audience in
order to comply with protocols, codes of ethics and policies.
Adverstising goes under strict controls to guarantee it complies with legislation, standards and voluntary codes
adopted.
Mediaset España has no information systems in place for other activities, enabling this information to be
obtained.

HR11(P)

In 2014 Mediaset España has received no grievances related to human rights.

LA 14(P)

Collective agreements guarantee equality in payments between men and women that hold the same position.

LA15(P)

In all cases of parental leave, the employees have returned to work.

M1(P)

Mediaset España has not received any significant funding from non- governmental sources.

SO1(P)

Mediaset España has no information systems in place enabling this information to be obtained.

SO4(P)

In 2014 there has been no need to take action in relation to incidents of corruption.

SO6 (P)

Mediaset España has not given any financial or in-kind contribution to political parties, politicians, and related
institutions.

SO7(A)

In 2014 no action has been taken due to anti-competitive or monopoly practices.

SO8(P)
PR2 (A)
PR4(A)
PR7(P)
PR9(P)

Mediaset España has taken all possible considerations to guarantee a responsible management of its business.
Nevertheless, there have been situations where the developed procedures have not been able to counteract
possible noncompliance of procedures and commitments.
Therefore, during 2014 there have been 3 penalty proceedings that lead to a 281.400 euros cost against
Mediaset España´s accounts.

M5(P)

The 9th report “Informe de Evaluación sobre la Aplicación del Código de Autorregulación de Contenidos
Televisivos e Infancia” has not been released at the moment of this publication. Therefore, it is not possible to
give information on this matter. (April 10th 2015)

PR1

Mediaset España fulfils all legal requirements in this respect and its action guidelines are set out in Risk Control
Systems. See “Risk Management System”.
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GLOSSARY

Assets: Group of assets and rights owned by a company.

Commuting: daily journal from home to work.

Audience (television): Number of people over 4 years of
age that are watching television at a given moment.

Contract hire: rental contract under which the contract
hire company purchases a new car, at the customer’s
request and makes it available to the customer for a
specific time, including all expenses.

Blog: Also known as a web log, a blog is a regularly
updated website that displays texts or articles by one or
more authors in chronological order–in which the most
recent appears first–with a particular purpose or theme,
in which the author has the freedom to post anything he
or she believes is relevant.
Broadcast: Distribution of audio and/or video signals that
transmit programs to an audience. The audience can be
the public in general, or a relatively large sector of the
public such as children or young people.
Climate change (global warming): Change in overall
atmospheric conditions attributed directly or indirectly
to human activity, which increases the natural variability
of the climate observed during comparable time periods.
CO2 equivalent: International methodology for measuring
greenhouse gas emissions used to establish the equivalence
between heat retention of any gas of this type and that of
CO2. In this manner, all gases are converted to the CO2
measurement, enabling a homogeneous calculation of any
greenhouse gas.
Coach: programme that contributes to personal growth
and professional development.
Commercial target: Audience group comprised of
individuals between 13 and 54 years of age, from the
middle and upper classes who live in cities with 10,000
or more inhabitants.

Day time: Broadcast period during daylight hours.
Digital forum: Web application that serves as a platform
for exchanging opinions or holding discussions or debates
online.
Digital interview: System of communication via the
Internet in which one or more experts on specific topics
receive questions from users and respond to them
through the web.
DTT (Digital Terrestrial Television): Digital television
platform that uses terrestrial broadcast systems, in other
words, antennas located on the surface of the earth.
EBIT: Earnings before interests and taxes.
Environmental impact: Any change in the environment,
adverse or beneficial, that results from human activity.
Free float: Floating capital that can be traded immediately.
These are shares that are not held by large owners and
which are not subject to sales restrictions.
Frequency index: This index expresses a relationship
between the occurrence of workplace accidents resulting
in absence from work in relation to the length of exposure
to the risk.
GJ: Gigajoule – energy measurement unit.
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Greenhouse effect: Phenomenon by which certain gases
that make up the atmosphere retain part of the energy
from solar radiation emitted by the ground, causing a
moderation of temperature variations of the earth and
an increase in its average temperature. This phenomenon
is being intensified by the emission of certain gases in
large quantities, such as CO2 and methane, caused by
human activity.
Greenhouse Gas Protocol: International instrument used
by government and companies to record and manage their
greenhouse gas emissions. This initiative was created by
the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD) and the World Resources Institute.
Greenhouse gases: Compounds that are found in the
atmosphere and which, due to their properties, are
responsible for the greenhouse effect. The massive
emission of these gases through activities such as the
burning of fossil fuels increases the greenhouse effect;
this increase is recognized as the leading cause of global
climate change. Among these substances the following
ones are included: CO2, CH4 (methane), N2O, HFCs,
PFCs, SF6 and water vapour.
GRI (Global Reporting Initiative): Initiative started in
1999 to develop and disseminate applicable directives
for preparing sustainability documents and reports. These
guidelines, to be used on a voluntary basis by organisations,
exist for the purpose of improving the quality of their
reports and achieving greater comparability, consistency
and efficiency in their dissemination.
GRP (Gross Rating Point): The basic rating point is the unit
of measure of advertising effectiveness. It consists of the
percentage of the audience that viewed a given television
spot compared to the potential market determined
previously between the television operator and the
advertiser/media centre. Data that is later contrasted
with the data provided by Taylor Nelson Sofres. GRP are
measured per minute, although the advertising spots tend
to have a shorter duration. GRP can also be calculated by
multiplying the net coverage by the frequency of a spot.
Gymkhana: from the Hindi and Persian terms khana and
gend, meaning “ball game” and currently used to refer to
games involving various competitive events.
Incidence index: Ratio of occupational accidents to the
average number of workers exposed to the risk.This index
indicates, therefore, the probability of an occupational
accident occurring to the staff.

Late night: Programming block from 0:00 to 2:30.
Liabilities: Total obligations and debts contracted by a
company. The liabilities represent the company’s source
of financing.
Moderation: Work of controlling user-added content in
the available forms of debate and participation so that this
does not include content that is inappropriate, offensive
or prohibited under the conditions established for the use
of these applications. Once the text has been approved
by the moderator, it is published on the Internet.
Morphing: Creative process of merging the image of the
advertiser with that of the channel.
Occupational accident: Diseases, pathologies or injuries
caused by or at work.
Page view: Files sent in response to a user request
received by a server. When a page is made up of several
frames, the group of frames will be considered a single
page for calculation purposes.
Payout: Portion of corporate earnings used to pay
dividends. This is expressed as a ratio and is the result of
dividing the dividend by the net earnings and multiplying
the result by 100.
Post-moderation: Work of controlling user-added content once it has been published in the different forms of
debate and participation available in web applications. If
the published content is considered inappropriate, offensive or does not comply with the established conditions
of use, it will be eliminated from the application.
Power ratio: In a media company, this statistic indicates
the performance of revenues compared to the audience
share.
Prime time: Programming block from 21:00 to 00:00,
during which time the maximum audience is reached.
Prime-time access: The programming block prior to
prime time.
Rating: Analytical instrument that permits valuation of
the risk of a company or of a broadcast. Normally, higher
ratings are demanded of the broadcasters with the
weakest financial position (worst rating) to compensate
for the greater risk assumed.
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Remake: In film and television, a new version of a previously released program or film, or a local version
of a series in a country other than the one in which it
originated.

Spanish energy mix: Types of energy used to generate
electricity (nuclear, solids, oil and gas, bio-mass, waste,
hydro-electric, wind, solar, geothermal and other
renewable sources)

Rich media: Internet advertising term assigned to a web
page that uses advanced technology such as on-demand
video, program downloading with user interaction and
advertising that changes when the user passes the cursor
over it.

Spin-off: project born as an extension of a previous
project, on television, which generally refers to a new
series deriving from a previous series as regards situations,
plots or characters.

commercial

Stakeholders: All of the persons, institutions or groups
that significantly affect the activity of an organisation and
its decisions, and/or that may be affected by them.

Security document: Name of a mandatory document
that all companies must have available to the Spanish
Data Protection Agency [Agencia Española de Protección
de Datos] in which the measures and procedures that
eachcompany must have in place for complying with the
Security Measures Regulation (Royal Decree1720/2007,
of 21 December) [Reglamento de Medidas de Seguridad
(Real Decreto 1720/2007, of 21 Decembre)] are detailed.

Sustainable development: The appearance of the
concept of Sustainable Development goes back to the
presentation in 1987 of the report “Our Common
Future” by the World Commission on Environment and
Development (Brundtland Commission) created by the
UN, where it was defined as “development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”.

Security Measures Regulation: This is RD 1720/2007, of
21 December, which implements Organic Law 15/1999,
the Data Protection Organic Law.

Target audience: Group of persons to which the channel
addresses its advertising messages.

Roadshow: Technical,
information forum.

economic

and

Severity index: This index compares the number of days
with absence from work with the number of hours the
worker is exposed to the risk. The importance of this
index is that it includes, in addition to the consequences
of the injuries, the cost in terms of time lost from work as
a result of the accidents.
Share: Distribution of the actual audiences amongst all
channels, expressed as a percentage.
Share capital: Monetary amount or value of the assets
that the shareholders of the company own. The rights
that shareholders acquire in the company will depend on
the share capital contributed. This is divided into equal
and indivisible portions called shares.
Shareholder: Individual or legal entity that holds shares
in a company, making it an owner of the company in
proportion to the number of shares it holds.
Sitcom: Also known as situation comedies, sitcoms refer
to a type of series originating in USA which usually have
certain characteristics: recorded or live laughter, a shorter
duration, self-contained chapters etc.
Site: Group of web pages generally associated with the
same Internet domain which normally are on the same
topic or serve the same purpose.
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United Nations Global Compact: International initiative
put forth by the United Nations in 1999 which invites
an ethical commitment by companies and has the goal
of obtaining a voluntary commitment on the part of
institutions with respect to social responsibility by means
of implementing Ten Principles or fundamental values
related to human rights, labour practices, the environment
and the fight against corruption. Its purpose is to foment
the creation of a global corporate citizenship which
permits the reconciliation of the interests and processes
of business activity with the values and demands of civil
society, as well as with the projects of the UN, international
sector organizations, unions and NGOs.
Webcast: Television program designed for transmission
over the Internet.
Windows: The different means of commercially exploiting
an audiovisual content in terms of time.The most common
windows for audiovisual content are movies, DVD and
video, pay per view, cable television and free television.
XDCAM: Professional video system that uses a PFDdisc,
similar to Blu-ray, and which, due to its characteristics, can
be reused for a very long period.
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DIRECTORY

Mediaset España
Ctra. Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049 Madrid
Tel.:91 396 63 00
www.mediaset.es
• Content department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 69 99

• External Production Department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 61 82

• Management and Operations department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 66 92

• Investor Relations Department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 66 92
Email: inversores@telecinco.es

• News Department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 64 56
Email: informativos@informativost5.com
Web: www.informativostelecinco.com y
www.cuatro.com/noticias/
• Communications and External
Relations Department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 68 42
Email: gabinetedeprensa@telecinco.es
• Audiovisual Sales Department
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 395 93 24
Email: comercial@telecinco.es

• General Corporate Management
Tel.: 91 396 61 88
Fax: 91 396 62 84
Email: rc@telecinco.es

Factoría de Ficción Telecinco
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 62 23
Email: fdf@telecinco.es
telecinco2@telecinco.es
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Publiespaña
Ctra. Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049 Madrid
Tel.: 91 395 90 00
Fax: 91 395 90 10
Web: www.publiesS.P.s

Publimedia Gestión
Tel.: 91 212 83 00
Fax: 91 212 83 01
Web: www.publimediagestion.es

Telecinco Cinema
Ctra. Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049 Madrid
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 61 82
Web: www.telecinco.es/t5cinema/

Conecta 5
Ctra. Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049 Madrid
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 61 06
Web: www.telecinco.es

Mediacinco Cartera
Ctra. Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049 Madrid
Tel.: 91 396 63 00
Fax: 91 396 66 92
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Ctra. Fuencarral a Alcobendas, 4
28049 Madrid
Tel.: 91 396 63 00

www.mediaset.es

